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Following the death of Jesus Christ there was a period
of readjustment that lasted for approximately one
million years.
–Kurt Vonnegut, THE SIRENS OF TITAN
THE NEW-ENGLAND ALMANACK FOR 1811. By Isaac Bickerstaff. Providence, Rhode Island: John Carter.
THE NEW-HAMPSHIRE AND MAINE FARMERS’ ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1811.
Portsmouth, New Hampshire: Published by Charles Tappan. Sold at his Bookstore, No. 1, Market-street....
In addition to hints as to the best mode of taking honey and of the management of pigs, this provided detail
about various counterfeit bank bills in circulation at the time and about “uncurrent bills” that could be
accepted only for “a part of their nominal or original value.”
The 50-foot octagonal lighthouse at Scituate Harbor began to shine for the initial time (this tower stands
today beside the original 1811 keeper’s quarters).
James Monroe was Governor of Virginia. Until 1817 he would be Secretary of State for President
Madison.
Jean-Pierre Abel-Rèmusat had been educated for the medical profession, but his attention had been
attracted to a Chinese herbal in the collection of the Abbé Tersan, to the extent that he had spent five years
learning enough Chinese to be able to consult this volume. In this year he was able to produce ESSAI SUR
LA LANGUE ET LA LITTÉRATURE CHINOISES, and a paper on foreign languages among the Chinese, and came
under the patronage of Silvestre de Sacy.

EVENTS OF 1812
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The initial volume of the Reverend Joseph Ivimey’s A HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH BAPTISTS INCLUDING AN
INVESTIGATION OF THE HISTORY OF BAPTISM IN ENGLAND FROM THE EARLIEST PERIOD TO WHICH IT CAN BE
TRACED TO THE CLOSE OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. TO WHICH ARE PREFIXED, TESTIMONIES OF ANCIENT
WRITERS IN FAVOUR OF ADULT BAPTISM: EXTRACTED FROM DR. GILL’S PIECE, ENTITLED, “THE DIVINE RIGHT
OF INFANT BAPTISM EXAMINED AND DISPROVED.” (London: Printed for the Author). The last 2 of the 4
volumes of this series would appear in 1830.
Grace Kennedy’s first literary effort was a tract about religion amongst the Jews. She would post this
anonymously to a clergyman of the Church of England, and we do not know what then befell her manuscript.
The author’s next effort would be DUNALLAN: OR, KNOW WHAT YOU JUDGE; A STORY (this would not see
publication until 1824).

KNOW WHAT YOU JUDGE
KNOW WHAT YOU JUDGE
At a ball in Bath, Walter Savage Landor observed a pretty girl and exclaimed “That’s the nicest girl in the
room and I’ll marry her” — this was Julia Thuillier, daughter of an impoverished Swiss banker who had an
unsuccessful business at Banbury and had left his family at Bath and gone to Spain.
Upon his passing out of the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich, Francis Bond Head received a commission
as lieutenant in the Royal Engineers.
Massachusetts farmer Charles Turner, Jr. was re-elected as a Democratic-Republican congressman, to
represent the 7th District of Massachusetts in the 12th federal Congress (he would be Chairman of the
Committee on Accounts, until March 3, 1813).
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While Matthew Fontaine Maury was five years of age his family relocated from Virginia to Franklin,
Tennessee. He would think to emulate the career of an older brother, Flag Lieutenant John Minor Maury,
a pirate fighter, until, after Lt. Maury had died of yellow fever, Matthew’s father Richard Maury would refuse
to consider allowing his younger son to enlist. Matthew would contemplate a career beginning at the West
Point Military Academy, until his family would be able to use its connections and the influence of Senator Sam
Houston to secure for him at the age of 19 a direct Naval appointment.
Thomas Harwood graduated BD at Cambridge University.
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George Waddington transferred from preparatory schooling at the Charterhouse School of Godalming in
Surrey, to continued preparatory schooling at Trinity College of Cambridge University, where he was Browne
medallist for the Latin ode (he had his prize-winning Latin ode printed for circulation among his friends).

TRINITY COLLEGE

John Jacob Astor obtained a stateroom on the official government frigate John Adams for his son-in-law and
daughter Adrian Bentson and Magdalen Astor Bentson, for their voyage to St. Petersburg, Russia in order to
go sightseeing.
Gabriel Franchère, Fils joined the Astor Expedition as a merchant’s apprentice. He would arrive at the
company’s new Fort Astoria at the mouth of the Columbia River as a member of the Duncan McDougall party
aboard the Tonquin, Captain Jonathan Thorn, after a difficult passage around Cape Horn. He would meet the
1st known lesbian of the Kutenai people.
At about this point Chinese White Lotus sectarians were using the phrase san-ts’ai to describe the “three
powers” of Heaven, Earth, and Man. Also, at about this point, the Sam Hop Hui or “Three United Society”
was springing up in Malaya. These Sam Hop practitioners were mostly middle-class people from the Three
Counties region around Canton, but some of them were not above torturing or offing members of the general
public who seemed reluctant to pay for their own protection.
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Under the close editorship of Pierre Étienne Louis Dumont, Jeremy Bentham’s THÉORIE DES PEINES ET DES
(London, two volumes; two editions would appear at Paris).

RECOMPENSES

While the infant Kit Carson was still only a year old, the family relocated from Kentucky to a tract near
Franklin in what was to become Missouri, settling on land owned by sons of Daniel Boone (they had purchased
this district from the Spanish prior to the Louisiana Purchase, and ratification of this transfer was pending in
the US federal government). The Boone and Carson families would become intimate, not only working
together but also intermarrying.

Charles Lamb’s ON THE TRAGEDIES OF SHAKESPEARE.
James Cooper left off being a midshipman in the US Navy in order to get married with Susan Augusta
DeLancey, a descendant of one of the early governors of the New York colony. For several years he would
occupy himself in managing his bride’s estates in Winchester County, New York.
While visiting Hardenberg near Göttingen, contact with German mysticism began to make Benjamin Constant
somewhat less sceptical toward religion.
John Payne Collier entered the Middle Temple of the British legal profession. He would not be called to the
bar until 1829, in part because of his indiscreet publication in 1819 under the pen name “Amicus Curiae,” of
CRITICISMS ON THE BAR.
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Publication of François-Auguste-René, vicomte de Chateaubriand’s book about his 1806/1807 travels in
Greece, Palestine, Egypt, and Barbary, ITINÉRAIRE DE PARIS À JÉRUSALEM. Although the author was elected to
the Académie française, because he was planning to use his acceptance speech as an opportunity to criticize
the French Revolution, he would not be able to occupy a seat in the institution until the Bourbon Restoration.
François Pierre Guillaume Guizot published an essay on the fine arts.
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The Reverend John William Cunningham became Vicar of St Mary’s at Harrow on the Hill, London, Harrow
(a presentation which had been purchased for him by his father-in-law). Frances Trollope would lampoon him
in THE VICAR OF WREXHILL.

Charles Butler’s LIFE OF FENELON.

LIFE OF FENELON
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Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s autobiography, AUS MEINEM LEBEN: DICHTUNG UND WAHRHEIT (FROM MY
POETRY AND TRUTH).

LIFE:

John Bunyan. THE PILGRIM’S PROGRESS: FROM THIS WORLD TO THAT WHICH IS TO COME, DELIVERED UNDER
SIMILITUDE OF A DREAM; IN TWO PARTS (New-York: Published by John Tiebout, 238 Water-street, Paul
& Thomas, printers. Illustrated by Alexander Anderson). Note that this is not a scholarly edition: it is a rewrite
by Joshua Gilpin and Sinclair Hamilton for the benefit of 19th-Century readers who might not be able, or
willing, to process the lingo of a 17th-Century original.

THE
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This edition would be in the personal library of Henry Thoreau and he would in the 1847/1848 timeframe make
entries from it in his Literary Notebook.

PILGRIM’S PROGRESS
(Note how very rare it was for Thoreau, who had access to so much in the Harvard stacks, to use anything other
than an original edition! — In this case he must have been at least as interested in the impact of this book upon
people of his current generation as in its impact upon its original audience in England.)
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As testimony to the abiding power of this man’s witness, here is the preserved chimney of a house in which he
once stayed (I ask you to imagine how Henry would have enjoyed visiting this pile of bricks):
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William Bullock commissioned architect Peter Frederick Robinson (1776-1858) to design
a building the façade of which would evoke, in the minds of Londoners, an Egyptian temple.

(Somehow this building reminds me of the Comic Book Emporium on the main drag in Northampton,
Massachusetts.)

LONDON
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Richard Whately was elected as a Fellow of Oriel College of Oxford University.

ORIEL COLLEGE

Alexander Wilson’s AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGY; OR THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE BIRDS OF THE UNITED
STATES (Philadelphia: Bradford and Inskeep, Volumes III and IV).

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGY
AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGY
An edition of THE PRINCIPLES OF MORAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY of the Reverend William Paley was
prepared in two volumes in London (although we know that Henry Thoreau had a 2-volume edition of this
work that had been printed in London in his personal library, it is conjectural that his edition was this
particular year’s).

PALEY’S PRINCIPLES, I
PALEY’S PRINCIPLES, II
Recognizing Horace Hayman Wilson’s strong interest in the ancient language and literature of India, Henry
Thomas Colebrooke recommended that he be appointed secretary to the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
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Henry Marie Brackenridge was a member of an overland expedition to Astoria at the mouth of the Columbia
River organized by the Missouri Fur Company and led by Manuel Lisa.1

While Brackenridge was accompanying Lisa, the English botanists John Bradbury and Thomas Nuttall were
staying at his trading post in the Mandan country.

The voyagers of the Astor Expedition were amazed when they discovered dirt in the barrel of botanist Nuttall’s
gun. He had been digging plants with it — what manner of man was this, who was so oblivious to his own
personal safety? (Richard Henry Dana, Jr. would refer to this botanist as “Old Curious.”)
The company’s barges, heading up the Missouri River, would overtake and travel for some distance in the
company of a rival expedition organized by John Jacob Astor of the Southwest Fur Company and led by
1. La Compagny des fourures du Missoury dans une adventure conduit par Manuel Lisa dans deux barge partits l’une le 2 May et
l’autre le 6, 1812, Kansas State Historical Society, Topeka, Kansas.
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Wilson P. Hunt, that had set out three weeks earlier with 70 men aboard three barges.

William Daniel Conybeare received the MA degree from Christ Church College of Oxford University. He
would enter holy orders. While in college he had been attracted to the study of geology by the lectures of Dr.
John Kidd, and so upon leaving college he would make extended journeys in study of the geology of Britain
and the continent. He would become one of the early members of the Geological Society.

During this year, Asher Benjamin was designing the Alexander House and Linden Hall in Springfield,
Massachusetts. During this year and the following one, he would be designing the Fourth Meeting House of
Northampton, Massachusetts (since demolished).
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Elisabeth Catharina Ludovica Magdalena Brentano got married with Achim von Arnim. The couple would
produce seven children.
BETTINA BRENTANO VON ARNIM
An inventory of the library of the Massachusetts Historical Society:
MEMOIRS OF STEPHEN BURROUGHS. TO WHICH ARE ADDED NOTES AND AN APPENDIX (B.D. Packard).
The initial volume of this memoir had been published in Hanover, New Hampshire in 1798, and the follow-on
volume in Boston in 1804. This new edition published in Albany, New York conjoined the volumes.

A national road project was begun, approximately following present-day US 40 (this project would be
abandoned after it had been constructed all the way to Illinois, when railroad interests would be able to
convince the public and the federal government that such a form of transportation would soon be obsolete).
The pumps of the Central Square Waterworks in Philadelphia were replaced with larger pumps. The drinking
water would be pumped by power from steam engines to a reservoir atop Fairmount rise, from whence it would
provision the city by gravity flow.
A Prussian baron, von Reisswitz, devised a military board game that used realistic troop movements rates
rather than a checkerboard. He would term this “Kriegsspiel.” Von Reisswitz’s son would be adding to his
father’s invention, in 1824, combat firing tables and umpires, and vending the idea to the Prussian general staff.
Kriegsspiel would thus become the first modern war game.

The Marquis of Queensberry and the Earl of Lonsdale are among the 12,000 spectators who watch the
wrestling matches held during the annual horse races at Carlisle. The promoters of the races preferred
wrestling to boxing because wrestling crowds were less likely to riot, perhaps because they knew better than
to wager huge sums on wrestlers — while English lords routinely wagered £10,000 on the outcome of a boxing
match, a hundred guineas was a huge bet for a wrestling match.

At Hasenheide, a park just outside Berlin, Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, a Prussian schoolmaster, established a
Turnverein or gymnastics club. A strict moralist, Jahn saw Turnen –the term means more than merely
tumbling, as originally it included weightlifting and wrestling– as a way of building character through physical
activity. Since this man was an ardent patriot, his club would soon become a hotbed of muscular panGermanism, and would so frighten the hidebound Prussian government that the movement would, from 1819
until 1842, be suppressed.

MUMPERY
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A brick powder-house was erected on the north bank of Spring Valley in West Cambridge. The West
Cambridge Light Infantry was established.

In the state of New York, the city of Albany began to get its drinking water from the Maezlandt Kill, a creek,
bringing this into a receiving reservoir through an iron main and then distributing it through wooden mains.

If no sizing agents are used, paper is highly absorbent, almost like blotting paper. Up to this point the sizing
utilized had been a glue made from animal gelatin and bones, hardened with alum. In this year a colophony
resin sizing was developed by a German named Illig.
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In London, Friend Luke Howard prepared an anonymous tract against profane swearing, A CARD FOR THE
“CHRISTIAN.”

POCKET (AGAINST PROFANE SWEARING), SIGNED

HOWARD PUBLICATIONS
On Bedloe’s Island in New-York harbor, the construction of Fort Wood.
British men-of-war, please to keep your cannon out of our port!
Francis Grose (1731-1791). LEXICON BALATRONICUM; A DICTIONARY OF BUCKISH SLANG, UNIVERSITY WIT,
AND PICKPOCKET ELOQUENCE.

Friend Edward Hicks began his initial preaching tour, and moved to Newtown, Pennsylvania.
The Pennsylvania legislature combined the Schuylkill and Susquehanna Canal and the Delaware and
Schuylkill Canal companies into the Union Canal Company.
At 15 years of age, Richard Biddle was the youngest member of the Class of 1811 as it accepted its bachelor’s
degrees at the University of Pennsylvania:

(Possibly as he had his sheepskin handed to him he would have gone “Thanks, Dad” — since his daddy was
a trustee of the institution.)
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The Comstock family of Nantucket Island relocated to New-York, where the father, Friend Nathan Comstock,
would engage successfully in a business of whaling products while his eldest son, birthright Friend Samuel B.
Comstock, would soon join a street gang, the “Downtowners,” and develop a taste for violence. In an attempt
to rescue his son, the father would find him a berth aboard a merchant ship bound for Liverpool, England, but
the son would be back in four months, even the worse for this experience having acquired in addition to his
taste for violence a taste for women. Continuing his effort to redeem his son, the Quaker father would send
him off to the boarding school of the Religious Society of Friends at Nine Partners northeast of Poughkeepsie,
New York (the school at which Friend James Mott and Friend Lucretia Coffin were teachers, a school
frequently visited and ministered to by Friend Elias Hicks). Abandoning this religious education, Samuel
would sail on the Beaver running a shipment of guns to rebels in Chile, would be captured and held for a period
in a Chilean jail, and would then sign on the whaler George. He was turning out to be a ne’er-do-well.
Birth of Ebenezer Elliott’s and Fannie Gartside Elliot’s 3d child, Henry Elliott.
According to Simon Heffer’s MORAL DESPERADO: A LIFE OF THOMAS CARLYLE (London: Weidenfeld and
Nicolson, 1995), page 42:
In the ten years between the 1811
and 1821
censuses
the population of Britain rose by 17%, from 12,000,000 to
14,000,000. Wages, which had risen steadily in real terms since
the start of the Napoleonic Wars, were now beginning a downward
progress that would not be stopped until after the repeal of the
Corn Laws in 1846 — three years after Thomas Carlyle had railed
against the economic and social conditions in England in PAST AND
PRESENT. The political establishment was unsteady, the King mad,
his son the Prince Regent dissolute and disliked. High stamp
duties, of 4d on a newspaper, limited the circulation of
opinions hostile to the Tory government or Lord Liverpool. A
rash of prosecutions for seditious libel, and for the defamation
of the King and his ministers, also occurred in 1817,
as
another means of encouraging conformity. A fall in demand
immediately after the war led to a great rise in unemployment,
exacerbated by the reduction in manpower of the army and navy.
Sporadic rioting, and disturbances even among the middle
classes, fed the Tory establishment’s fear of the mob. In 1817
parliament suspended Habeas Corpus and passed bills forbidding
potentially seditious meetings; this was two years before
Peterloo and the Six Acts.

Indonesia was taken from the empire of the Netherlands and tacked onto the British Empire.
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From this year until 1816, the gradual founding of Harvard Divinity School as a non-sectarian school of
theology and of a liberal Protestantism, to become generally Unitarian after the formation of the American
Unitarian Association.

When they moved to Boston, Samuel Clarke and Rebecca Hull Clarke left their 3d son, James Freeman Clarke,
who would later become an influential Unitarian minister, under the care of the Reverend James Freeman and
his wife, James’s grandmother, Martha Curtis Clarke Freeman. Although this arrangement was supposed to be
temporary, the lad would end up remaining in this Freeman family for the remainder of his childhood.
The Stone Chapel revised its liturgy once again, incorporating changes that the Reverend James Freeman had
wanted to make in 1785 but for which he had then considered the congregation unready.
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Harvard awarded to the Reverend James Freeman an honorary Doctor of Divinity D.D. degree.2

NEW “HARVARD MEN”
The Reverend Abner Kneeland became the standing clerk of the New England Universalist General
Convention. He would serve with the Reverend Hosea Ballou and the Reverend Edward Turner on a
committee to compile a new Universalist hymnal, contributing 138 of the 410 hymns. In one of these hymns
he went “As ancient bigots disagree, / The Stoic and the Pharisee, / So is the modern Christian world / In
superstitious error hurl’d.” The New England Universalist General Convention would never subsidize the
printing of this hymnal, and most of the devotional material he himself had supplied is now considered inferior.
During this year the Reverend Kneeland moved to a new church in Charlestown, Massachusetts.

Doctor Walter Channing began to practice medicine in Boston. Throughout his years in this city, a Unitarian,
he would regularly attend the Federal Street Church.
Massachusetts General Hospital was designed by Charles Bulfinch and constructed by convict labor. Around
it would cluster the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, the Boston Lying-In Hospital of Doctor Channing,
the Perkins Institute for the Blind, the Boston Dispensary, and the Harvard School of Medicine. There were
gratuitous fears “among the crude and popular” that the charitable aspect of the hospital masked an agenda to
entice poor people
within its walls that they might be made the subjects of
experiments in surgical processes or in the trial of drugs,
2. The Reverend James Freeman was in the habit of contributing to the General Repository and Review and the Christian Register.
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chemicals, and medicines; so that this gratuitous practice might
fit new young doctors and surgeons for safer and wellremunerated professional work for the rich in their luxurious
chambers.
Such assertions, however, have been challenged, and the disinterested dedication of these doctors to the health
of the poor has been insisted upon. these assertions did reflect, however, a “strong prejudice of the deserving
poor” against taking advantage of the free services offered, a prejudicial suspicion of exploitation which would
persist and persist.
J.D. Bemis of Canandaigua NY published NATIVE ELOQUENCE, BEING PUBLIC SPEECHES DELIVERED BY
TWO DISTINGUISHED CHIEFS OF THE SENECA TRIBE OF INDIANS, KNOWN AMONG THE WHITE PEOPLE BY THE
NAMES OF RED JACKET AND FARMER ’S BROTHER.
SAGOYEWATHA “RED JACKET”
IROQUOIS
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Professor Sylvestre François Lacroix’s INTRODUCTION À LA GÉOGRAPHIE MATHÉMATIQUE ET CRITIQUE, ET À LA
o
3, près le Pont-Neuf).

GÉOGRAPHIE PHYSIQUE (Paris: J.G. Dentu, Imprimeur-Libraire, Rue du Pont de Lodi, n

A spectacular comet appeared, with a tail that would extend some 100,000,000 across the heavens, a greater
distance than from the sun to the earth. This comet would remain visible for a year and a half and would be
very bright for many weeks. Henry Bell’s steamship The Comet, which would go into operation on the Clyde
River of Scotland in the following year, would be named after this comet. Since, in this year, Portugal would
produce a very good vintage of port, this vintage would be marketed for many years as “comet wine,” the
unusual size of the comet being pressed into service as an explanation for the unusual excellence of the vintage.
The comet would appear on the bottle labels as a maiden with streaming hair holding burning brands in her
hands.
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This, the “Great Comet of 1811,” would be given a mention by Tolstòy in WAR AND PEACE:3
The radiant star which, after traveling in its orbit
with inconceivable velocity through infinite space,
seemed suddenly –like an arrow piercing the earth– to
remain fast in one chosen spot in the black firmament,
vigorously tossing up its tail.
SKY EVENT

Nine-year-old Harriet Martineau would, to her mortification, be entirely unable to make out the comet in the
night sky no matter how hard she tried:
When the great comet of 1811 was attracting all eyes, my stargazing was just as ineffectual. Night after night, the whole
family of us went up to the long windows at the top of my
father's warehouse; and the exclamations on all hands about the
comet perfectly exasperated me,—because I could not see it!
“Why, there it is!” “It is as big as a saucer.” “It is as big
as a cheese-plate.” “Nonsense; you might as well pretend not to
see the moon.” Such were the mortifying comments on my grudging
admission that I could not see the comet. And I never did see
it. Such is the fact; and philosophers may make of it what they
may,—remembering that I was then nine years old, and with
remarkably good eyes.
The manufacture of shoes had come to be the principal occupation in Haverhill. In this year 20,000 pairs were
produced. By 1830, the number of pairs being produced annually would grow to 1,500,000.
John Frank Newton’s THE RETURN TO NATURE; OR, A DEFENCE OF THE VEGETABLE REGIMEN (London).

3. “GREAT COMET, (C/1811 F1=1811 I). Followed without optical aid from Apr. 1811 until Jan. of 1812, T=1811 September 12.
Also known as Comet Flaugergues. During April faintly visible to the unaided eye low in the evening sky in Puppis. Brightened to
roughly magnitude 5 before entering the twilight. Not seen again until the third week of August when still in conjunction with the
Sun but well north of it in Leo Minor. Visible at both dusk and dawn as an object of perhaps 2-3 magnitude. Moved steadily to the
northeast. In mid September, of magnitude 1-2, tail a dozen degrees long. In the beginning of October, visible throughout the night
from mid northern latitudes as a spectacular object situated below the handle of the Big Dipper. Comet's head about 1st magnitude
with a tail spanning up to 25 degrees. Later in October traversed Bootes and Hercules as an evening object, magnitude 1-2, tail over
20 degrees long. Early in December situated near the star Altair, magnitude 3-4 with a 5 degree tail. At the opening of January 1812,
when approaching the evening twilight, visible as a 5th magnitude object in Aquarius.”
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1811
Benjamin Delessert was awarded the Légion d’honneur for his work with sugar beets. The Emperor
Napoléon ordered that 32,000 hectares be devoted to indigenous beet cultivation and, ever the advocate
of a muscular diplomacy, hinted where the English should hear that for all he cared they might pitch their
damned sugar into their bloody Thames.
A number of “canneries” opened in England, to provide preserved food for troops and for the general public.
By the battle of Waterloo, the opposed English and French armies would both be maneuvering on canned
rations.

By this year the Florida planter and miscegenator Zephaniah Kingsley owned some 100 slaves and 700 orange
trees, and was growing 200 acres of cotton. He manumitted one of his three slave mistresses, “Anna Kingsley”
and her three mulatto children. His children had to this point at least nominally been his slaves. In a collection
of his writings edited by Daniel W. Stowell, BALANCING EVILS JUDICIOUSLY: THE PROSLAVERY WRITINGS OF
ZEPHANIAH KINGSLEY (Gainesville FL: UP of Florida, 2000), we learn how such a thing might occur.
SLAVERY

“It is simply crazy that there should ever have come
into being a world with such a sin in it, in which a man
is set apart because of his color — the superficial fact
about a human being. Who could want such a world? For
an American fighting for his love of country, that the
last hope of earth should from its beginning have
swallowed slavery, is an irony so withering, a justice
so intimate in its rebuke of pride, as to measure only
with God.”
— Stanley Cavell, MUST WE MEAN WHAT WE SAY?
1976, page 141
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Joseph Emerson Worcester graduated from Yale College and began to teach at a private academy in Salem,
Massachusetts. One of his pupils would be Nathaniel Hathorne [sic].

Ralph Emerson graduated from Yale College, delivering the Valedictory Oration, “Energy of Character.”
Within a year limited success and personal differences led to the dissolution of the new partnership between
John James Audubon and Ferdinand Rozier, with Audubon returning to his family in Kentucky.
Judge John Fauchereau Grimké, the father of Sarah Moore Grimké and Angelina Emily Grimké, was nearly
impeached by the South Carolina House of Representatives.
During this year and the following one, Frederick Marryat would be serving on the Aeolus and Spartan in the
West Indies and off the coast of North America.

Nathaniel Peabody Rogers, age about 17, while “playing foot-ball” received an injury to his side and stomach.
“By the newly invented corsets we see, in 8 women out of 10, the hips squeezed into a circumference little
more than the waist; and the bosom shoved up to the chin, making a sort of fleshy shelf disgusting to the
beholders and certainly most incommodious to the wearer.”4
4. Of course the heathen Chinese were binding women’s feet to indicate that they were of such high status that they needed to do
no work — but that custom was of course barbaric and shows no points of similarity.
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The founding in Boston of the firm of Samuel Russell & Co., which for a period of 30 years or so would be
one of the dominant hongs in Hong Kong.5

SAMUEL WADSWORTH RUSSELL OF MIDDLETON CT
Dr. John Marshman and Joannes Lassar undertook a task they would not complete until 1820, a translation of
the New Testament into Chinese characters.
circa 1811-1829: This was the period in Ireland of Catholic struggle for emancipation.
A baby girl named Ann was born, who would grow up to marry Michael Flannery and be brought from Ireland
to Concord.
In North Carolina a redheaded slavemaster named William Henry sired, upon one of his black women, a
handsome and robust mulatto redheaded son whom he would allow to carry the name Jerry McHenry.
We suspect this is the year in which Ellen Louisa Tucker was born.

5. In the Orient, Russell’s of Boston went under a Chinese name that translates out as “The Flag Prospers.” The name does not
indicate of course which national flag it was that was intended to prosper. This hong had paddle-wheelers on the Chinese rivers.
One of the six partners of this hong was Warren Delano, a grandfather of Franklin Delano Roosevelt. This hong was utterly racist
and quite disapproved of some other hongs which were allowing their junior white officers to mingle over dinner with their yellow
comprador assistants: “blustering away among the Chinamen ... [hobnobbing] with every unwashed devil in the place.”
Russell’s eventually would be destroyed by a conspiracy among the other hongs in Hong Kong, led by the hong of a former
Yorkshire businessman, John Samuel Swires. An interesting question is the relationship between this firm of Samuel Russell & Co.
and the firm of Russell & Sturgis, since George R. Russell would be a founding member of the Boston Vigilante Committee.
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The British Parliament made engaging in the international slave trade a felony punishable by transportation
(exile to a penal colony) for all subjects, or foreigners caught trading in British possessions. Sugar prices would
fall sharply through this year. Britain would assume most of the responsibility for interdicting the transatlantic
slave trade, partly in order to protect its sugar colonies. The British navy’s attempts at interdiction of the
international traffic in such a valuable commodity as human slaves would, unfortunately, prove to be as utterly
ineffective as has been our national “War on Drugs.” Spain’s revolutionary Cortes debated abolition
and received Cuban objections. Java was captured by the British and the slave trade to that island was ended.
SLAVERY

On Paumanok “Long Island,” Friend Elias Hicks published “Observations on the Slavery of the Africans and
Their Descendants, and the Use of the Produce of Their Labor.”
SLAVERY

ELIAS HICKS
“You are never tempted by a devil
without you,
but by a devil
within you.”
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE SLAVERY OF THE AFRICANS
AND THEIR DESCENDANTS, AND ON THE USE OF THE
PRODUCE OF THEIR LABOUR.
ELIAS HICKS6
PREFACE
Whereas, I some time past published certain observations on the Slavery of the Africans and their descendants,
and on the consumption of the produce of their labour, comprehended principally in nineteen Queries and
Answers, the design of which was to impress on the minds of my friends and fellow-citizens, and others
concerned, as far as might be, by fair reasoning, a full sense of the abhorrent cruelty and unrighteousness of
holding our fellow creatures in bondage, and wresting from them, by violence, the produce of their labour;
which being well received by many, and affording reason to hope they were profitable to some, I was induced
to believe a second edition might be useful.
I have, therefore, revised the original, and endeavoured to compress it as much as the subjects would admit;
and have added some quotations froth at, anonymous pamphlet, published some time since in England, which
arc so correspondent with the before mentioned observations, as to have a tendency, in my opinion, to elucidate
and enforce them.
I shall only add, as a farther apology for the present edition, that the evil still continues: that there are still slave
holders, and consumers of the produce of the labour of slaves, wrested from them by violence.
And as the slave holder can have no moral right whatever to the man he styles his slave, nor to the produce of
his labour, he cannot possibly convey any to a second person by any transfer he can make: for, having nothing
but a criminal possession himself, he can convey nothing to a second person but the same possession: and
should this possession be continued through a line of transfer to the twentieth person, still it would be nothing
more than the same criminal possession that was vested in the first possessor, and would convey no moral right
whatever. And should any other person come forward, and, by the same mode of violence and power that was
exercised by the first possessor, in reducing the man he styles his slave to the abject state of slavery, and by
which he violently took from him the produce of his labour, forcibly take from such twentieth or more remote
possessors the slave and the produce of his labour, the right of such person, in point of equity, to such slave
and the produce of his labour would be just equal to the right of such remote possessor; as neither of them
could have had any more than a criminal possession: and whether that possession is obtained by violence or
by transfer, (if the person who receives it by transfer is informed of the criminal circumstance,) it can make no
possible difference, except that one is protected by the indulgence of a partial law of the country we live in,
and the other is not. By which undeniable proposition, it appears, that when any man becomes possessed of a
slave, or the produce of his labour, wrested from him without his consent, whether it be by transfer or
otherwise, any other person who has power so to do, may, by violence, take from such possessor, such slave
and the produce of his labour: and when he has in that way obtained possession thereof, he has as good a right
to such slave and to use the produce of his labour as the former; and the former can have no just cause to
complain of such usage, as he is only paid in his own coin. For, although the first possessor committed the act
of violence, when he took from the man he styles his slave his liberty, and compelled him to work, and by the

6. LETTERS OF ELIAS HICKS, INCLUDING ALSO OBSERVATIONS ON THE SLAVERY OF THE AFRICANS AND THEIR DESCENDANTS, AND
ON THE USE OF THE PRODUCE OF THEIR LABOUR. Philadelphia: T. Ellwood Chapman, 1861. (Essay first published 1811; from the
2nd Edition, 1814.)
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same cruel force, took from him the produce of his labour; yet, every purchaser of such slave and the produce
of his labour, if he is apprized of the criminal circumstance attending it, is as guilty as the first perpetrator: and
should such slave and the produce of his labour pass through the hands of twenty persons, all knowing at the
time of transfer the criminal circumstances attending, each would be guilty of the entire crime of the first
perpetrator. This being assented to, and I conceive it is incontrovertible, I have a hope that this edition may
produce a good effect, and tend to raise up many more faithful advocates in the cause of this deeply oppressed
people, who may be willing to suffer every necessary privation, rather than be guilty of the least thing that may,
in any degree, possibly strengthen the hands of their oppressors. I therefore recommend this little treatise to
the candid and impartial consideration of the reader, and subscribe myself his sincere friend,
ELIAS HICKS.

OBSERVATIONS, &C.
The slavery of the Africans and their descendants, has become so established by long continuance, and the
force of an unrighteous custom, that many persons consider the practice not only admissible, but consistent
with justice and social order.
But I am led to doubt the possibility of any rational, moral person being thus circumstanced, unless he is first
greatly blinded by selfishness and partiality; as I consider it a matter of fact, obviously clear to every rational,
contemplative mind, that neither custom nor education, nor any law of men or nations, can alter the nature of
justice and equity; which will and must, essentially and eternally, rest upon their own proper base, as laid down
by the great Christian Lawgiver, Viz. “Therefore, all things, whatsoever ye would that men should do to you,
do ye even so to them: for this is the law and the prophets.” Hence, I conceive, it is a most necessary and
important christian duty, for all those who are either directly or indirectly concerned in the slavery of their
fellow creatures, seriously and impartially to consider the manner and way in which the slavery of the Africans
was first introduced; and by what means it has been so long continued; not doubting, but that every upright,
impartial mind, by a full examination into the subject, will readily discover, that it was first introduced by fraud
and force, and continued by an unjust and tyrannical power: and will, therefore, be induced to restore to them
their just and native rights, as free men, which no law nor power of men or nations ought to deprive them of
without their consent.
It is generally acknowledged, by the people of every enlightened country, and particularly by those who
believe in revelation, as testified of in the Scriptures of Truth, that man is a moral agent, (that is, free to act,
with the restriction of accountability to his Creator,) agreeably to the declaration of the prophet Ezekiel;
through whom, Jehovah, in his benignity and justice, claims the right of sovereignty over the children of men:
“All souls are mine; as the soul of the father, so also the soul of the son is mine: the soul that sinneth, it shall
die: the son shall not bear the iniquity of the father, neither shall the Father bear the iniquity of the son!” This
Scripture testimony, perfectly consonant with reason and justice, not only proves, that every man is to bear his
own iniquity, but that he also stands fully indemnified thereby, from all the iniquity of his predecessors; and
likewise fully establishes man's free agency: and, of course, proves, that every moral agent born into the world,
(whatever the conduct and situation of his parents may have been) is born FREE: upon which undeniable truth,
I shall found the following Queries and Answers:
Query 1. Were not the people of Africa, at the time when the Europeans first visited their coasts, a free people,
possessed of the same natural and unalienable rights, as the people of any other nation?
Answer. They certainly were: for, when the Europeans, whether by fraud or force, or by purchase from those
who had stolen or taken them prisoners in war, became possessed of a number of the people of Africa, and by
violence reduced them to the wretched and degraded state of Slaves; at the same time it would have been as
right and as consistent with equity and moral justice, for the Africans to have done the same by them, had it
been in their power: by which undeniable proposition, it is evident, that the slavery of the Africans is the
product of mere power, without any possible plea of right: and that the same power of force, fraud, and
tyrannical cruelty, that was exercised in. reducing the people of Africa at first, to the miserable and wretched
state of slaves; has, in like manner, in a continual state of war been exercised on all the descendants of those
unhappy people that are hold as slaves, from generation to generation, down to the present day: it being all
undeniable truth, that no rational creature can be any longer a slave, than while the force of war is operating
upon him; and as before proved from Scripture, and moral justice, that every child of an African, born in
America, or elsewhere: is born free: therefore, he suffers the same cruel force of fraud and power while
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continued under the galling yoke of slavery, as was exercised on his predecessors.
“The lust of power, and the pride of conquest, have doubtless produced instances far too numerous of man
enslaved by man. But we, in an enlightened age, have greatly surpassed, in brutality and injustice, the most
ignorant and barbarous ages; and while we are pretending to the finest feelings of humanity, are exercising
unprecedented cruelty. We have planted slavery in the rank soil of sordid avarice: and the product has been
misery in the extreme. We have ascertained, by a course of experiments in cruelty, the least portion of
nourishment requisite to enable man to linger a few years in misery; the greatest quantity of labour, which, in
such a situation, the extreme of punishment can extort; and the utmost degree of pain, labour and hunger
united, that the human frame can endure. In vain have such scenes been developed. The wealth derived from
tho horrid traffic, has created an influence that secures its continuance; unless the people at large shall refuse
to receive the produce of robbery and murder.”
Q. 2. Under what name or descriptive mode of property are the slaves to be considered, in relation to tile man
who holds them as such?
A. The slaves being taken by violence, either directly or indirectly, contrary to their own wills, and in direct
opposition to all the power of self-defence, which they are capable of exerting, whether they are taken
prisoners of war or stolen, or decoyed on shipboard by the slave merchant, and then forcibly confined and
carried off; it must be acknowledged, they are taken in a state of war, and considered by the captor as a prize:
therefore, the only true title and description of property they can possibly bear, is prize goods.
Q. 3. Is not the produce of the slave's labour likewise prize goods?
A. It certainly is; for the man, who, by mere power and violence, without any just plea of right, not only holds
them slaves, but takes from them in the same cruel and arbitrary manner, the proceeds of their labour, without
their consent, thereby places himself in a state of continual and actual war with his slaves. And, moreover, as
the stealing or taking a man by violence, and depriving him of his liberty, and reducing him to file wretched
and helpless state of a slave, is the highest grade of felony, and is done purposely to profit by the slave's labour;
therefore, the produce of the slave's labour is the highest grade of prize goods, next to his person.
Q. 4. Does the highway robber, that meets his fellow-citizen on the highway, and robs him of all the property
he has in his present possession, and then leaves him at liberty, without injuring his person, commit as high an
act of felony, as he that steals or buys, or takes a man by violence, and reduces him to the wretched and
degraded state of a slave for life?
A. No! in no wise. Which answer is founded on the self evident proposition, that it is more criminal to rob a
man of his liberty and property, than only to rob him of his property.
Q. 5. Does it lessen the criminality and wickedness of reducing our fellow creatures to the abject state of
slavery, and continuing them therein, because the practice is tolerated by the laws of the country we live in?
A. No! by no means. Because, every rational creature knows, or ought to know, that no laws of men or nations
can alter the nature of immutable justice. The criminality remains as great in all cases of slavery, when inflicted
without any criminality of the individual made a slave, under the sanction of law, as when it is not; and in some
cases, greater: as in the instance of those governments, where they are not only guilty of the cruelty and
oppression of reducing, by mere power, without any possible plea of right, their fellow creatures who have
equally a right with themselves to liberty, and the purchase of redemption by a Saviour's blood, to the abject
and wretched state of slaves, but are adding sin to sin, by making and continuing cruel laws to hold them still
longer under the galling yoke.
Q. 6. Would it be right and consistent with justice and equity, for the legislatures of the several states, and
others concerned, to make laws entirely to abolish slavery in their respective states?
A. It would, doubtless, be entirely right, and perfectly consistent with equity and justice to make such laws;
and nothing, I apprehend, can exculpate them from the charge of bloodguiltiness short of so doing: as, no
doubt, many of the poor victims of slavery suffer daily to the shedding of their blood, under the hands of some
of the cruel men who pretend to be their masters, because they do not at all times immediately submit to their
cruel and arbitrary wills.
Q. 7. Would it not give just occasion for those who still have slaves in their possession, and especially to such
as have lately purchased them, at a dear rate, to complain of wrong in thus taking from them, without their
consent, what they esteem as their real property?
A. The making and enforcing, such laws cannot possibly give just occasion for any such complaint; as it is
impossible for any man to gain any just property in a rational being, as a slave, without his consent; for, neither
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the slave dealer nor the planter have any moral right to the person of him they style their slave, to his labour,
or to the produce of it; so, they can convey no right in such person, nor in the produce of his labour to another;
and whatever number of hands they may pass through, (if the criminal circumstances appertaining thereto be
known to them at the time of the transfer,) they can only have a criminal possession; and the money paid either
for the slave or for the produce of his labour, is paid to obtain that criminal possession, and can confer no moral
right whatever; and if the death of the person called a slave, be occasioned by the criminal possession, the
criminal possessor is guilty of murder; and we who have knowingly done any act which might occasion his
being in that situation, are accessaries to the murder, before the fact; as by receiving the produce of his labour,
we are accessaries to the robbery after the fact. Therefore, I conceive, it must appear clear and agreeable to
truth and justice, that a man who should dare to be so hardy as to buy a fellow creature, whose liberty is
withheld from him by violence and injustice, ought not only to be obliged to set him free, and to forfeit the
purchase money, but likewise to make full satisfaction to the person he had injured, by such purchase.
Q. 8. As the Legislature of the State of New York has passed a law, declaring that every child, born in this state
of a woman held as a slave, shall be free, the males at twenty eight years of age, and the females at twentyfive; can such a law be considered as doing full justice to that injured people?
A. Although such might have been the unjust bias, that too generally prevailed on the minds of the inhabitants
of this State, at the time of making the law alluded to in the query, that it was the best step the Legislature could
then take; nevertheless, in my opinion, it fell very far short of doing them that full justice to which they arc
entitled; for; as all children born of white women in this state, are free at the age of twenty-one: and eighteen
years, according to their sex, and as the Africans and their descendants are not here in their own wills, nor
agreeable to their own choice, but wholly in consequence of the will and pleasure of the white citizens of this
State; therefore, it is impossible, in point of justice, that any disadvantage or penalty should attach to them, as
a consequence of their being here: but as free born men and women, they have a right to demand their freedom
at the same age as other citizens; and to deny them of it, is depriving them of their just right.
Q. 9. What measures can be adopted by the Legislature and citizens of New York, in order to exculpate
themselves from the guilt of that atrocious crime of holding the Africans and their descendants so long in
slavery?
A. The least that can be done, in order to effect the salutary end contemplated by the query, would be to declare
freedom to every slave in the state, and to make provision by law for the education of all minors that are in a
state of slavery; compelling their masters, or those who have the charge of them, to instruct them so as to keep
their own accounts, and that they be set at liberty, the males at twenty-one and females at eighteen years of
age: and further, that some lawful and reasonable step be taken, to compensate such slaves as have been held
in bondage beyond that age, for such surplus service.
Q. 10. By what class of the people is the slavery of the Africans and their descendants supported and
encouraged?
A. Principally by the purchasers and consumers of the produce of the slaves' labour; as the profits arising from
the produce of their labour, is the only stimulus or inducement for making slaves.
“The laws of our country may indeed prohibit us the sweets of the sugar cane, and other articles of the West
Indies and southern states, that are the product of the slave's labour, “unless we will receive it through the
medium of slavery; they may hold it to our lips, steeped in the blood of our fellow creatures, but they cannot
compel us to accept the loathsome potion. With us it rests, either to receive it and be partners in the crime, or
to exonerate ourselves from guilt, by spurning from us the temptation. For let us not think, that the crime rests
alone with those who conduct the traffic, or the Legislature by which it is protected. If we purchase the
commodity, we participate in the crime. The slave dealer, the slave holder, and the slave driver, arc virtually
the agents of the consumer, and may be considered as employed and hired by him, to procure the commodity.
For, by holding out the temptation, he is the original cause, the first mover in the horrid process; and every
distinction is done away by the moral maxim, That whatever we do by another, we do ourselves.
“Nor are we by any means warranted to consider our individual share in producing these evils in a trivial point
of view: the consumption of sugar” and other articles of slavery “in this country is so immense, that the
quantity commonly used by individuals will have an important effect.”
Q. 11. What effect would it have on the slave holders and their slaves, should the people of the United States
of America and the inhabitants of Great Britain, refuse to purchase or make use of any goods that are the
produce of Slavery?
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A. It would doubtless have a particular effect on the slave holders, by circumscribing their avarice, and
preventing their heaping up riches, and living in a state of luxury and excess on the gain of oppression: and it
might have the salutary effect of convincing them of the unrighteousness and cruelty of holding their fellow
creatures in bondage; and it would have a blessed and excellent effect on the poor afflicted slaves; as it would
immediately meliorate their wretched condition and abate their cruel bondage; for I have been informed, and
reason naturally dictates to every one who has made right observations on men and things, that the higher the
price of such produce is, the harder they are driven at their work.
And should the people of the United States, and the inhabitants of Great Britain, withdraw from a commerce
in, and the use of the produce of slavery, it would greatly lessen the price of those articles, and be a very great
and immediate relief to the poor, injured and oppressed slaves, whose blood is continually crying from the
ground for justice, as their lives are greatly shortened, and many of them do not live out half their days by
reason of their cruel bondage.
“If we as individuals concerned in purchasing and consuming the produce of slavery, should imagine that our
share in the transaction is so minute, that it cannot perceptibly increase the injury; let us recollect, that, though
numbers partaking of a crime may diminish the shame, they cannot diminish its turpitude; can we suppose,
that any injury of an enormous magnitude can take place, and the criminality be destroyed, merely by the
criminals becoming so numerous as to render their particular shares indistinguishable? Were a more grievous,
still more deeply afflicting. All nature is forced to yield, when the husband is separated from a beloved wife,
and a wife from a beloved husband, who had been for many years the joy of her life, and whom she had
expected would have been the strength and comfort of her declining years; but now, alas! they are torn asunder,
like bone from bone: a heart-rending separation takes place, without a small indulgence of taking a
sympathetic farewell of each other, or the possibility of indulging the most distant hope of seeing each other
again.
We behold the fond children, with ghastly look and frighted eyes, cling to their beloved parents, not to be
separated from them, but by the lash of their cruel drivers, who make the blood to start at every stroke on their
mangled bodies. We next, with heavy hearts and minds overwhelmed with pity, follow them to their destined
labour in the plantation field, and by the morning dawn, we hear them summoned to their daily task, by the
clashing of cowskin scourges in the hands of their hard-hearted overseers. And should any of them, in
consequence of fatigue and loss of strength, fall a little behind their fellow sufferers: they are immediately
reminded of it by. the lash of their cruel drivers. But here I must stop, as it is too much for nature to pursue
farther the dreadfully degrading and cruel theme! And is it not enough to awaken and arouse to sympathy the
hardest heart, and lead it to exclaim aloud with abhorrence against such brutal and unrighteous doings? Is it
possible that there should be in the United States a man, or would he be worthy to bear the dignified name of
man, were he so void of the feelings of humanity, as to purchase and make use of the labour of his fellow
citizens, his kindred and his friends, produced in the horrid manner above stated? Would not every sympathetic
heart, at the sight of a piece of sugar, or other article, that he believed to be the fruit of their labour, produced
with agonizing hearts and trembling limbs, be filled with anguish and his eyes gush with tears? Would it not
awaken in the feeling, unbiased mind, a sense of all the cruel sufferings above related? Would it not, instead
of pleasing his palate, be deeply wounding to the heart? and, if rightly considered, cause cries to arise from the
bottom of his soul, in moving accents of supplication to the righteous Judge of Heaven and Earth, that he would
be graciously pleased to put a stop to such complicated misery and great distress of his creature man?
But some, who have not given the subject a full and impartial discussion, may object and say, the slaves in the
West Indies and southern slates, are not our fellow citizens and friends. But it cannot be objected by the
impartial and the just, who know, that although in a limited sense, as applied to a particular town or city, they
may not be so, yet upon the general and universal scale of nature, they are our brethren and fellow creatures;
all privileged by nature and nature's God, with liberty and free-agency, and with the blessings attendant
thereon; of which they arc not to be deprived, but by their own consent; and, therefore, have a right to demand
of us the same justice and equity, as our fellow citizens and friends, in a more limited sense, as above stated,
could have done; and to whom we are accountable, for every act of injustice and omission of doing to them as
we would they should do unto us, and for which we shall all have to answer ere long, at the dread tribunal bar,
that we can neither awe nor bribe, but shall receive a just retribution for all our works, whether good or evil.
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The foregoing queries and answers, with the annexed observations, are not intended to criminate such of my
friends and fellow citizens whose residence is in the slave-holding states, and necessitated to partake more or
less of the produce of slavery; as it is a known principle, that necessity hath no law--but only to persuade those
who are not exposed to such necessity, to do all in their power to discourage and put an end to that cruel and
abominable sin, of holding our fellow creatures in slavery; as no one living out of the slave-holding States, can
plead any necessity for trading in the produce of the labour of slaves, to enrich and aggrandize themselves, on
the groans and misery of their fellow creatures; neither can any plead the necessity, who are living in the free
States, to indulge themselves in the luxuries raised by the labour of slaves, in the West Indies and other places;
but every one remember, to do unto others as they would that others should do to them, when placed under the
like circumstances.

WOMEN HANGED IN ENGLAND DURING 1811
Date

Name

12/08

Jane Cox

30/03

Eleanor Shiel

Age
31

Place of execution

Crime

Exeter

Murder of child

Tipperary

Child Murder

The blast furnace of the New Hampshire Iron Foundry began to operate in Franconia Notch, a few miles north
of the “Old Man of the Mountains” rock formation, beside the Gale River.
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Ongoing White Exploration and Expropriation of the American “Wilderness”:

Normally, the British East India Company was able to maintain a monopoly over the sale of opium to China.
However, in this year an American brig, the Sylph out of Philadelphia, was able to get a cargo of opium from
Smyrna to Macau. By 1817 Americans would be in control of 10% of this international drug traffic, but the
10% which America would control would be the low-rent 10% as the Chinese considered this Turkish opium
to be inferior both in flavor and in potency.
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Two teachers from the Nine Partners school, Friend James Mott, Jr. and Friend Lucretia Coffin, were wed in
the First Day Meeting for Worship at the Southern District Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of
Friends at 2d and Pine Streets, Philadelphia.7

I, ____________________ take thee ____________________
to be my wife/husband promising with divine assistance
to be unto thee a loving and faithful husband/a true and
loving wife so long as we both shall live.
“I, James Mott take thee Lucretia Coffin to be my wife
promising with divine assistance to be unto thee a
loving and faithful husband so long as we both shall
live.”
“I, Lucretia Coffin take thee James Mott to be my
husband promising with divine assistance to be unto
thee a true and loving wife so long as we both shall
live.”
JAMES MOTT
LUCRETIA MOTT
At the early age of eighteen, I married James Mott, of New York
— an attachment formed while at boarding-school. He came to
Philadelphia and entered into business with my father. The
fluctuation in the commercial world for several years following
our marriage, owing to the embargo, and the War of 1812, the
death of my father, and the support of a family of five children
devolving on my mother, surrounded us with difficulties. We
resorted to various modes of obtaining a comfortable living; at
one time engaged in the retail dry goods business, then resuming
the charge of a school, and for another year was engaged in
teaching. These trials, in early life, were not without their
good effect in disciplining the mind, and leading it to set a
just estimate on worldly pleasures. I, however, always loved the
good, in childhood desired to do the right, and had no faith in
the generally received idea of human depravity. My sympathy was
early enlisted for the poor slave, by the class-books read in
our schools, and the pictures of the slave-ship, as published
by Clarkson. The ministry of Elias Hicks and others, on the
subject of the unrequited labor of slaves, and their example in
refusing the products of slave labor, all had their effect in
awakening a strong feeling in their behalf. The unequal
condition of women in society also early impressed my mind.
Learning, while at school, that the charge for the education of
girls was the same as that for boys, and that when they became
teachers, women received but half as much as men for their
services, the injustice of this was so apparent, that I early
7. One need not wonder whether there was PC political correctness and true parallelism in the 19th Century between a phrase such
as “loving and faithful” as applied to a male and a phrase such as “true and loving” as applied to a female, because the evidence of
the lives speaks louder than any words. It is a fact that people sometimes spoke of Friend James Mott as “Mr. Lucretia Mott” in
mockery of the obvious parallelism in their marriage (Hey, people would address Joe DiMaggio as Mr. Marilyn Monroe, so go
figure), and it is a fact that there is on record no sort of response either from Lucretia or from James. I might mention also that Friend
Lucretia Mott’s attitude toward marriage was that it was a sacred union having nothing whatever to do with any laws or scraps of
paper that governments used in attempts to regulate it. She and James had a beautiful parchment wedding certificate, signed in the
Quaker manner by all those present at the ceremony, but much later it was discovered that at one point in her married life Lucretia
had needed a piece of tough paper to patch a child’s toy, so she had casually snipped off one of the corners of this certificate with
her sewing scissors.
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resolved to claim for my sex all that an impartial Creator had
bestowed.

Between 1812 and 1828 Lucretia would bear six children, five of whom would survive to adulthood.
When during this year a 17-year-old named William Cullen Bryant sent his initial draft of a poem titled
“Thanatopsis,” written as a rejection of the orthodox Calvinism of the Reverend Cummington in favor of
Deism,8 to Richard Henry Dana, that editor feared a hoax and refused to print it. (A subsequent version of the
poem would appear in 1817 in the North American Review.)9

Abel Bowen, already active as an engraver on wood, moved to Boston.
Jame Hubbard, the black slave who in the previous year had escaped from Thomas Jefferson’s plantation nail
factory, was detected in the vicinity of Lexington, Massachusetts and Jefferson sent a slavecatcher north to take
him into custody. Jefferson’s slavecatcher, Isham Chisolm, was initially unsuccessful, but when Jefferson
offered him an additional bounty of $25.00 to catch up with Hubbard, Chisolm dutifully returned to Lexington
and this time did succeed in taking the fugitive. He took him back to Virginia in irons, where, Jefferson noted,
“I had him severely flogged in the presence of his old companions.” –Jefferson’s plan was to sell him off before
he could escape again but after this flogging Hubbard defeated our former President’s plan by disappearing
from Monticello and from the pages of history.

8. But soon he would abandon this posture in favor of a Unitarian providentialism, as witness his “To a Waterfowl” (1815, revised
1818 and 1821).
9. This was, incidentally, the year of the death of Judge Francis Dana, this editor’s father — although I don’t know that that has
anything to do with anything.
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Walter Scott acquired the Border-country property he later, inventively, named “Abbotsford.”10 His DON
RODERICK.

SCOTLAND
THE LIFE, HISTORY, AND UNPARALLELED SUFFERINGS OF JOHN JEA, THE AFRICAN PREACHER. COMPILED
WRITTEN BY HIMSELF. Portsea, England

AND

John Jea had been born in Africa in 1773, had been converted to Christianity in 1788 at the age of 15 after
being transported to America as a slave, and had begun to preach in 1780 at the age of 17. He soon obtained
his freedom and became both a sailor, upon the Atlantic Ocean, and an itinerant preacher, most closely
affiliated with Methodism. The book recounts that Jea had learned to read in a single night when an angel
appeared with a “large book open, which was the Holy Bible, and said unto me, ‘Thou hast desired to read and
understand this book, and to speak the language of it both in English and in Dutch; I will therefore teach thee,
and now read.”

10. The last clan battle, between the Kers and the Scotts, had taken place on the south bank of the Tweed River at Clarty Hole, in
1526. Sir Walter coined the name “Abbotsford” for Clarty Hole after it became his residence. The conceit in which he indulged was
that obviously in ancient times the abbots of Melrose Abbey would have needed to pass over the Tweed at one ford or another.
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Henry Christophe set up an independent kingdom in the north of Haiti and became King Henry I. During the
period 1811-1820 he would cause to be constructed the fortress we know as “Citadelle Laferrière”
in defense of his capital at Cap-Haïtien.

By the time Edgar Poe was two, his alcoholic itinerate actor father had abandoned his family, and his mother
had died. She died in Richmond, Virginia and so he and an older brother wound up with the family of a tobacco
exporter of that city, John Allan (this explains the middle name, which many people including the Boston
cabbie Walt Kelley assume should be “Allen”).
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In Nova Scotia, the House of Assembly addressed the Governor to solicit from his Majesty a suspension of
the quit rents; to which his Majesty consented, if the Assembly would make a suitable provision for the clergy
of the church of England, but this the Assembly declined to do. The annual amount of quit rents, if collected,
was £3,500, and there was an arrear of £40,000 due to the crown.
CANADA

The 7th Parliament, composed of nearly the old members, re-elected Mr. Panet for the 7th time their Speaker.
The most of the old members were found to be component parts of the new Assembly, and the appeal to the
sense of the people was anything but favorable to the views of the Executive. The session, however, passed
over in greater quiet than might otherwise have been expected from recent proceedings, and it presented all
the appearances of a busy session. On the 21st March Sir James H. Craig delivered his farewell speech to the
Legislature, and on the 19th June was succeeded by President Dunn. On the 14th September Sir George
Prevost assumed the reins of government as governor-general.
CANADA
The Hudson’s Bay Company ceded land along the Red and Assiniboine Rivers to Thomas Douglas, 5th Earl
of Selkirk.
CANADA
CARTOGRAPHY
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Alek Therien was born free in Québec.11
WALDEN: The best books are not read even by those who are called
good readers. What does our Concord culture amount to? There is
in this town, with a very few exceptions, no taste for the best
or for very good books even in English literature, whose words
all can read and spell. Even the college-bred and so called
liberally educated men here and elsewhere have really little or
no acquaintance with the English classics; and as for the recorded
wisdom of mankind, the ancient classics and Bibles, which are
accessible to all who will know of them, there are the feeblest
efforts any where made to become acquainted with them. I know a
woodchopper, of middle age, who takes a French paper, not for news
as he says, for he is above that, but to “keep himself in
practice,” he being a Canadian by birth; and when I ask him what
he considers the best thing he can do in this world, he says,
beside this, to keep up and add to his English. This is about as
much as the college bred generally do or aspire to do, and they
take an English paper for the purpose. One who has just come from
reading perhaps one of the best English books will find how many
with whom he can converse about it?

PEOPLE OF

WALDEN

ALEK THERIEN

In Rhode Island, William Jones was in charge (This isn’t the Sir William Jones of the British East India
Company).
There were 17 cotton-mills in the vicinity of Providence, and 5 more were under construction. There were 8
in nearby Rhode Island towns, and 5 more were under construction.
Brown University established a medical school of sorts in Providence, Rhode Island at which three local
physicians –Dr. Solomon Drowne, Dr. William Ingalls, and Dr. William C. Bowen– could offer lectures. (It
has been reported by a son of Professor Parsons that his father made certain secret arrangements to obtain the
needed “anatomical material” for such studies.)
John Frank Newton’s THE RETURN TO NATURE, OR, A DEFENCE OF THE VEGETABLE REGIMEN was published
in London, 1811 (since a copy of this would be inventoried in Bronson Alcott’s library at the point of his death,
it is likely that Henry Thoreau at some point took a look at it).
THE ALCOTT FAMILY

11. He would come down to Concord MA to live with relatives and work at various manual skills, ending as a drunk.
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Washington Allston painted the portrait of the 31-year-old abolitionist Unitarian clergyman, the Reverend
William Ellery Channing, who would become famous in Thoreauvian circles for having an eponymous
nephew who lived in Concord and chummed around with Henry Thoreau. The reverend was the painter’s
brother-in-law.
[Apparently it would be concluded by some, that if Henry had a friend who was an eponymous nephew of a
famous Unitarian reverend, then Henry himself must have been a Unitarian — for instance, there happens to
be a Unitarian worship group in Irvine CA, meeting in the upstairs room of a shopping center near the UCI
campus, that has actually named itself in honor of “the Reverend Henry Thoreau.”]
For instance, according to page 83 of a just-published volume out of HarperCollins press –publishers of
some little reputation– by one Richard Shenkman, while Thoreau was staying at his cabin on Walden Pond
“William Ellery Channing, the antislavery clergyman, stayed with him for two weeks.”12
How chummy of the right Rev, who had been dead for some time before Henry began to build his shanty!

Samuel F.B. Morse, one of Allston’s art pupils, in this year accompanied his master to Europe (after traveling
throughout western Europe, Allston would settle in London).

12. The title of this curious 1991 volume which places a prominent Unitarian clergymen in Walden Wood is, sic, “I LOVE
PAUL REVERE WHETHER HE RODE OR NOT”* *WARREN HARDING. A carefully edited work of original scholarship, this treatise
also alleges –evidently in an effort to prove that as in the hermit category Thoreau was something of a fraud– that “Every Saturday
his mother and sisters visited. On Sundays Bronson Alcott came.” And it goes on, on page 84, to explain that “The lament that ‘the
mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation’ is regarded as one of Thoreau’s keenest insights, and it was. But few realize it was
Thoreau who was desperate. That’s why he went into the woods. A Harvard College graduate, he never adopted a regular profession,
was a disappointment to his mother, felt inferior to his gregarious brother, and long regarded his life as something of a failure. The
one woman he loved he lost. He never married. When his brother died from lockjaw, Thoreau immediately came down with the
same symptoms and was bedridden for months though doctors found nothing wrong with him. A psychobiographer has suggested
Thoreau secretly felt he must –somehow– have been to blame for his brother’s death.”
Then the author got on his horse and tilted some, at more weighty topics.
(By the way –potential commentators take careful note– Henry began to build his shanty at Walden Pond during Spring 1845,
and at that point the Reverend Channing had been in his grave for some two and a half years.)
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John Keyes relocated to Concord, Massachusetts. He would read law there with John Leighton Tuttle.
For a year, Simeon Putnam, hired from elsewhere, would be teaching Concord’s grammar students.
1785

Nathaniel Bridge

9 months

1812

Isaac Warren

1 year

1786

JOSEPH HUNT

2½ years

1813

JOHN BROWN

1 year

1788

William A. Barron

3 years

1814

Oliver Patten

1 year

1791

Amos Bancroft

1 year

1815

Stevens Everett

9 months

1792

Heber Chase

1 year

1815

Silas Holman

3 months

1793

WILLIAM JONES

1 year

1816

George F. Farley

1 year

1794

Samuel Thatcher

1 year

1817

James Howe

1 year

1795

JAMES TEMPLE

2 years

1818

Samuel Barrett

1 year

1797

Thomas O. Selfridge

1 year

1819

BENJAMIN BARRETT

1 year

1798

THOMAS WHITING

4 years

1820

Abner Forbes

2 years

1802

Levi Frisbie

1 year

1822

Othniel Dinsmore

3 years

1803

Silas Warren

4 years

1825

James Furbish

1 year

1807

Wyman Richardson

1 year

1826

EDWARD JARVIS

1 year

1808

Ralph Sanger

1 year

1827

Horatio Wood

1 year

1809

Benjamin Willard

1 year

1828

David J. Merrill

1 year

1810

Elijah F. Paige

1 year

1829

John Graham

1 year

1811

Simeon Putnam

1 year

1831

John Brown

In Concord as of this Year of Our Lord 1811:
Since the Revolution new state-valuations have been taken, once
in ten years, and that after the taking of the census. In these
valuations various articles of personal property are required
to be enumerated and described, not however uniformly alike. In
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the following table some of the principal only are mentioned.13

Articles of Property.

In 1781.

In 1791.

In 1801.

In 1811.

In 1821.

In 1831.

Polls

326

340

390

390

435

489

Dwelling houses

193

188

227

224

235

253

Barns

174

142

184

183

203

225

Other buildings

——

——

64

79

265

125

Acres of tillage land

1188

1063

1112

1156

1137

1098

753

721

840

992

1205

1279

Acres of Meadow

2089

1827

2236

2131

2153

2111

Acres of Pasturing

3099

4398

3800

2982

3852

4059

Acres of Woodland

3878

4436

3635

3386

3262

2048

Acres Unimproved

——

——

1282

1732

1392

2833

Acres Unimproveable

——

——

384

——

395

612

Acres Used for roads

——

——

——

348

286

——

Acres of Water

——

——

——

515

695

——

Barrels of Cider

882

799

1376

1767

1079

——

Tons of English Hay

——

——

731

838

880

836

Tons of Meadow Hay

——

——

1434

1453

1270

1370

Bushels of Rye

——

——

4738

2942

3183

2327

Bushels of Corn

——

——

10505

10052

11375

11424

Bushels of Oats

——

——

1388

1463

2372

4129

Horses

137

146

182

179

145

177

Oxen

324

288

374

326

337

418

Cows

916

775

934

831

743

725

Swine

137

308

290

269

294

408

Acres of English Mowing

The total valuation, in 1801, was $20,322, in 1811, $24,554, in 1821, $25,860, and in 1831, $36,681.29.

13.

Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston: Russell, Odiorne, and Company;
Concord MA: John Stacy
(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry Thoreau would indicate a familiarity
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study. On July 16, 1859 he would correct a date mistake
buried in the body of the text.)
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Joseph Chandler and Stephen Barrett were Concord’s deputies and representatives to the General Court.
John L. Tuttle of Concord was a Senator, and also was Middlesex County Treasurer.
General William Hildreth was Sheriff of Concord.
In Concord, John Buttrick was Town Treasurer.
In Concord, Nathan Barrett was a Selectman.
In Concord, Thomas Wheeler was a Selectman.
Mary Anning’s big brother Joseph discovered the skull of the world’s 1st recognized fossil ichthyosaur
(during the following year his little sister would collect this skull).
The Baron Georges Jean-Léopold-Nicolas-Frédéric Cuvier identified the “biblical flood” victim, described by
Johann Jakob Scheuchzer in 1731, as a giant salamander.

THE SCIENCE OF 1811
PALEONTOLOGY

Although John Caldwell Calhoun had read law in the office of a prominent Federalist in Charleston SC and
had been admitted to the bar, in this year his marriage to the heiress Floride Bonneau Calhoun and his election
to the US House of Representatives meant that there would be no further need to contemplate servile
employment opportunities. He opinioned conveniently that in marrying, a woman was placing “both her honor
and property” in the hands of her husband.

–You need to learn to trust me, my sweet, since you have no real alternative.14

14. We don’t know, but we may be allowed to suspect, that there may have been more than a little subterranean connectivity between
this man’s attitude toward black enslavement and his attitude toward female enmarriagement.
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In London, the 1st stone of Waterloo Bridge (at first known as Strand Bridge, since the Battle of Waterloo
hadn’t happened yet) was laid.
The USS Constitution went on a two-year cruise to Europe and would then go into the Washington Navy Yard
for repairs. Aboard it, Doctor George Parkman was headed for France (while on the continent he would meet
the Marquis de Lafayette, Count von Rumford, and the Baron Georges Cuvier). Meanwhile, John White
Webster would be studying medicine at Guys Hospital in London, where John Keats was a fellow student.15
Elizabeth Inchbald, ed., MODERN THEATRE.
The Supremes recognized, in the case of the People vs. Ruggles (8 Johnson 294), that for Americans,
Christianity was the predominating religious context: “Whatever strikes at the root of Christianity tends
manifestly to the dissolution of civil government.” Ruggles, a resident of New York who had created and
distributed a document defaming our Lord Jesus Christ, would serve 3 months in prison and pay a fine of $500.
(In the Constitutional Convention of 1821 an amendment to the effect that the judiciary should not declare any
particular religion to be the law of the land would be rejected because “the Christian religion was engrafted
upon the law and entitled to protection as the basis of morals and the strength of Government.” In 1861 in
Lindenmuller vs. People, 33 Barbour Reports 548, an injunction was sought to restrain the police of New York
City from interfering with theatrical performances on Sunday. Lindenmuller’s argument was that the Bible,
and religion with all its ordinances, including the Sabbath, had been as effectually abolished by the US
Constitution as they had been in France during the French Revolution, but instead the court considered the
establishment and regulation of a Sabbath to be within the authority of civil government. In 1892 the
Supremes would rule in the case of the Church of The Holy Trinity vs. The United States that “No purpose of
action against religion can be imputed to any legislation, state or national, because this is a religious people.
This is a Christian nation.”)
Eliza Fenwick’s LESSONS FOR CHILDREN.
Mary Tighe’s PSYCHE, OR THE LEGEND OF LOVE (previously, in 1805, this had been printed privately).
The founder of the Bab movement, Ali Muhammad Bab, was born.
Anna Laetitia Aikin Barbauld’s THE FEMALE SPEAKER.
Hampden Clubs were formed in England for purpose of extending the franchise.
In the “Great Schism” of Welsh Protestants, 2/3ds left the Anglican Church.
Charles Bell’s NEW IDEA OF THE ANATOMY OF THE BRAIN.
Austria went bankrupt.

15. Keats would graduate as a certified apothecary. Frequent sore throats would lead his physician to prescribe mercury, which at
the time had a very general use. The restaurant in Guy’s Hospital –until recently named in Keats’s honor– has been transformed into
a McDonalds.
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This data module is about how what goes around, comes around. Hang on tight!
How are horses like foundlings? How are horses unlike locomotives? How are diplomats like cannon fodder?
How does being well rewarded, by an evil man, somehow resemble being punished?
The first “railroad” in the USA, in effect, was the gravity-operated car system which brought Quincy granite
down from the hills into Boston for such projects as the monument on Bunker Hill, the Horticultural Hall in
Boston, and for shipment to New York harbor in the construction of the Astor House Hotel.
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The emptied carts needed, of course, to be tugged back up the slope to the quarry, by teams of horses.

In the Bonaparte administrative apparatus, Baron Joseph-Marie de Gérando received the title of councillor of
state (after Nappy’s battles, it seems, in effect guys like him would prove enormously useful, to help tug all
those carts back up all those slopes).
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The new techniques of total warfare between populations were having interesting side-effects.
For one thing, the usefulness of horses for warfare on the Continent had driven the price of horse fodder in
England to quite ridiculous heights.

It was this cost compared to the cost of the local coal which was the economic stimulus, for John Blenkinsop
and Matthew Murray to develop a rail system to carry coal from the mines to the furnaces of Leeds!
Their rack steam engines powered by the local coal product, the Prince Regent and the Salamanca, could each
replace a team of 8 pairs of draft animals, by moving 94 tons of coal 31/2 miles along a level track in one hour,
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consuming not retail oats but only a small fraction of the wholesale commodity that they were pulling.16

For another thing, in order to ensure replacements for the killed in his massive battles employing his massive
citizen armies, the Emperor Napoléon was having turntable devices installed in the entries to French foundling
hospitals in which infants would be fed goat’s milk and donkey’s milk. Patriotic French parents were to be able
to merely turn the wheel, and safely deposit any and all unwanted infants without censure or interrogation.17
(Please help this 1811 data module make sense, by putting on an aluminum foil hat and thinking hard.)

16. After the war the price of horse fodder would plummet, and the great Shire horses that pulled loads would make a comeback,
but for only a brief period of time. From an abstract standpoint, the technology of horse breeding for size and power was already at
its point of diminishing returns while the technology of railroad engine “horsepower” was at the beginning of its improvement curve.
And anybody who knew anything about anything could see that this was the case, could see it quite clearly even without hindsight.
17. Nappy had not invented this device, but merely sponsored its use. By 1833, this simple device for anonymity would have
increased the number of such deposited infants from 63,000 per year to 127,000 per year. Nowadays such devices are common in
Russia and elsewhere in the civilized world. The photo below is illustrative. –And some say there’s no such thing as progress!
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In this year Isabella (Sojourner Truth) would have been approximately 14 years old.
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Although the numbers of convictions for sodomy had been declining in England, an interesting factoid is that
of those condemned to death, as many as 4 out of 5 were actually being executed — whereas only 63 out of
471 were actually being executed in other capital cases.
At about this point Henry Peter Brougham was becoming a legal adviser to the Princess of Wales, later to be
Queen Caroline.

Thomas Pope’s TREATISE ON BRIDGE ARCHITECTURE.
President James Madison allowed the 20-year charter of Bank of the United States to lapse.
In London, the “Ratcliff Highway” series of murders.

In London, the building of Vauxhall Bridge began.

In London, Spencer Perceval was assassinated.

In London, a 2d Census was taken.

In London, John Nash began the design of Regent Street.
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William Blake’s largest surviving painting (30" x 24"), AN ALLEGORY OF THE SPIRITUAL CONDITION OF
MAN.

From this year into 1818, Mohammed Ali would be overrunning much of the Arabian peninsula, ending the
first Saudi empire.
Friedrich Traugott Pursch (Frederick Pursh) journeyed to England, where under the patronage of Aylmer
Bourke Lambert he analyzed material he had collected during his stay in the United States and compared it
with material from 41 herbaria and plant collections, to create his FLORA AMERICAE SEPTENTRIONALIS which
would be published in 1814.
BOTANIZING

Between this year and 1815, Native American laborers and Mexican soldiers would be raising the walls of
Mission San Luis Rey de Francia, near today’s kind and gentle Oceanside, California. As the mission brochure
now puts it so nicely, “While colonists in other parts of the world tried to expropriate and exterminate the
natives, the Franciscan Padres and the Spaniards sought to save them.”
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The Russians seized Belgrade.

A Russian was bartering with a local tribe of the West Coast of the North American continent for some land
near Bodega Bay on the coast of California (“The Russians are coming, the Russians are coming” would
eventually become the title of a Hollywood B low-budget comedy).
The trip from Rybinsk to St. Petersburg had been requiring an entire month of travel along a narrow and
treacherous Tikhvinskii water route over which only small canal barges could operate, if not two months by
way of the broader Mariinskii water route. At this point, however, under Russian Tsar Alexander I, Tsar Paul
I’s project of achieving greater linkage between St. Petersburg and the interior by a reworking of these
Tikhvinskii and Mariinskii Canals, was completed.
William Weston reviewed plans by mail, for the Erie Canal. Robert Fulton was appointed to an Erie Canal
commission.
The family of 5-year-old Joseph Smith, Jr. relocated from Sharon, Vermont to Lebanon, New Hampshire.
The US consul to Lisbon, William Jarvis, was able to purchase 200 Merino rams out of the closely guarded
Spanish royal flocks and ship them to Weathersfield, Vermont. This would increase the average weight of the
fleece of a New England sheep from 6% of the sheep’s live weight in 1812 to 21% in 1865:
Ratio, Fleece Weight to Live Weight
1812

6%

1844

15%

1865

21%

JANUARY
January: Percy Bysshe Shelley met Harriet Westbrook.
George Gordon, Lord Byron was back at the Capuchin Monastery in Athens.
The St. Helena Register was shut down after Saul Solomon, the owner, printed what Governor Major-General
Alexander Beatson considered “objectionable remarks.”
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January 1, Tuesday: The Grand Duchy of Berg was annexed by France.
As of the end of the year William Parkman had been replaced as postmaster of Concord by John L. Tuttle.
Captain Paul Cuffe and his crew of nine black seamen set sail in the Traveller from Philadelphia, bound for
Sierra Leone, a colony that the British had created on the west coast of Africa as a dumping ground for poor
blacks from London as well as for black Loyalists who had come to despair of their existence as free people
under the conditions of Nova Scotia. For three months Cuffe would be meeting with government officials and
with local chiefs, visiting schools and Methodist meetings, and distributing Bibles, while forming estimates of
the prospects that would be faced by any black Americans who might choose to emigrate there.

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 1 of 1 Mo 1811// Still confind at cousin Peleg Gardiners
by heavy Wind no ferry boats passing. The mind as quiet as could
be expected considering how much longer I am detained from my
buisness than I expected & how much my buisness at home is in
want of me-18

18. Stephen Wanton Gould Diary, 1807-1812: The Gould family papers are stored under control number 2033 at the Division of
Rare and Manuscript Collections of Cornell University Library, Box 7 Folder 10 for May 1, 1809-June 30, 1812; also on microfilm,
see Series 7
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
January 2, Wednesday: Senator Timothy Pickering (1745-1829) of Massachusetts became the initial US
senator to be censured (he had revealed confidential documents communicated by the US President).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day// This morning a fine opportunity presents to come a
cross the ferry which I did after breakfast at cousin Gardiners
- was detaind an hour & upwards on Connanicut which gave me time
to call & see my Aged Cousin Joseph Greene who is now in the 87
Year of his Age - Cousin Anne was gone to meeting so that I was
deprived of her company - I arrived in town before dinner & found
my dear H was well & my buisness as well off as it could be
without me - My H having been mostly at her fathers in my absence
we concluded it was best to stay there all night —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 3, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day// After breakfast we again commenced house keepers
having been long absent from my buisness & of course much behind
hand in my Watch Work & thought best to stay from meeting which
I was very loth to do, but customers was pressing - This (I
think) is the third time in eight years that I have staid from
meeting on account of buisness, which I know is not many but
more perhaps than is right - I am desirous of doing right, but
fall far short —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 4, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
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6th day 4th of 1st M 1811// I have been much engaged & perplexed
with various things, I yet live in hopes that things will be
better with me in every sense, - but here I am, turnd of 29 Years
of age & got no further yet, the prospect is Small. Oh Saith my
soul at this season, may I be more watchful & dilligent. — Called
this evening to see our goodly neighbors Saml Towle & Wife —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
January 5, Saturday: George Augustus Frederick, Prince of Wales, began to serve as Regent of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland due to the incapacitation of his father King George III (it is now inferred
that the father’s incapacitating illness, an illness which had turned his urine blue and had resulted in episodes
of insanity, had been porphyria). For most of George’s regency and subsequent reign, Robert Banks Jenkinson,
2nd Earl of Liverpool, as Prime Minister, would be in de facto control of the British government, while George,
as “His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales, Regent of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,”
would be giving himself over as always to self-indulgence.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 5 of 1 Mo// Occupied at Trade Sister Eliza & Mary were
our visitors today. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

NEVER READ AHEAD! TO APPRECIATE JANUARY 5TH, 1811 AT ALL
ONE MUST APPRECIATE IT AS A TODAY DURING WHICH NOT ONLY DOES
IT NOT MATTER HOW THE ROYALS ARE GOING TO DISPORT
THEMSELVES (BECAUSE ANYWAY THEY ARE IRRELEVANT) BUT ALSO IT
IS QUITE UNKNOWN HOW THE ROYALS ARE GOING TO DISPORT
THEMSELVES (THE FOLLOWING DAY, TOMORROW, IS BUT A PORTION
OF THE UNREALIZED FUTURE AND IFFY AT BEST).
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January 6, Sunday: In the Hermitage of St. Petersburg, Rien de trop ou Les deux paravents, an opéra comique
by Adrien Boieldieu to words of Pain, was performed for the initial time.
Charles Sumner was born in Boston.

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 6 of 1 Mo// Silent Meetings, & tho I wrestled hard was
unable to obtain what I wanted, yet I thought I felt a little
of the good spirit as it were running underneath — Edwd W Lawton
& Saml Potter ?a young men from Smithfield took tea & set the
evening very pleasantly on our part.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
January 7, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 7th of 1 Mo// This evening visited the African school &
found that the improvement of the schollars was a compensation
for our labor with them - the called at J Earls & set a little
while —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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January 8, Tuesday-10, Thursday: In what has been the largest slave revolt in the United States, Louisiana
slaves revolted in two parishes. The leader of the revolt was Charles Deslondes, a buggy driver from St.
Domingue, property of the widow Deslondes. At a plantation about 35 miles from New Orleans the Andry
family and their overseers were attacked, killing Mr. Andry’s son Gilbert Thomassin Andry and putting the
family to flight. The servile insurrectionaries were able to supplement their hoes, machetes, and clubs with a
few firearms and some ammunition and set out downriver. At another plantation, Jean Francois Trepagnier was
killed. The slave army by day’s end had gotten almost 25 miles in the direction of the city by the time the
wounded Mr. Andry returned with a local militia of some 80 white men. Communication had been made to
Claiborne and US troops were approaching, under the command of General Wade Hampton. Troops from
Baton Rouge were also approaching. The slaves were immediately overwhelmed by this firepower. Those who
hadn’t simply been shot down, including Deslondes and his leaders, were summarily executed and decapitated,
and 45 heads were mounted on pikes. At the Destrehan Plantation, there were quick trials in which 21 of some
30 accused were found guilty and immediately executed, and their heads added to the long row of pikes along
the levees.
SERVILE INSURRECTION

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 8 of 1 Mo// The usual rounds of the day. Rote in the
eveng a letter to David Smith of Bolton —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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January 9, Wednesday: Lieutenant Oliver Hazard Perry was surveying the Rhode Island harbors when,
through faulty piloting and bad weather, his USS Revenge was wrecked on a reef off Watch Hill. The
commanding officer himself would, however, be exonerated, to the point of finding himself being commended
— for having attempted to salvage government property.

(Divers would discover the wreck during August 2005, but not identify the vessel until January 7, 2011.)
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 9th of 1 Mo// The usual buisness of the day. in the eveng
call’d to see a couple of friends a little while & then went
home & read James Montgumires Poem called the West India’s it
is an enchanting performance; the slave is treated in a point
of view that cannot fail to awake the feelings of its advocates
into an utter abhorance of it.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
January 10, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 10 of 1 Mo// Our friend Edward Brooke & his Companion
John Pennock from Pennsylvania were at meeting, which owing to
the Days being very stormy was very Small, tho’ I suppose some
of us exerted our selves more on his account as he (Edwd) appears
to be a sound & weighty friend & appeard in testimony, I trust
to the edification & instruction — for my own part may add that
to me it was a better meeting than common — Recd a letter from
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Micajah Collins this forenoon —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
January 11, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6 day 11 of 1 Mo// Our friend E Brooke & John Pennock are still
in town the wind is so high that they cannot get over the ferry
to Connanicut. — The usual rounds as respects myself. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 12, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 12 of 1st M 1811// Our friends E Brooke & J Pennock went
over the ferry today & are to be at meeting at Connaanicut
tomorrow — nothing material to insert as respects myself
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 13, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 13 of 1st Mo// We had silent meetings & small one tho’
in the forenoon we had a respectable gathering. In the Afternoon
only 10 Women but three of them were not members. I felt my mind
a little drawn forth to them in love & thought of taking an
opportunity with one of them — The weather was very stormy —In
the evening brother David set with us
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
January 14, Monday: George Gordon, Lord Byron sent his valet, Fletcher, home.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 14 of 1 Mo// A very hevy Snow Storm again today - I did
not go home to dinner & in the evening when it abated we steped
into neighbor Vinson & set with them. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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January 15, Tuesday: Abby Kelley (Abigail = “Father’s Joy”) was born in a farming family of Pelham,
Massachusetts. The family would relocate to Worcester during this year. Her mother was a birthright Quaker,
considered “the strictest of Orthodox Friends.”
In a secret session of the US Congress, the federal government determined to annex Spanish East Florida by
entering into a Secret Act and Joint Resolution “against the Amelia Island smugglers on the Atlantic coast of
Florida” (STATUTES AT LARGE, III. 471 ff).19
INTERNATIONAL SLAVE TRADE

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 15th of 1 Mo// Recd a very acceptable letter from my
Aged friend Joseph Bringhurst of Wilmington (Del) dated 12 M 10
1811 which was as a pleasant Brook by the way — Sister R set the
eveng & lodged with us
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
January 16, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 16 of 1 Mo// The mind has been engaged in various
reflections, & that of an enlargement of my buisness in the
Spring has been of most weight. I think it necessary that I
should try to acquire a little more property - or at least to
get a little more too Answer present needs, as what I now get
is but a very scanty pittance - I feel every fear of the
consequence of an extention of trade that it seems to me, is
possible for any to feel & whether my fortitude is equal to it
I do not know, but my friends advise me to it & think there is
no danger of a failure, but Oh! how I feel the dread of a Debt
which it will be out of my power to pay, unless a Sale of goods
beyond what my present fears lead me to apprehend will be in my
power to make.— I desire in this as in all other undertakings
to keep an eye to “Wisdom which is proffitable to Direct” - but
Alass it sometimes Seems as if it is with me as in the days of
Israel of old when “there was no open vision”. I crave that my
mind may not sink below hope or if favord with something in
addition to my present income, not rise above a fear, but in all
things keep the middle path, which consistent with Agwis [?]
Prayer is much the most safe to walk in, but as I have hinted
it is hard to foresee what will be the issue, if I can but be
favord to feel a permission I think it is all I can expect —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 17, Thursday: A force made up of some 80,000 poorly equipped Mexican revolutionaries were
defeated by a smaller Spanish force at Calderon Bridge near Guadalajara (the battle was over quickly, when a
royalist hand grenade landed in the insurgents’ ammunition storage area).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
19. Amelia Island is on the Atlantic coast of Florida, at the point at which the peninsula of Florida joins with the mainland of the
continent.
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5th day 17 of 1st M 1811// Our meeting was Silent, & I think it
was not the worst of times with me altho the mind was inclined
to rove yet it was not so hard to get it to its center again as
at Some seasons, when indeed I become as a Ship driven to & fro
in a tempest. — We took tea at Brother Isaac’s which is the first
time we have broken bread with them - While setting with them
in the evening I took but little part in the conversation but
set musing & was introduced into feelings of a very serious
nature, that of Death was brought close home, the solemn Scene
of parting with a near & dear friend or relative was so
impressingly brought to the view of my mind that it seem’d as
if it was all most real. I know not why my mind was thus turnd
except it was for my own benefit
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 18, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 18 of 1 Mo// Nothing material to insert except the usual
rounds.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 19, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 19 of 1 Mo// Our friends Rowse & Mary Taylor took tea &
set the evening with & Father & Mother Rodman with them - Rowse
& Mary are about moving to Ohio, so that as this visit is the
Alphea I fear it will be the Omega, they are valuable friends &
acquaintance of ours, & their loss will be great. I regret that
any of their description Should leave us, that can Stay. ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 20, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 20 of 1 Mo// Our
comfortable Season to me
the Afternoon Our friend
had a good meeting - Set

morning meeting was Silent but a very
- Jonathan Dennis dined with us — In
Sarah Fish preached very sweetly & we
the eveng at home with my dear H —

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 21, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 21 of 1 Mo// Our beloved friends Susannah Freeborn &
Sarah Fish Dined with us & set a part of the Afternoon. My H
went with them to D Williams where we took tea together —- Their
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visit to us was a very comfortable one & I can say that the life
was very preciously raised in my mind
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
January 22, TuesdayIn violation of the Peace of Tilsit, the Emperor Napoléon annexed the Duchy of
Oldenburg to France.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3 day 22 of 1 Mo// Nothing material has occurd thro’ the day —
In the eveng I set at home transcribing the manuscript Jornal
of our friend Mary Mitchell deceased, at the request of Saml
Thurston who wants it done to carry to the next meeting for
suffering - being well acquainted with the deceased I was very
willing to undertake the task. It was very comfortable to read
the account of her convincement, it appears that she was much
helped & strengthened by reading a book which was very precious
to me when I first was visited with the day Spring from on high
Viz Elizabeth Bathhursts “Truth Vindicated” Oh how has that book
tended to strengthen & enliven me in the days of my Childhood —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 23, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 23 of 1 M 1811// Again this evening engaged in
transcribing the manuscript Journal of our friend M Mitchell.—
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 24, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 24 of 1 Mo// In the first meeting Our fr H Dennis
preached Sweetly to us - In the last (preparative) Some weighty
& pertinent remarks were made on the first & second Querys by D
B —
Sister E & M set the evening & lodged. Sister M has been with
us Several days. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 25, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 25 of 1 Mo// I dont think it best to say much at this
time but the mind has been much in a reflective Mood today —
We set the evening at Brother D Rs.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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January 26, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 26 of 1 Mo// My H & Sister Ruth Spent the day at their
Uncle Job Almys - I went out & spent the evening with them.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 27, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 27 of 1 Mo// Silent meetings, & to me seasons of much
famine After meeting in the Afternoon visited the Work & Alms
houses —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
January 28, Monday: John Jacob Astor and Northwest Fur Company president William McGillivay signed an
agreement to form the Southwest Fur Company.

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 28 of 1 Mo// The day has passed with the usual rounds —
& the mind in a dull state. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 29, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 29 of 1 Mo// This evening I finished transcribing the
first 20 pages of manuscript Journal of our friend Mary Mitchell
deceased which has occupied Several of the last evenings since
I began it -
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 30, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 30 of 1 Mo// Our friend Peter Hoxie has come over from
Narragansett to attend the Moy [Monthly] Meeting tomorrow. It
was very refreshing to see him & hope his company may prove to
us as it did to the primitive Church at the coming of Titus —
“God that comforteth those that are cast down comforted us by
the coming of Titus” 11 Cor 7 chap 6 Verse. —
This evening I had a little Struggle to know what was best to
do — I was in the Afternoon invited to attend a lecture on
complexion to be deliverd by Dr. Coleman. I felt some little
doubts of its being best to go, but however on looking it over
I could see no hurt in it. Yet on looking about for the advantage
I apprehend it was but little to me
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

January 31, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 31 of 1 Mo// We have indeed had a very precious meeting
& the coming of our friend P Hoxie has, I have no doubt been a
peculiar blessing to us. he was concern’d in a very weighty
testimony & supplication in the first meeting & Holder Almy was
also concern’d in testimony which I have no doubt was applicable
to many states present I know it was to mine - In the last (Moy
[Monthly] Meeting) Our friend Peter was useful in his remarks much weighty buisness was before us. The testimony concerning
Mary Mitchell Deceased was Sign’d & forwarded to the Quarterly
Meeting - George Dennis & Peter Lawton dined with us. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

FEBRUARY
February: Report of the Commissioners appointed to explore the route of inland navigation from Hudson’s
river to Lake Ontario and Lake Erie.
ERIE CANAL
February 1, Friday: Scotland’s Bell Rock lighthouse, at the mouth of Scotland’s Firth of Forth, began
operations (Robert Stevenson had been working on this project since 1807).
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February 2, Saturday: Publication of the Twelve Dances for piano op.40 by Johann Nepomuk Hummel was
announced in the Wiener Zeitung.
President James Madison restored the US embargo on British trade after the Emperor Napoléon promised the
resumption of normal trade relations with France.
Russian settlers established a trading post in northern California, Ft. Ross, as a base for fur traders and a warmweather supplier for colonies in Alaska. The colonists included 25 Russians and more than 80 Aleut natives
from the islands of western Alaska. Peg-legged Ivan Kuzkov (Kuskov) would manage the settlement until
1821.
February 3, Sunday: Horace Greeley was born in Amherst, New Hampshire.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 3 of 2 Mo// The day was very stormy, but our meeting on
the mens side of the house was pretty well kept up only three
Women in the forenoon & in the Afternoon but two - of the three
in the forenoon two were not members & of the two in the
Afternoon One was not a member. This I thought must be a little
mortification to Some that were not there who might with
exercion gone — In the forenoon our friend D Buffum was very
lively in testimony — I set the evening at home & wrote to
Micajah Collins. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
February 4, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 4 of 2 Mo// I did not go home to dinner because it was
very Stormy & bad walking & dined with Aunt A Carpenter - my
mind was feelingly in sympathy with my dear H. Whenever she is
left alone her mind is much occupied with thoughts on our dear
departed little Son - Set the evening at home —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
February 5, Tuesday: William Henry Harvey was born at Summerville near Limerick, Ireland, the youngest
of 11 children of Friend Joseph Massey Harvey and Friend Rebecca Mark Harvey. His father, Friend Joseph
Massey Harvey, was a prominent merchant. He would start his education at Ballitore School in County Kildare
(a Quaker institution, emphasizing science). Upon leaving school he would join the family business.
In person I am tall, and in a good degree awkward. I am silent,
and when I do speak say little, particularly to people of whom
I am afraid, or with whom I am not intimate. I care not for city
sports, or for the diversions of the country. I am equally
unknown to any healthful amusement of boys. I cannot swim nor
skate. I know nothing of the delight of these, and yet I can
amuse myself and be quite happy, seemingly without any one to
share my happiness. My botanical knowledge extends to about
thirty of the commonest plants. I am very fond of botany, but I
have not much opportunity of learning anything, because I have
only to show the plant to James White, who tells me all about
it, which I forget the next minute. My mineralogy embraces about
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twelve minerals, of which I know only the names. I am totally
unacquainted with foreign shells, and know only about two
hundred and fifty native ones. As to ornithology, I have stuffed
about thirteen birds. In chemistry I read a few books, and tried
some experiments. In lithography I broke a stone and a printing
press. These are my pretensions to science.
King George III of England having been legally declared to have become in some unknown manner
incapacitated –insane– George, Prince of Wales set his signature to documents making him regent for his
father. He was 48 years old while his whacko daddyo was 72. (Although by strict interpretation the Regency
Era begins in this year and ends in 1820 with the death of George III and the crowning of the Prince Regent as
King George IV, in common use the term often describes a broader era, to wit the period between the end of
the Georgian age and the beginning of the Victorian age, many of what we term “Regency” romances actually
being set during the previous decade.)
In America, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 5 of 2 M My mind has been refreshed this Afternoon with
the precious savor of the spirit of life, it is as food to an
hungry Man - Set the eveng at home except a short call at
Neighbor Towles
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
February 6, Wednesday: Carl Maria von Weber performed a farewell concert in Darmstadt at the palace of
Grand Duke Ludwig. In need of funds, he was leaving the tutelage of Georg Joseph Vogler.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 6th of 2 Mo// The last five days has been a continual
storm of Snow & rain with high Winds, which has prevented our
friends from setting away for Providence to attend the Quarterly
Meeting, a few have however this morning attempted to get there
tho’ it is Still very Cloudy & Windy. — Sister Mary set the
Afternoon & eveng
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
February 7, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 7 of 2 Mo// Our meeting was as large as usual considering
that divers are absent at Quarterly Meeting - & I believe it was
a comfortable season to some & perhaps to some others, a season
of poverty. to me it was pretty good & this afternoon my feelings
have been Sweetly quickened with life. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

February 8, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 8 of 2 Mo// My H having been so long confin’d by bad
weather came down to her fathers yesterday morning, where we
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staid last night.—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

February 9, Saturday: Publication of the Concerto for piano and orchestra op.34a and the Twelve Dances
op.39 by Johann Nepomuk Hummel was announced in the Wiener Zeitung.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 9th of 2nd Mo// We went home this morning after a visit
of two day & two nights at father Rs where they were glad to
have us & where I was glad my H was as it is very lonesome at
home in stormy weather to have none to speak to for Several hours
together.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

February 10, Sunday: Russian troops captured Belgrade and the Turkish army defending it.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 10 of 2 M 1811// A Stormy day & meetings small & silent.
In the afternoon my H being At her fathers I went & took tea
with Aunt Patty Gould & in the evening set a little whhile at D
Williams’s
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
February 11, Monday: On or about this day, Percy Bysshe Shelley and Thomas Jefferson Hogg wrote on THE
NECESSITY OF ATHEISM.

For the 3d time in 4 years, President Madison prohibited trade with Britain.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 11 of 2 Mo// Our neighbors Sam Towle & wife & Daughter
took tea with us & set the evening. Brother David also set the
evening. —
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
February 12, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 12 of 2 Mo// Our neighbors Saml Vinson & wife took tea
with us & set the evening with us — My H recd a letter from
Hannah Collins —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
February 13, Wednesday: Pierre Jean Édouard Desor was born at Friedrichsdorf, near Frankfort-on-Main and
Homburg, son of Christine Albertine Foucar Desor and Jean Desor, a manufacturer. (The family was of
Huguenot descent, chased out of France in 1685, and its name had originated as “Des Horts,” meaning “of the
gardens.” He was an autodidact who studied paleontology and glacial phenomena. He studied at the University
of Giessen and then at Heidelberg before studying in the College of France at Paris. In early years he was an
associate of Professor Louis Agassiz, and his contributions to glaciology derive from Agassiz’s Ice Age
concept and from summers he spent with Agassiz on the Unteraar glacier. He studied echinoderms of the
Jurassic period. He investigated the old lake-habitations of Switzerland. He made observations on the physical
features of the Sahara desert. He would visit the locale in France from which his Protestant ancestors had been
exiled during the great diaspora. Eventually he inherited property, retired to Combe Varin in Val Travers,
Switzerland, and died on vacation in Nice, France.)
The publication of Jan Ladislav Dussek’s Three Piano Sonatas C.240-242 was entered at Stationer’s Hall,
London.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 13 of 2 Mo// My feelings have been Sweetly tendered for
which I desire to be thankful - Oh how I love to feel tender in
Spirit - Sister Ruth set the eveng
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
February 14, Thursday: Carl Maria von Weber left Darmstadt, intending to engage in a long concert tour.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 14 of 2 Mo// Our meeting was as large & I think larger
than usual, & I believe it was a comfortable Season to divers
present - but I labor’d under a bodily infirmity which prevented
me from much enjoyment —
My H spent the Afternoon at my fathers —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

February 15, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 15 of 2 Mo// We spent the eveng & took tea at Uncle Sam
l Thurstons It was a very agreeable time & I believe they were
glad of our company
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

February 16, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 16 of 2 Mo// Sister Eliza spent the evening & Staid all
night with us
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

February 17, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 17 of 2 Mo// The day was unfavorable to a large gathering
at meeting as a considerable snow fell last night, our number
however was respectable.
We set in silence — father R took tea & brother David sent
[spent] the eveng with us
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

February 18, Monday: Volume III of CLEMENTI’S PRACTICAL HARMONY by Muzio Clementi was published
in London.
French forces attacked across the Guadiana forcing many Spanish defenders to flee before Badajoz.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 18 of 2 Mo// Avery [sic] stormy day, - so that I did not
go home to Dinner but dined at my fathers - set at home in the
evening with my precious wife & wrote to Joseph Bringhurst ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

February 19, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 19 of 2 Mo//
eveng We read in the
first time I ever saw
in it & some that had
is with us

Nothing material thro’ the day - In the
Memoirs of Elizabeth Smith which is the
it & think there are some excellent things
better never have been printed — Sister E

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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February 20, Wednesday: Austria declared state bankruptcy and was forced to devalue its currency at a rate
of five to one. This would cause Ludwig van Beethoven to request that his annuity from his three wealthy
benefactors be continued at the same value as before the devaluation. Archduke Rudolph would agree.
Prince Lobkowitz was in serious financial difficulties and his fortune was in the hands of a financial manager.
He was forced to suspend payment for four years. Prince Kinsky agreed, but would be killed in a riding
accident in the following year.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 20 of 2 Mo// The day passed as usual. in the eveng I
took some tools from the Shop & Sat very pleasantly at home &
heard E Smith read — Sister E is still with us
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

February 21, Thursday: Humphrey Davy read his paper “On a Combination of Oxymuriatic Gas and Oxygene
Gas” to the Royal Society, London. He provided proof that chlorine was an element, not a compound.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 21 of 2 Mo// Our meeting was of its usual size & Silent
-In the last (preparative) the overseers reported that they had
visited Henry Anthony for marrying out of society, neglect of
Meetings & retailing spirituous liquors - Our dear brother Rowse
Taylor also requested a certificate of removal - My H spent the
Afternoon at her fathers & the evening at Brother Davids —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

February 22, Friday: The publication of Jan Ladislav Dussek’s Three Duos concertantes C.243 was entered at
Stationer’s Hall, London.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 22 of 2 Mo// Mine heart hath been made thankful & humbled
under a sense of the many favors which I receive - It is a
distressing season of the year & many poor people are destitute
of food & fuel, & I have both to a very comfortable degree, &
Oh how unworthy I am, I feel myself a poor thing, dull & lifeless
—
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

February 23, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 23 of 2 M 1811// Nothing material, except Sister Ruth
has been with us whose company is allways acceptable. —
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

February 24, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 24 of 2 Mo// At meeting this forenoon our frd D Buffum
was very lively in public testimony, & very sweetly addressed
the Youth In the Afternoon we were Silent. We dined & took tea
at my fathers
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

February 25, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 25 of 2 Mo// My mind has been introduced into serious
reflections & had to feel a precious tenderness of Spirit. —
Mary Williams Junr spent the Afternoon & eveing with us.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
February 26, Tuesday: Mary Caroline Emerson was born in Boston, a daughter of the Reverend William
Emerson, Jr. with Ruth Haskins Emerson (she would live only four years).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 26th of 2 Mo// John Price a late Slave Trade was this
afternoon committed to the grave, he died the day before
yesterday - far very far be it from me to judge the poor man,
but I think I may hazard the desire that the sin which he
committed in the traffic in human flesh has gone before hand to
judgement - He died of the peripnumony. [difficulty breathing
?] I have heard nothing of the state of his mind during his
illness.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
INTERNATIONAL SLAVE TRADE

February 27, Wednesday: Fenda Freeman of Brister’s Hill in Concord died of “dropsy” (edema) at the age of
60.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 27 of 2 Mo// Nothing material to insert — perhaps I may
say that my mind has been favord to experience a Sweet little
current of life running as it were running by the way - I dare
not speak very highly of my experience as in these days it is a
low time indeed & therefore seldom of late insert much in that
head -I desire to be thankful for the little Brother David Set the eveing with us —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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February 28, Thursday: The Emperor Napoléon wrote Tsar Alyeksandr of Russia that, because he’d opened
his ports to British ships, and because he’d raised duties on French imports, it might be appropriate for them
to consider that the existing alliance between their two countries had run its course and come to an end.
(Translation: if I invade you, remember that you were asking for it.)
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 28 of 2 Mo// I am this morning going with my beloved H
to attend our Moy [Monthly] Meeting at Portsmouth, & I feel a
little prayer to assend from my heart that it may prove a season
of favor to us both, even a season of renewal of covenant with
the Lord - Oh Lord help us —
Our ride to Portsmouth was attended with more peril & danger
than I ever experienced by land before. The banks of Snow were
deep in many places which occasioned us to ride sometimes in
very bad places - but we went & return’d safe for which I desire
to be thankful, & I may also thankfully acknowledge that I have
experienced a season of favor, tho the first meeting was not the
most lively Season I have experienced yet it was a good Silent
time, & in the last, buisness was conducted with good & becoming
order, & I may acknowledge that I was glad I went — We dined at
Richd Mitchells. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

MARCH
March: George Gordon, Lord Byron wrote HINTS FROM HORACE and THE CURSE OF MINERVA.
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March 1, Friday: When Muhammad Ali Pasha al-Mas’ud ibn Agha had come to be pasha of Egypt in 1806,
Mameluke factions had retained control of much of the nation. Under their ancient baronial rights they had
been able to stonewall many of his measures. Consequently, on the occasion of a celebration in honor of his
son Tusun, implying that he wanted to come to terms with them, Muhammed Ali Pasha invited Shahin Bey
and the other leading Mameluke lords (accounts differ as to the guest list, all the way from 64 to 700) to a
banquet at the Citadel of Cairo. After the reception, as they were departing ostensibly to serve as a rear-guard
in a parade, they mounted up and rode out of the citadel down a sloping corridor toward Roumaliya Square —
only to have the huge brass-bound external doors suddenly slam shut in front of them. Trapped and rendered
defenseless in the citadel’s Bab al-Azab gateway complex, they were then picked off by a squadron of

Albanians firing down upon them. During the following weeks the Pasha’s followers would search out and
exterminated thousands of caste members in various locales, so that only a small group would manage to
escape into the Sudan.

THE WIKIPEDIA ENTRY
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Reportedly only one of the warrior guests, named perhaps Amim, survived this Cairo massacre, by urging his
horse to leap over the parapet of the citadel wall and down some 30-40 feet or more (the horse being killed in
the fall) — which story would lead to Henry Thoreau’s remark “...till I am ready to leap from their court-yard
like the Mameluke bey”:

LEAP OF THE MAMELUKE
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WALDEN: I live in the angle of a leaden wall, into whose
composition was poured a little alloy of bell metal. Often, in
the repose of my mid-day, there reaches my ears a confused
tintinnabulum
from
without.
It
is
the
noise
of
my
contemporaries. My neighbors tell me of their adventures with
famous gentlemen and ladies, what notabilities they met at the
dinner-table; but I am no more interested in such things than in
the contents of the Daily Times. The interest and the
conversation are about costume and manners chiefly; but a goose
is a goose still, dress it as you will. They tell me of
California and Texas, of England and the Indies, of the Hon. Mr.
_________ of Georgia or of Massachusetts, all transient and
fleeting phenomena, till I am ready to leap from their courtyard like the Mameluke bey. I delight to come to my bearings, –
not walk in procession with pomp and parade, in a conspicuous
place but to walk even with the Builder of the universe, if I
may,– not to live in this restless, nervous, bustling, trivial
Nineteenth Century, but stand or sit thoughtfully while it goes
by. What are men celebrating? They are all on a committee of
arrangements, and hourly expect a speech from somebody. God is
only the president of the day, and Webster is his orator. I love
to weigh, to settle, to gravitate toward that which most strongly
and rightfully attracts me; –not hang by the beam of the scale
and try to weigh less,– not suppose a case, but take the case
that is; to travel the only path I can, and that on which no
power can resist me. It affords me no satisfaction to commence
to spring an arch before I have got a solid foundation. Let us
not play at kittly-benders. There is a solid bottom every where.
We read that the traveller asked the boy if the swamp before him
had a hard bottom. The boy replied that it had. But presently
the traveller’s horse sank in up to the girths, and he observed
to the boy, “I thought you said that this bog had a hard bottom.”
“So it has,” answered the latter, “but you have not got half way
to it yet.” So it is with the bogs and quicksands of society;
but he is an old boy that knows it. Only what is thought said or
done at a certain rare coincidence is good. I would not be one
of those who will foolishly drive a nail into mere lath and
plastering; such a deed would keep me awake nights. Give me a
hammer, and let me feel for the furring. Do not depend on the
putty. Drive a nail home and clinch it so faithfully that you
can wake up in the night and think of your work with
satisfaction, –a work at which you would not be ashamed to invoke
the Muse. So will help you God, and so only. Every nail driven
should be as another rivet in the machine of the universe, you
carrying on the work.
AMIM, THE MAMELUKE BEY

PEOPLE OF

WALDEN
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WALDEN:

Like the Mameluke bey
I gravitate toward
the only path I can

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 1 of 3 M 1811// The day has passed as usual as to the
occupation of time - but mine heart has been brought to remember
some things that are past with deep feeling, & Oh Saith my soul
may I deepen in the root of Life —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
March 2, Saturday: In the series of events that would lead to the War of 1812, Britain having rejected
President James Madison’s ultimatum of November 2, 1810, the United States Congress put into effect the
President’s embargo against trade with Great Britain.
Mary Russell Mitford’s “Ode to Consumption” mock-heroically lauded the all-too-familiar terminal stage of
phthisis or what we now know as tuberculosis — understood as the victim’s being “consumed” by this
mysterious debility.

ODE TO CONSUMPTION
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 2nd of 3rd M 1811// Nothing material had occur’d. How
do I go from day to day in one line without advancement in any
respect
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
March 3, Sunday: In Bamberg, Carl Maria von Weber met the music director and scene painter of the local
theater, E.T.A. Hoffmann, for the initial time.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 3 of 3 Mo// I thought the state of my health was such
that it was best for me to take a portion of Physic, which
prevented me from attending meeting, it made me very sick
especially in the Afternoon, but I hoped it will do me good, —
My dear H went to meeting in the afternoon supposing as I did
myself that I should be better —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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March 4, Monday: Elizabeth Field Pratt was born to Mary Field Pratt and the Reverend Enoch Pratt.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 4 of 3 Mo// My feelings have been sweetly enlivended
particularly this evening & I have rejoiced in heart that the
bonds of heaviness have been a little broken —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
March 5, Tuesday: French forces in Portugal began to retreat into Spain.
Austria devalued its currency 5 to 1.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 5 of 3 Mo// My heart hath again witnessed the renewal
of life & the mind has been dipt into exercise on account of my
own deficiencies, & those of Some others, if I could do any thing
for them, I think I should be willing — My mother set the
afternoon & evening with us —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

March 6, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 6 of 3 Mo// I wrote this forenoon to my dear friend
Philip Dunham of Little Compton as follows —
“It seems as if mine heart hath been for several days engaged
to Salute thee in this way, & inform thee that I believe I am
“yet alive”, at least I may say the good spirit seems yet to
circulate in my mind, & is at this time revived with a degree
of sweetness, for which I desire to be thankful, & close in with
every tendering season vouchsafed in tender Mercy from Him who
is ever merciful to the Workmanship of his hands — I have heard
that thou art contemplating a removal from thy present place of
abode the first view of which was not very pleasant to my
feelings, but on looking it over & recollecting some
conversation I have had with thee in times past I grew more
reconciled to it, & am now ready to conclude, that perhaps it
is all for the best. I greatly wish that in what ever situation
thou may be placed that thy mind may be preserved in that
innocent symplicity in which I have no doubt thou hast in good
measure kept, & that thou may deepen in the root, & shoot forth
lively & green in the branches of Truth. — I have also heard
that thou hast lately buryed a little innocent babe of a few
days old, on which account there is but little to be Said. Such
disappointments are doubtless intended for our instruction, &
if rightly apply’d will (I believe) tend to humble the creature,
& teach, that all is in Wisdom, that is permitted of that Nature
—I hope thy dear Wife is doing well, both in the inward &
outward, & that the present dispensation may be Sanctified to
her. I thought when I saw her, & many times since that there was
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something good at work in her, & that if She abode in the
patience untill the Whirl wind had passed by, & the Small still
voice heard, she would see things of a Spiritual nature with
greater clearness than can possibly be discover’d while there
is a contention of airy clements of human policy in the mind,
here is a ground on which the enemy takes great advantage, & in
many instances choakes the good seed Sown in the heart”
Stepn Gould
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
I have this Afternoon recd a long & acceptable letter from my
cousin Z L Clarke - My H set the eveing with our old neighbor
Mary Donnally - I also was with her a little while
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

March 7, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 7 of 3 M 1811// Our meeting was silent & small, only one
Woman owing to the abundance of Snow that fell last night —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

March 8, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 8 of 3 Mo// The day has passed as usual except my H spent
the Afternoon & eveng at her fathers & I called a little while
at D Ws in the eveng
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
March 9, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 9 of 3 Mo// The mind somewhat introduced into feeling.
I heard that Cynthia Coggeshall appeard in a Short testimony at
Portsmouth meeting last 4th day - & some weeks ago I heard that
—- Hall (who was not then a member but has since requested),
appeard in a meeting there - This is encouraging & I hope the
dry bones of Newport may yet be shaken, & arise to life among
us —
Met with the committee appointed at last Moy [Monthly] Meeting
to consider of some more illygible mode of assisting the poor
of Society —- I also heard that Betsy Almy is very low & near
her end to all human appearances
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
March 10, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 10th of 3 Mo// Both meetings silent, the walking was so
wet that my H did no go in the Afternoon. I went to the Ams house
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to visit the poor & in the evening was sent for by old Capt
Daniel Hollaway who appears to be declining fast, & was desirous
of making a Will & of putting my name into it as an executor,
to which I consented, & we had a little conversation on religious
concerns. I then left him, desiring his wellfare —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
March 11, Monday: Captain Paul Cuffe’s 69-ton Traveller arrived at Freeport, Sierra Leone. He would trade
his goods, visit the British governor, meet native leaders, and make himself familiar with the situation in that
British colony.
He would establish there a “Friendly Society” of traders who dealt only in trade goods, and not at all in human
beings.
Near Nottingham, England, a group of workers began a wild protest against the new textile machinery
(knitting frames) that was impacting their jobs. They would be termed Luddites or “Ludds” (reputedly after a
Ned Ludd). By the following year Luddites would be active in Yorkshire, Derbyshire, Lancashire, and
Leicestershire. Although the Luddites avoided violent acts against persons, government crackdowns would
include mass shootings, hangings, and deportations. It would require 14,000 British soldiers to quell the
rebellion. The movement would effectively die in 1813 except for a brief resurgence at the end of the
Napoleonic Wars in 1816.
The Spanish defenders of Badajoz surrendered the city to the French.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 11 of 3 Mo // My H has been engaged in assisting brother
David in removing from his house (which he has sold) to one owned
by John Williams in Thames Street - I have been occupied as
usual—
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

March 12, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 12 of 3 Mo// I have this day began to move from the house
(which I have occupied ever since We commenced house keepers)
belonging to Saml Gibbs, in Church Street, to one owned by Jethro
Brigs in Spring Street, commonly called the Redwood house — our
object in moving is, that the one we have lived in is further
from my shop than is convenient, & the one we are moving to is
more convenient in Several respects — Much fatigued this evening
with the labor of the day — moving is hard work.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

March 13, Wednesday: British ships defeated a French/Venetian squadron off Lissa (Vis).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
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4th day 13 of 3 M 1811// We have this forenoon got all our things
from our old to our new residence, in leaving our habitation the
various scenes that have passed Since we lived there is brought
fresh to view. There we experienced the new feelings of house
keepers, the weight & exercise of which is no small matter to
encounter, there we were blessed with a precious little Son &
while living there we were deprived of that blessing, to our
great and lasting grief - & there we have had many precious
seasons of divine favor * there also we have had many low
disouraged feelings al which scenes and many more I have no doubt
has been designed for our good, which on my part has not been
wwell improvedt Oh Saith my soul now while writing may the past
be a warning, & may my mind be more fully dedicated to what is
manifested within, to the gently reproofs of instruction —Sister Mary spent the evening with us —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

March 14, Thursday: Carl Maria von Weber reached München.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 14 of 3 Mo// We felt at home in our new habitation this
morning when we arose — Our meeting was silent & I believe not
the worst of times This Afternoon recd a very acceptable letter
dated 1st m 2nd & 3rd M 13th from R Greene & this eveng visited
Daniel Holloway who appear’d very glad to see me —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

March 15, Friday and 16, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th & 7th days// Nothing material to insert. The mind in its
usual state & things of the outward has moved in their usual way
—
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
March 17, Sunday: A setting of the 98th Psalm for chorus by Meyer Beer (Giacomo Meyerbeer) was
performed for the initial time, in Berlin.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 17 of 3 Mo// Silent but pretty large meetings. My
thoughts have been much turn’d towards Paul Cuff who has gone
on a religious account to Africa. I should be very glad to hear
where he is & how he fairs — Between Meetings & this evening
read Lealand against the Deists
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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March 18, Monday: Johann Friedrich Reichardt’s singspiel Der Taucher, to words of Bürde after Schiller, was
performed for the initial time, in the Nationaltheater, Berlin.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 18 of 3 Mo// I have omitted to mention the decease of
my much valued friend Elizabeth Almy daughter of our friend
Holder Almy of Portsmouth. She departed this life the 12 inst
after a confinement of many months, I believe more than two
years, and on the 15th her remains was taken to Portsmouth
Meeting house where was a very large gathering & a lively
testimony born by our friend David Buffum, & after meeting was
decently interd in the burying ground near the meeting house —
I was not at the meeting nor have I seen her since last 12th M,
but I am inform’d that she has made a very happy conclusion. She
was a young woman invested with much concern for the promotion
of truth & was careful that her own conduct comported with her
profession & for several of the last days of her life she was
engaged in Sending messages to, & for individuals to see her
that she might discharge what was on her mind towards them - At
12 OClock the night she departed this life she sent for J Fish
who came between 12 & 1 OClock, She impressed what she felt on
her mind towards him & when the conversations ended, he left the
room, & in a few minutes asked to be turned over & died
immediatly which was about 3 OClock in the morning - this is
working to the last minute, & may her labors prove useful to the
individuals She was concernd for & her example stimulate all to
a faithful discharge of Duty
I have been much unwell with a rheumatic pain in my side &
shoulder all day - there is so much of the Pleurisy about that
I feel affraid how it will turn — Set the eveng at home, read
Lealand.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
March 19, Tuesday: Andrew Preston Peabody was born in Beverly, Massachusetts, a descendant of the
Lieutenant Francis Peabody of St. Albans who had in 1635 migrated to the Massachusetts Bay colony aboard
the Planter. He would learn to read before he was three, would enter Harvard College at twelve, and would
graduate with the Class of 1826 as the 2nd-youngest graduate ever (that single younger graduate having been
Paul Dudley of the Class of 1690).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 19 of 3 M 1811// The pain in my side is much better this
morning, for which I desire to be thankful. Molly Rogers spent
the Day & Sister E & Mother R the evening
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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March 20, Wednesday: George Caleb Bingham was born in Virginia.
In Paris, the Empress Marie-Louise presented the Emperor Napoléon with his first and only child, NapoléonFrançois-Charles-Joseph Bonaparte.20
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 20 of 3 Mo// Nothing material has occur’d, the mind in
a reflective Mood —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

March 21, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 21 of 3 Mo// Our meeting was Silent & a pretty good time
in the last (preparative George Gould requested a certificate
to proceede in Marriage with [left blank] a woman of Swansea Moy
[Monthly] Meeting. I was glad of this hoping it may be the means
of keeping my dear cousin in Steady walking ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

March 22, Friday: French forces retreating from Portugal began to reach Spain. They left behind them the
most brutal atrocities, bringing torture and death to thousands of Portuguese civilians.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 22 of 3 Mo// It has been a good day to me, having
experienced much Sweetness of Spirit, indeed it has been a
renewal of favor for which I desire to be thankful. Benj’m
Freeborn has been in town & called a little while at the Shop —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

March 23, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 23rd of 3 Mo// My feelings of yesterday has been sweetly
renew’d this Morning & has continued at Seasons all day - My H
spent the Afternoon at her fathers. I called in the evening to
see my dear friend Rowse Taylor & spent a little time very
pleasantly RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
20. While still a toddler with a silver spoon in his mouth, the Pope of Rome would renege on a deal to crown him as King of Italy.
Then Daddy would need to abdicate subsequent to his defeat at Waterloo, not only in regard to himself as the Emperor Napoleon I
but also in regard to this son as Napoleon IId. Mommy would grab him and flee to the Austrian court of her father, the Emperor
Francis I, but then in 1817 would come more tough luck as the Treaty of Paris would exclude him from succession to his mama’s
Italian dominions. In 1818 he would receive as consolation prize an Austrian title as duke of Reichstadt (quite good enough to allow
unlimited dining out in high society). In 1830 when political opportunity would arise during the overthrow of King Charles X of
France, on account of tuberculosis he would be unable to rise to the occasion. At the age of 21 on July 22d, 1832 he would die in
Schönbrunn, Austria (sometimes you just can’t win for losing).
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March 24, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 24th of 3 Mo// Silent meetings - After meeting father R
& myself went down to Joseph Wilbours whose Son Richard died
this forenoon about 10 OClock. he has been confind to the house
but about two weeks his complaint was a rapid consumption. my
mind has been led to reflect on the uncertainty of time & to
sympathise with the father in the loss of his Son
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
March 25, Monday: Percy Bysshe Shelley had just written A POETICAL ESSAY on war according to which it
was the “cold advisers of yet colder kings” who had “the power to breathe / O’er all the world the infectious
blast of death”:
Millions to fight compell’d, to fight or die
In mangled heaps on War’s red altar lie .. .
When legal murders swell the lists of pride;
When glory’s views the titled idiot guide....
Man must assert his native rights, must say
We take from Monarchs’ hand the granted sway;
Oppressive law no more shall power retain,
Peace, love, and concord, once shall rule again,
And heal the anguish of a suffering world;
Then, then shall things which now
confusedly hurled,
Seem Chaos, be resolved to order’s sway,
And error’s night be turned to virtue’s day –

He and Thomas Jefferson Hogg were expelled from University College for refusing to answer questions about
the authorship of THE NECESSITY OF ATHEISM.

That evening in Viviers, France, Honoré Flaugergues noticed without a telescope a comet (C/1811 F1) in the
area of the sky covered by a “constellation” that we no longer use for such purposes, one then termed Argo
Navis.
SKY EVENT

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 25 of 3 Mo// Nothing material thro’ the day except that
my H spent the Afternoon at my fathers
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
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March 26, Tuesday evening: Honoré Flaugergues again viewed the comet (C/1811 F1) he had noticed on the
previous evening, low in the south, and it was moving northward and brightening. He estimated its orbit to be
RA=8h 01.7m, DEC=-29° 03’ and such an orbit indicates that it was being discovered while still at the distance
of the asteroid belt, 2.72 AU from the sun.
SKY EVENT

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 26 of 3 Mo// Recd this forenoon a very acceptable dated
14th in answer to mine of the 6th inst to Philip Dunham of which
I was very glad — Aunts Patty, Mary, & Hannah Gould spent the
day with us - & Sister Elizabeth Set the evening —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
March 27, Wednesday evening: Honoré Flaugergues found the comet (C/1811 F1) again, in the constellation
of Puppis. He would view his comet on succeeding nights until, on the night of April 1st, the light of the
waxing moon would begin to interfere with observation. The moon would reach full phase on April 8th and
then it would become possible to view the comet again, on April 11th, despite the moon’s waning interference.
SKY EVENT

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 27 of 3rd// 1811// Richard Wilbour son of Joseph was
this day committed to the dust the funeral was held at the
meeting house David Buffum had a short testimony — Brother Isaac
& Wife Set the evening with us also - Sister Elizabeth
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
March 28, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 28th of 3 Mo// Our first meeting was Silent - the last
being our Monthly meeting held in town, was very long, & one
case particularly was very painful or at least some
circumstances attending it - Obadiah Williams & Benjamin Mott
were nominated to the Station of Elders the former was
unanimously agree’d to, the latter was very largely approbated
by a more than common number of voices, but One friend whose
initials ar JA said he objected to the nomination which threw
the meeting into the most painful State I ever felt, but by
dwelling in the patience & working in the Wisdom, we were favor’d
to get along with the Appointment; & Benjamin is to be forwarded
to the Quarterly meeting as a candidate for the Station of an
Elder — Several other cases labor’d but on the whole we got along
pretty well considering all things —
Peter Lawton & Benjamin Anthony dined with us — In the eveng I
called to See old Capt Holloway who appears to be wearing out
of time — O Williams & Wife & father & Mother Rodman Set the
eveng in out House whose company the little time I was with them
was very agreeable
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
March 29, Friday: Catherine Mary Knapp was born to John Leonard Knapp and Lydia Frances Freeman
Knapp at Alveston in South Gloucestershire, England.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 29 of 3 Mo// Nothing material to insert - Sister Ruth
spent the Afternoon & evening with us —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
March 30, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 30 of 3rd Mo// I have been lead to reflect on my many
preservations from evil in my younger days with a degree of
thankfulness of heart to him who I have no doubt was with me &
kept me out of many hurtful things by the inspiring of his light
in the mind. I will remember the tender rebukes of concience
when tempted to Sin, & those rebukes Still follow me
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
March 31, Sunday: Robert Wilhelm Eberhard von Bunsen was born (he would become a chemist and invent
the “Bunsen Burner”).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 31 of 3 Mo// Our meetings were Silent - The State of
mind, bad enough especially in the Afternoon. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

SPRING 1811
Spring: The Lincolns relocated to a 230-acre farm on Knob Creek in Kentucky ten miles from Sinking Spring.
Spring: A canoe with three men went over the Niagara Falls.
Now, this may seem to be totally unrelated to the above, but with the prior consent of his father Doctor Peter
Bryant, and for the definite purpose of entering Yale College, William Cullen Bryant abandoned his
Sophomore year at Williams College, returning to the family homestead at Cummington, Massachusetts
(wait just a little, before you judge whether this bore any resemblance to going over Niagara in a canoe).
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APRIL
April: Samuel Taylor Coleridge would be writing for The Courier, until sometime in September.
April 1, Monday: The town of Concord directed that the woods on the ministerial lot, and on one in Carlisle,
should be cut and sold so that pews could be created in the meetinghouse, and sold. The proceeds from this
was to be handed over to a group of trustees as a fund for the support of the town’s minister.
FINANCES.— In the early ages of the town, several lots of land
were reserved for the “public good,” and donations were made by
individuals for the same purpose. Most of them, however, were
disposed of without producing much permanent benefit, or
accomplishing the wishes of the donor. Captain Timothy
Wheeler,21 in 1687, bequeathed to the Rev. Edward Bulkeley and
the Rev. Joseph Estabrook, who were then the ministers of the
town, 20s. apiece; and to the town about three acres of land,
with a house standing on the same, to be improved, all but half
an acre (which was “laid out to the training place” at the
northwesterly end of the public common), “for the furtherance
of learning and the support of a school in the said town.” This
lot was that on which the grammar school-house now [1835]
stands, and then embraced nearly all which would be included in
a line drawn from the north side of the house recently built by
Ephraim Merriam, to the brook and by the brook round to the
Middlesex Hotel and the common. These premises were several
years leased and the rents applied according to the wishes of
the donor; but piece after piece was unfortunately sold, till
the school-house lot was contracted to its present [1835] highly
inconvenient dimensions. Captain Wheeler also bequeathed to the
town 40 acres of woodland, “to be improved from time to time for
the use and benefit of the ministers of the said town.” This was
the present [1835] ministerial lot; and the people were long
accustomed to hold a bee, when a sufficient quantity of wood for
the minister’s annual consumption was drawn from this lot to his
door.
The town directed, April 1, 1811, that the wood on this lot, and
on one in Carlisle, should be cut off and sold; and that pews
should be erected on some vacant floor in the meeting-house, and
also sold; and that the proceeds should be vested in the hands
of trustees, as a ministerial fund. Their first report was made
November 7, 1814, and shows the following results.
Proceeds of sales of wood on the ministerial wood-lot $2,566.13
Proceeds of sales of wood on a lot in Carlisle
364.27
Proceeds of sales of pews in the meeting house
1,365.55
————————
Total on interest from January 1st, 1814 $4,295.95
The first trustees were John White, Francis Jarvis, and John L.
Tuttle; and they and their successors were incorporated by an

21. Captain TIMOTHY WHEELER died July 10, 1687 aged 86. He came to Concord in 1638, tradition says from Wales. Besides
holding, at different times, most of the important trusts in various town affairs, he was captain of a military company, and
represented the town eighteen years in the General Court, between 1653 and 1672. In all stations he appears to have conducted
himself with great propriety. At his death he was possessed of a very respectable estate. His will, which is recorded in the Suffolk
Probate Records, was dated the 1st of March next before his death. His second wife was Mary, daughter of Captain Thomas Brooks.
They had no male issue. One of his daughters, Elizabeth, married Ebenezer Prout, some time clerk of the House of Representatives;
and another, Rebecca, married James Minott, Esq., and was the ancestor of many distinguished individuals.
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act passed February 27, 1813, as “The Trustees of the
Congregational Ministerial Fund in Concord.” This fund has since
been accumulating; and it received the additional legacy of
Humphrey Barrett,22 in 1829, of $500. No appropriations were made
from it till 1830; and on the first of January, 1831, it amounted
to $11,431.45.
In 1732, a committee was appointed, consisting of the Rev. Mr.
Whiting, James Minott, Jr., John Fox, and Samuel Heywood, to
make sale of the common and ministerial land in the town, and
vest the proceeds in other real estate. A “ministerial pasture
and plow land,” was accordingly bought west of the almshouse and
some time used as a “perquisite” lot. During the Rev. Mr.
Emerson’s ministry, it was sold for £75, or $250, and the annual
interest, $15, applied for the benefit of the minister. In
consequence of losses sustained during the revolution, it became
reduced to $100 nearly. In 1819, the town voted that the minister
should receive $15, the original perquisite; and the balance $9,
has been annually raised by a tax.23
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 1 of 4th Mo// I know not what to say. I have sinned & I
have repented but whether the Atonement is Sufficient for the
offence I know not - sure the mind has been deeply baptized —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
April 2, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 2nd of 4 M // I feel better than yesterday on some
accounts - Caty & Mary Engs & sisters Ruth & Eliza Spent the
Afternoon with us —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
April 3, Wednesday: A combined British-Portuguese force defeated the French at Sabugal southeast of
Guarda. This would compel the French to completely leave Portugal.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4 day 3 of 4 M [April]// Our dear Brother Philip Dunham came
over today to make a little visit before he removes from Little
Compton to a place near New Bedford where he expects to carry
on the carding of Woll by a machine - he spent the eveng with
us very agreeably, & I regret that I was obliged to leave him a
little while to meet with the Directors of the African School
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

22. HUMPHREY BARRETT was the son of Lieutenant Humphrey Barrett, and died without issue, March 13, 1827, aged 75. Abel B.
Heywood inherited, and lives on [1835], his real estate.

23.

Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston: Russell, Odiorne, and Company;
Concord MA: John Stacy

(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry Thoreau would indicate a familiarity
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study. On July 16, 1859 he would correct a date mistake
buried in the body of the text.)
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April 4, Thursday: The Spanish Viceroy of New Granada (Colombia) was overthrown by citizens acting in
the name of King Fernando VII.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 4th of 4th M 1811// Anne Greene was at meeting also
Philip Dunham D Buffum A Robinson & H Dennis, all of which are
ministering friends But we had nothing vocally communicated And to me it was a very dull, dead Season — Set this evening
with my H at OWs.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

April 5, Friday: Robert Raikes, founder of Sunday Schools, died.
Heinrich Baermann performed the premiere of Carl Maria von Weber’s Clarinet Concerto J.109 in München.
This was well received and King Maximilian, in attendance, ordered two clarinet concertos from the composer.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 5 of 4th Mo// This morning the unpleasant information
was circulated about town that Mein & Rogers had fail’d in trade,
but I did not hear of it untill I came from dinner. I was very
sorry for it particularly as I had a more than common respect
for Robt Rogers
Although my Situation as respects pecuniary affairs are low, yet
I could but feel thankful that they are no worse than they are
at present. I Desire that I may be preserved in the quiet & move
cautiously in every thing, particularly at this very precarious
time. - Cousin Anne Greene has this day commenced visiting the
familys of this Preparative Meeting in company with Hannah
Dennis — Philip Dunham Spent the evening with us, his company
is very pleasant we love him dearly.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

April 6, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 6th of 4th Mo// Philip Dunham dined with & then went
Directly homeward - Anne Greene & H Dennis have proceeded in
their work I understand to good Satisfaction —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

April 7, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 7th of 4th Mo// Our meeting was silent but very dull
seasons. I thought indeed that there was neither “dews nor rain
nor field of Offering.” Anne Greene, Hannah Dennis & Jonathon,
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took tea with us & had a precious setting & they expressed good
Satisfaction with the opportunity, & to us it was precious, the
life & sweetness was evidently to be felt - from our habitation
they went to see the old widow Lydia Dennis, & from thence I
waited on them to D Williams, where we agreed on the familys
they would visit tomorrow. & I spent the remainder of the evening
in giving notice. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
April 8, Monday: The New York State legislature created a canal commission.
ERIE CANAL
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 8th of 4th Mo// My H spent the Afternoon At Aunt Anna
Carpenters In the eveng I was at Jonathon Bowens with cousin A
Greene & H Dennis. Cousin Anne had a Solemn testimony to bear,
“The grass withereth & the flower fadeth but the Word of the
Lord endureth forever” was her opening, which she handled in a
very pertinent manner.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

April 9, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 9th of 4th Mo// Abiajah Purinton of Lynn dined with us.
Mary Barker Spent the Afternoon & evening with us. ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
April 10, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 10th of 4th Mo// Nothing material to insert of my own
concerns. Wm S Wall of Bedford & John Burlingham an Englishman
came to town, & Aunt Polly went to Portsmouth
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
April 11, Thursday night: Franz Xaver von Zach of the observatory of St. Peyre near Marseille was in the
process of confirming Honoré Flaugergues’s discovery of a new comet (C/1811 F1). By accident, in Marseille,
Jean Louis Pons, although not alerted, also noticed it.
SKY EVENT

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 11th of 4th Mo// Our meeting was silent, but pretty well
attended. Wm S Wall & John Burlingham attended - Aftermeeting
[sic] we dined at my fathers & spent the Afternoon & evening —
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
April 12, Friday: Ludwig van Beethoven wrote to Johann Wolfgang von Goethe for the initial time.
Colonists from New York landed at Cape Disappointment (Washington) after a voyage around Cape Horn.
This would be the first white settlement in the Pacific northwest.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 12th of 4th Mo// The weather was so very stormy & Snowy
last evening that We lodged at my fathers which is the first
time I have lodged there Since I was married —- We have also
spent the day there as the weather has been inclement
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

April 13, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 13th of 4th Mo// We lodged again at fathers last night,
& this morning went home - Sister Ruth set the evening with us.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
April 14, Easter Sunday: Pierre Bruno, comte Daru replaced Hugues Bernard Maret, duc de Bassano as
Secretary of State (chief minister) of France.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 14 of 4 M // Our meetings were Silent. Sister Sarah
attended which is the first time since she was married & I
believe the first she was ever at our meeting After meetings I
went with Ewd Lawton to D Buffums & set the evening
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

April 15, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 15 of 4th Mth// This Afternoon the Town was alarm’d with
the cry of Fire which proved to be the Stable of our friend David
Buffum, whic was soon sonsumed with his crib &c containing corn,
grain farming utensils of allmost every description. The loss
is estimated at about 700 Dollars, & no conjecture has yet been
made how it could have taken, unless by the hand of an
incendiary, it is ver remarkable that on the 11th & 15th of this
Month we should have fires in town the first was Irishes
Slaughter house & the Second a stable in broad Street the
porperty of the late John Pitman, & no account has been given
of the manner in which they commenced - As soon as the fire was
out of danger this Afternoon I came back to attend the funeral
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of Daniel Hollaway, O Williams & myself were appointed to by
himself a few days before he died to attend as bearers, also
Saml Thurston & James Taylor but they I expect were so fatigued
at the fire that they could not attend — After I returned from
the funeral I set down & wrote to Wm Rotch Junr giving him
account of the fire which happened this Afternoon, as his father
own the buildings. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

April 16, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 16 of 4th Mo// This evening I called to see my old
Neighbor Saml Gibbs, found him quite sick & feeble, & I fear not
as much in the patience as is best - Also called to see neighbor
Towle a little while
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

April 17, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 17 of 4th Mo// My mind is under some degree of
depression. The situation of my corporeal system is such that I
am apprehensive, a fit, if not Sudden Death may be the
consequence. I have great difficulty in my Sleep & awake with
very distressing feelings, perhaps it may be in a measure
hypocondrical but when a person feels as I do, I have no doubt
but the case is Somewhat Alarming, last night I had one of those
turns - Sister Ruth & Ew Lawton Set the evening with us ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

April 18, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 18th of 4th Mo// Our meeting was Silent but larger than
usual. At the preparatory the Queries were all answer’d, & B
Anthony reported by the overseers as having married a woman not
in membership. by a priest & without being previously published
- The school committee met After which Benjm Mott Dined with us
also Mary Ann Smith daughter of John Smith of Wickford. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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April 19, Friday: Paris newspapers noted the presence in the city of Adrien Boieldieu, home on leave from St.
Petersburg.
The City Council of Caracas deposed the Spanish governor in order to rule in the name of King Fernando VII.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day of 4th Mo// The day has passed away much in the usual
way the mind in the usual State - Sister Eliza set the evenning
with us ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
April 20, Saturday: First Samuel Taylor Coleridge “Table Talk” recorded by John Taylor Coleridge.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 20 of 4 M 1811// In reading in the Psalms of David this
morning my mind was caught with a passage which reads somewhat
in this Wise, “Consider us O Lord & redeem us for thy mercy
sake.” it introduced my Spirit into a tender frame for which I
desire to be thankful —
This Afternoon I went in to the Post office & took up a news
paper & under the head of Deaths, read that our valued friend
James Simpson an eminent minister in our Society departed this
life the 9th day of theis Month at Frankfort Pennsylvania - Aged
about 68 Years, after a short illness — He visited this Yearly
Meeting in the year 1803 & again in 1804 each time accompanied
by his Wife (Martha) he was a man of a Singular turn of
expression but very powerful in the ministry, & I have no doubt
did much good in these parts On reading his death my mind was struck with a Solemn impression,
the loss of him will be great where he lived, & to see such
pillars of our Society removed is cause of humbling, where are
those that are to supply their places? sure thay are few. And
oh that more may be found who are willing to espouse the cause
of truth, & hold forth by the powerful preaching of example as
well as precept —
Cousin H Gardiner & daughter Isabel has been over several days
& this forenoon Cousin Lewis came over to wait on them home Father & Mother R went out to see Richard Mitchell this Afternoon
who is very sick & my H kept house for them in their absence
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
April 21, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 21 of 4th Mo// This morning walked around Newtown, &
called at D Williams’s on a little business — Russel Davis was
at meeting this forenoon & preached to a considerable length
After him Hannah Dennis preached a little sweetly - Rusel
preached again in the Afternoon I thought better than in the
morning We dine & took tea & spent the evening at my father’s —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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April 22, Monday: George Gordon, Lord Byron left Athens aboard the Hydra.
Captain Paul Cuffe’s trading during his 1st visit to Freeport, Sierra Leone had been completed, and in
accordance with a letter he had received his Traveller set sail for London rather than for America:
The commercial side of his trip has been disappointing, but he
had accomplished much in other areas. He had been able to gather
colonists together to work out a petition for the African
Institution in London with the hopes of having the document
presented in Parliament. Cuffe also had taken the first steps
in forming a Friendly Society, which he hoped would one day be
the core of his future endeavors “for the betterment of Africa.”
The Traveler was loaded and ready to return to America when Cuffe
received a letter requesting his presence in London to meet with
members of the African Institution....
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 22 of 4th Mo // An hint from a friend is good when spoken
in a manner that can give no offence, — a friend of mine spoke
to me this Afternoon that did me much good, or at least put me,
on looking into my Spiritual condition to find the cause of my
“great dearth & poverty,” which is no doubt owing to a want of
going down daily to search after Stones of memorial. Oh that I
may be renew’d in Spirit & live nearer the fountains of life —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
April 23, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 23 of 4th Mo// Our dear friend Richard Mitchell is this
morning more ill & has sent for Dr Sweet a man that is in town
from N York State his illness gives me much concern as he is a
friend that feels very near to my best life — Neighbor Towle &
Wife called to see us a little while this evening. Sister Eliza
& Mary were also with us —
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

April 24, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 24th of 4th Mo// Lewis Clarke & his neices Martha &
Hannah came over today whose company are quite acceptable —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
April 25, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 25th of 4th Mo// Rode with my H to Portsmouth to attend
our Monthly Meeting in the first H Dennis preached sweetly & A
S tried a few Words — In the last we had much business. we
received two into membership Vis Darius P Lawton & Primary Pease
- & granted our dear & well beloved brother Rowse Taylor a
certificate directed to friends in the State of this or parts
adjacent - he is one we are very loth to part with, being very
useful in Society & under a concern for the promotion of truth;
it was a solid good meeting & I hope was proffitable to some —
Before meeting We stoped at Holder Almys & read a small Diary
that dear Betsy has left behind which was edifying — After
meeting we dined at Peter Lawtons & then roder directly home —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
April 26, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 26th of 4th Mo// Nothing material as to my own
particular, but I think it may be said there is trouble in town
— the house of Lopes & Dexter have fail’d & this day shut up,
in consequence of which the Bank has attached the property of
several of their endorsers among which is Job Sherman, much stir
& talk about the Street — I have thought “Blessed is he that
expecteth nothing for he shall never be disappointed.” & on the
Same ground I think it may be said blessed is he that hath
nothing for he hath nothing to loose which is nearly my situation
— Lewis L Clarke took tea & spent the eveng with us —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

April 27, Saturday: The County of Wallmoden-Gimborn was annexed by France.
Two new works by Samuel Wesley were performed for the initial time, at a concert for his benefit at Hanover
Square Rooms, London: Trio for three pianofortes and the glee O Delia, every charm was thine to words of
Pindar. The composer played one part in the trio.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 27 of 4 M // L Clarke went home this Afternoon — Dry &
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barran as to any thing respecting myself —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

April 28, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 28th of 4th Mo// Our meetings were Silent & to me very
destitute of life - Dear Richard Mitchell is very ill, & is
thought to fail very much.
I feel much on account of his indisposition, but am unable to
do any thing for him — Joseph Wilbour took tea with us & brother
David set the evening —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
April 29, Monday: Jacob Whitman Bailey was born in Ward, which is now Auburn, Massachusetts, in the
manse of the Reverend Isaac Bailey, his grandfather and that town’s first minister. During his infancy father
Isaac Bailey and mother Jane Whitman Bailey would relocate with him to Providence, Rhode Island.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 29th of 4th Mo// Richard Mitchell continues to grow more
poorly & has sent again for the advice of a physician - Nothing
particular of my own —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
April 30, Tuesday: The Hydra arrived at Valetta. George Gordon, Lord Byron went to Malta. He would be in
Malta until June 2d.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 30 of 4th Mo// A number of Friends have sail’d this
morning in the Packet for Greenwich among whom is my Wife They
have had a very pleasant day to be on the Water & my mind has
been often with them, but so it is I so situated that it is
improper for me to be long from especially at a time when it is
so Public as the present it is a great day among the freemasons,
& tomorrow is Election & I feel insecure to leave my Watches in
the Window & no one in the Shop, besides which there is generally
a considerable many Watches at such times, & my pecuniary
situation is low & needs all I can get —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

MAY
May: John Edleston died while George Gordon, Lord Byron was on the island of Malta.
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May: Until December, Captain Paul Cuffe would be visiting schools and factories in London, Liverpool, and
Manchester with an escort of English abolitionists. He would be received courteously by Members of
Parliament and by the head of the African Institution for “promoting the civilizations of the people” of Africa,
the Duke of Gloucester, who was nephew to the king. He would succeed in negotiating a license for trading
with Sierra Leone.
Cuffe’s visit to England was brief but successful. In America
Cuffe had been used to the openness of Friends and the outward
acceptance of his race, but there was little or no social
mingling. English Quakers treated him as “one of the family,”
which had an immediate and lasting impression on him. In England
Cuffe gained both a warm and loving reception as well as great
support for his West African venture, both spiritually and
monetarily.
While in London, Cuffe would be fascinated by the “Lancastrian” system there developed, in which a large
population of abandoned boys were being educated through older students functioning as teachers of the
younger ones. Back in America, he would build and establish a school on his property, a school in which only
persons of color were allowed to function as teachers.
May 1, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 1st of 5th M 1811// Days of General Election are allways
days of much stir & bussel, but I believe this has passed with
as little & about as innocently as any I recollect, my mind has
not been moved from its usual state by anything that has passed
as I have set at work in the Shop. — I have thought much of our
absent friends at Greenwich & indeed I have had occasion too,
for this forenoon I rec’d a letter from Saml Thurston who
inform’d me gone & forgotten the Manuscript of Mary Mitchells
journal & wished me to go to Abigail Robinson & get the original
& to his house & get the Copy & send them up this Afternoon by
Capt Northrup — which occasioned me a long fatiguing Walk in the
heat of the Day - but I was willing to serve them & tho Sorry
for the occasion was glad it was in my power to assist in
forwarding the Work in any way —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 2, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 2nd of 5th Mo// I am very sorry to find that the
Greenwich Packet alluded to yesterday did not sail till this
morning - Our meeting was very well attended considering there
are so many absent, & to me it was a season of considerable
favor, things that were unproffitable would now & then obtrude,
but on the whole I feel thankful for the little Spiritual life
afforded —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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May 3, Friday: British and Portuguese forces threw back the French at Fuentes de Oñoro, just inside Spain
southwest of Salamanca.
French forces laid siege to Tarragona in Catalonia.
Henry Stephens Randall was born to General Roswell Randall and Harriet Stephens Randall of Shelburne,
Vermont. He would relocate as a young boy from Madison County, New York to Cortland, New York.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 3rd of 5th Mo// It is now 1// 2 past 2 O C P M & time
to expect our friends from Greenwich. I have been on the house
top with a Spy glass several times since dinner & saw three
sloops coming down the river & thought one of them was the bearer
of them but as they came nigher I was mistaken
A quarter before 4 OClock the packet arrived after a passage of
seven hours down the river, they were all well & been so since
their absence. I was very glad to see them & particularly my
dear H who never left me for so long before, Since we were
married — Sister Joanna being much unwell with the ear Ach my H
went there in the evening. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
May 4, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 4 of 5th Mo// Nothing material to insert, except that I
have this afternoon rec’d a letter from Isaac Austin, which I
hope was written in Sincerity, & that his present Seclusion from
Society may prove the greatest blessing of his life, I believe
he has gone widely from the paths of rectitude but yet the hand
of divine Mercy is yet extended
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 5, Sunday: French forces trying to relieve the garrison at Almeida were thwarted once again by the
British and Portuguese at Fuentes de Oñoro.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 5th of 5 Mo// Our friend D Buffum made public testimony
from the text “Trouble rises not” — In the Afternoon we were
Silent & after meeting [corner torn] — home with J Dennis & took
tea with him — My H did not go to meeting being engaged in taking
care of Davids [child?] while Joanna went to see her father —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 6, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 6 of 5 Mo// I have been much engaged in outward concerns,
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have attended Counsil & accepted the appointment of Executor to
Daniel Holloways will with Saml Thurston & Obadiah Williams
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 7, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 7 of 5 Mo// This Afternoon rec’d a letter from Betsy
Purinton dated in Darby Pennsylvania. She appears to get along
in her religious labors to pretty good satisfaction, & I hope
will be favor’d to return in peace to her friends —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 8, Wednesday: Meyer Beer (Giacomo Meyerbeer)’s oratorio Gott und der Natur to words of Schreiber
was performed for the initial time, at the Berlin Singakademie.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 8th of 5 Mo// The day has passed to but little account
in any respect - my mind has been affected with a renew’d sense
of my own nothingness of my poverty, weakness & short comings,
so dead have I been this day that tho’ I have endeavor’d to turn
the mind inward & feel after life yet was unable raise even a
sigh for help —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
May 9, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 9th of 5th Mo// Silent meetings - This Afternoon my dear
friend & brother Rowse Taylor call in at the Shop, & as it is
nearly & perhaps the very last interview I shall have with him
of an length Our minds were tender’d under to prospect, which
feelings lasted me all the evening - he sets out on second day
morning if nothing occurs to prevent, for the State of Ohio where
he intends to fix his future residence
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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May 10, Friday: The Accademia dei Concordi performed “The Seasons” by Franz Joseph Haydn, conducted
by its musical director Gioaccino Rossini.
According to an article in the Trewman’s Exeter Flying Post or Plymouth and Cornish Advertiser of Exeter,
England for June 6, Thursday, 1811, copied from the London Gazette Extraordinary for June 3, Monday, 1811,
containing information released by “Downing-Street” on June 2d, a list of officers killed, wounded, and
missing on the 10th May, 1811 had included the name of “Lieut. Thoreau” among those members of the “1st
batt. 40th foot” who had been wounded. Although the list contained modifiers such as “severely,” “slightly,”
“since dead,” and “lost an arm,” this information failed to indicate the nature of the wound sustained by
Lieutenant John Thoreau. (His subsequent career would indicate that the wound, although it might have put
him on the sidelines for awhile, could not have been all that bad.)
According to an article in the Aberdeen Journal of Aberdeen, Scotland for June 12, Wednesday, 1811, copied
from the London Gazette Extraordinary, “Major-Gen. and Adjutant-Gen.” Charles Stewart had announced
among other things that Lieutenant John Thoreau had received a wound “in the Repulse of a Sortie from
Badajoz, on the Morning of the 10th May, 1811” as a member of the “1st Batt. 40th Foot” under the command
of “Lieutenant-General Lord Viscount Wellington, K.B. under the immediate Orders of Marshal Sir William
Carr Beresford, K.B.”

Badajoz is in Spain
close to the border
with Portugal

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 10 of 5th Mo// It has been a day of much seriousness
especially the after part of it — Was engaged this forenoon in
removing the Books of Records & papers of the Monthly Meeting
from Rowse Taylors to David Williams’s who is appointed Clerk
in Rowse’s place. — My H spent the Afternoon at my fathers & in
the evening we went over to Thos Robinsons & was thereby a little
refreshed but felt concernd to find them so very unwell
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
May 11, Saturday: Birth of the conjoined twins Chang and Eng (the source doesn’t state their family name)
Chinese parents near Bangkok. They were joined stomach to stomach. They were bright babies.
BILLY BUDD: Now envy and antipathy, passions irreconcilable in
reason, nevertheless in fact may spring conjoined like Chang and
Eng in one birth.

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 11th of 5th Mo// Nothing material to insert, save that
the mind has been in a serious mood, on some subjects of
importance.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
May 12, Sunday: William Emerson, Ralph Waldo Emerson’s father, died at the age of 42. Later, the son
recollected only that his father was harsh with him, for instance forcing him to dip in the salt water of the ocean
when he was six to cure a skin condition he had acquired. Emerson entered Boston Latin School at eight years
of age. Notice that the following account is off by a day: “His HISTORY OF THE CHURCH, a posthumous
publication, and the Massachusetts Historical Collections, Vol. I. p. 256, (Second Series) contain full notices
of his character, to which the reader is referred.”
WILLIAM EMERSON [of Concord], only son of the Rev. William Emerson,
was born May 6, 1769, and graduated [at Harvard College] in 1789.
He was ordained at Harvard May 23, 1792, but was dismissed on
being called to a greater field of usefulness, and was installed
over the First Church in Boston, October 16, 1799, where he
obtained a distinguished reputation for talents, literary
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acquirements and piety. He died May 11, 1811, aged 42. His
History of the Church, a posthumous publication, and the
Massachusetts Historical Collections, Vol. I. p. 256, (Second
Series) contain full notices of his character, to which the
reader is referred. Four of his sons, William, Ralph Waldo,
Edward Bliss, and Charles Chauncey, were graduated at Harvard
College with distinguished rank.24
I might as well record this material here as anywhere: At some point during Waldo’s early boyhood, his Aunt
Mary Moody Emerson took him and his younger brother Charles Chauncy Emerson to Malden, Massachusetts
and showed the boys the grave of their great-grandfather Joseph Emerson who had died in 1767. Polly later
would inform Ellen Emerson that “Your father ... was a little boy then, and skipped about among the graves.”
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 12th of 5th Mo// Silent meetings — In the forenoon my
mind was much tried with roving, but in the Afternoon a little
more settledness was experienced - O Williams & I went out to
Sam’l Thurstons & took tea & spent the evening —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
May 13, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 13 of 5 M 1811// Met this evening at C J Tenny’s with
the committee of the Directors of the A B Society & concluded
to set a summer school on foot. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
May 14, Tuesday: Paraguay declared itself independent of Spain under a 5-man junta.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 14th of 5th Mo// Saw in a Jersey Newspaper the Death of
our friend Rebecca Wright in the 73 year of her Age. She had
twice visited these parts on a religious account, the last time
was in 11 M 1794, at which time I well remember her, & some
things which she driped [dropped?] in her testimony
particularly, some expressions of a young woman whom she said
she well knew that had lived pretty well but when she come to
her death had cried out “What a Woman might I have been had I
have been faithful to the truth.” & I frequently think of it, &
at inserting of it, my mind is renewedly humbled under a sense
of my short comings.
Our dear friend & brother Rowse Taylor left town this Afternoon
for Portsmouth on his way to his long intended residence the
State of Ohio, he went off without taking a formal farewell of
any of his near friends except those immediately around him. The
cause of which was, as he told me, he was afraid he should be
so much affected that his mind would become weakened beyond what
is manly. I could not blame him for leaving us thus silently,

24.

Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston: Russell, Odiorne, and Company;
Concord MA: John Stacy
(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry Thoreau would indicate a familiarity
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study.)
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as it is the way I should do myself on a similar occasion. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
May 15, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 15th of 5th Mo// Thought have turn’d much on dear Rowse
& Mary this forenoon. I do sincerely wich them well & feel much
interested in their weelfare —- This Afternoon the mind has been
crowded with suggestions of the Adversary. It is said, “To know
ones self diseased is half a cure” but I am sensible it will not
do for me to Stop Short with half a cure, I must endevor to work
a radical cure of all evil in the mind, but Oh! how poor how
needy & I had allmost written how miserable I am. I feel as if
I needed help, best help, in order for my furtherance in the
truth I hope I may yet be favor’d to get along safly to my
journeys end, & not become an open reproval or an entire dead
formal professor. Sometimes it seems as if I am a little favor’d
& then again entire emptiness issues — this is a poor place to
be upon ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 16, Thursday: Allied forces (that is, forces of Great Britain, Spain, and Portugal) defeated the French at
Albuera near Badajoz. At least 13,000 men were killed or wounded.
The USS President attacked and defeated HMS Little Belt off the coast of North Carolina (an American sailor
had been impressed by the Royal Navy, two weeks earlier off the coast of New Jersey).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 16 of 5th M 1811// Silent meeting, my mind was favor’d
with a little arising of life — My H Set the Afternoon at Capt
Engs’s, & tho’ I am as intimately acquainted with them as with
any body in town, I never before broke bread with them at their
own table, - the girls have frequently visited us. I wrote a
letter to this afternoon to Jos Bringhurst —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 17, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 17th of 5th Mo// Our friends Rowse & Mary where are they?
I suppose traveling along somewhere in Connecticut state -I have
had them many times in my mind, & hope they are well H’s Aunt Lydia Dennis spent the day with us Aged 89 years —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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May 18, Saturday: Having been sacked once before and reinstated, Johann Nepomuk Hummel was finally
dismissed by Prince Nikolas Esterházy.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 18th 5th Mo// It has been a day of feeling & serious
reflection. I hardly know what to say, I feel low & poor in
allmost every respect —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 19, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 19th of 5th Mo// Silent Meetings but pretty well
attended. Spent pretty much of the vacant time today recording
the Monthly Meetings minutes Rowse left them much behind & I am
to finish what he left —
Called & set a little while in the evening with my H at Brothers
Isaac’s —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 20, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 20th of 5th Mo// I called at J Earls this evening & set
a little while very plreasantly — O Williams was there, & Sarah
just returned from N York.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 21, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 21st of 5th Mo// The day has passed with the usual
Rounds, - the mind in rather a depressed State, I hope not to
get to low —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 22, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 22nd of 5th Mo// My head has been much out of order all
day but has felt better this Afternoon, I had those unpleasant
sensations last night which I have been of late subject too - I
know not what they may terminate in. I sometimes think a fit,
sometime a lethurgy, from my strange feelings I fear something
unpleasant will be the issue. I think an abundance upon it & am
sometimes ready to conclude that the days of my years are not
far from being numbered. -
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 23, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 23 of 5 Mo// A portion of physic last night, has made
my head feel better this morning, but I feel far from right.Cousin Nathan Hazard took tea with us —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
May 24, Friday: At St James Church in Bath, England Walter Savage Landor got married with Julia Thuillier.
The newlyweds would settle for awhile at Llanthony Priory in Monmouthshire, a ruined Benedictine abbey.
Landor would be visited there by Robert Southey, after he sent him a letter describing the idylls of their country
life, including nightingales and glow-worms. This idyll would not last, for during the following three years
Landor would be vexed by his neighbors and tenants, the local lawyers and lords-lieutenant, and the Bishop
of St David’s. Landor’s troubles with his neighbors would stem from petty squabbles, many of his own
creation. His trees were uprooted and his timber stolen, much of this in retaliation. He made the mistake of
employing Charles Gabell as his solicitor — a fee professional who proceeded to milk him like a cow. A man
against whom he had been forced to “swear the peace” would proceed to drink himself to death, and he would
be accused of causing this man’s intemperance. Prosecuting a man for stealing from him, he found himself
being insulted in court by the guy’s counsel.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 24 of 5 Mo// The mind in a low condition, - I want to
be low & humble & withall be good, innocent & clean in all
things, but Oh that I may keep my confidence in God, & not let
in unproffitable discouragements
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
May 25, Saturday: Ralph Waldo Emerson’s 8th birthday.

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 25 of 5th Mo// My Mother, Sister Sarah & My H
Afternoon at father Rodmans - I took tea with them that Sarah seems to be a very clever woman & will to
appearance make Isaac [his brother] a very good Wife

spent the
I think
all
—

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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May 26, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 26th of 5th M 1811// In our forenoon meeting H Dennis
was uncommonly favored in public testimony. D Buffum was also
very lively in an engagement for the Young & rising generation
-In the Afternoon we sat in Silence - George Engs & Sister Ruth
& Eliza took tea with us & were very acceptable visitors —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 27, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 27 of 5 Mo// The mind in a state of exercise on Several
Subjects.Mary Williams Junr spent the afternoon & took tea with us —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

May 28, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 28 of 5 Mo// The mind again under depression, I have
thought that my way, both outwardly & inwardly, might be said
to be like that of transgressors HARD
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
May 29, Wednesday evening: Honoré Flaugergues last detected the C/1811 F1 comet, at 54 degrees from the
sun. Naked-eye observations were difficult because of the comet’s low altitude as well as because of its
entrance into the twilight sky.
SKY EVENT

French troops stormed and captured Fort Olivo at Tarragona in Catalonia.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 29 of 5 Mo// It has again been a day wherein my mind has
been very low, & depressed. I know not what to say but that it
is so
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
May 30, Thursday: Kantate zum Geburtstag von Jacob Beer by Meyer Beer (Giacomo Meyerbeer) to words
of Wolfssohn was performed for the initial time.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 30 of 5 Mo// Our first meeting was silent, & I endeavor’d
to get into a quiet & believe I was favor’d with it in good
measure —In the last (MoMeeting) we had some trying occurrences
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& on the whole things ended better than we could have a reason
to expect
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
May 31, Friday night: There was an extreme conflagration in Newburyport, Massachusetts, beginning in a
stable on Merchants’ Row and proceeding before a dry wind toward the market house and the ferry wharf.
The “most ancient, wealthy, and commercial” part of town was consumed despite a long line of citizens
passing buckets of water. Then an abrupt change in the wind drove the flames across State Street and
into the large brick buildings which the townspeople were counting on to shield the lower end of the town.
Many of the refugees gathered at Farnham’s and at the Tracy mansion which serves now as the Newburyport
public library:
The five-year-old William Lloyd Garrison would never forget being
held aloft to watch the leaping flames that seared the sky. The
glare of light was intense, yet smoky clouds obliterated the moon
and the night air became as sultry as a summer’s noon. Firemen’s
trumpets rang out over the crash of chimneys and the cries of
distress, while explosions of stored powder and spirits from the
wharfside distilleries gave off thunderous sounds of war. Shortly
after dawn, when a cooling fog helped quench the blaze, the fire
at last came under control, and Newburyport stared devastation in
its grimy, acrid face. Two hundred and forty buildings destroyed,
thirteen wharves consumed, ninety families homeless, every dry
goods store a wreck, the town library a ruin, and the Baptist
meetinghouse in shambles. A visitation without parallel, the fire
burned the heart out of the town and broke up forever the
possibility of family life for Sister Garrison and her children.
WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON
The sympathetic neighboring town of Ipswich would vote $1,000 to these sufferers by fire.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6 day 31 of 5 Mo// Nothing Material to insert - except that we
had the agreeable company of Sisters Ruth & Eliza in the evening
—
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

JUNE
June: Professor Philip Karl Buttmann was made secretary of the Historico-Philological Section of the
Academy of Sciences.

THE SCIENCE OF 1811
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June: Prince George, the Regent of England, declared a great ball more or less in honor of himself, or perhaps
in honor of the fact that IV is more than III. Perhaps he would by such devices become as familiar with the
lords and ladies of London, as with its working women. The event would cost about what 5,000 laboring
families would earn that year.
June 1, Saturday: Jonathan Fay of Concord died.
The Allgemeines Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, the new Austrian Civil Code, was announced (this would go into
effect on the following January 1st).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 1 of 5 M 1811// This morning with an high Wind Crossed
both ferrys to Narragansett & got ther about 10 OClock did what
business I had to do at Sila Caseys (cousin L Clarke accompanying
me) & came across the ferry again under an hevy blow to Conanicut
& lodged at Cousin J Greene’s —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
June 2, Sunday: That evening George Gordon, Lord Byron left Malta for England aboard the frigate Volage.
Cantata per la nascità del re di Roma by Simon Mayr to words of Muletti was performed for the initial time,
in Bergamo for the benefit of the Pio Instituto Musicale. On the same day, Mayr’s cantata Numa Pompilio to
words of Carrara-Spinelli was performed for the initial time, in Bergamo for the christening of the King of
Rome.
That evening William J. Burchell (who was in Cape Town, South Africa from late 1810 until mid-1811) wrote
in his journal that many of the people there, who had recently felt an earthquake, “coupled the comet, which
had been seen every night since the 12th of the foregoing month, and the earthquake together, and drew from
this two-fold portentous sign, the certain prognostics of the annihilation of the Cape.” On this night Franz
Xaver von Zach of the observatory of St. Peyre near Marseille last detected the comet at an elongation of 52
degrees.
SKY EVENT

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day Rose early & began to Work. - at the time Went to
meeting, returned & Dined at cousin Greenes, finished what I had
to do there, & went to the Widow Weedens to rectify her Clock &
returned to cousin J G’s & lodged - It is disagreeable to me to
work on first days but it seems as if there was no other way for
me to get along - It is what I disapprove of as being made an
unnecessary practice of tho’ when necessity requires it I can
see no iniquity in it: first I was away from my Shop & no one
to answer to my mail in my absence, & further I was obliged to
be at home, to attend the vendue of D Holloway as executor to
his Will —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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June 3, Monday: Henry James, Sr. was born in Albany, New York.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day Came across the ferry in the first boat, being quite
Calm we rowed the whole distance which fatigued me much but I
got home seasonally to the vendue alluded to & found my H well,
& all the rest of our connections. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

June 4, Tuesday: Abu Hassan, a singspiel by Carl Maria von Weber to words of Heimer after A Thousand and
One Nights, was performed for the initial time, at the Residenz, München. The work enjoys a good success in
spite of the fact that a fire alarm was sounded during the first act, requiring the hall to be emptied.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 4th of 6th M 1811// Nothing material to insert. -Sister
Ruth spent the evening with us
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

June 5, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 5 of 6 Mo// Much occupied in arranging for our insuing
Yearly Meeting time
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

June 6, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 6 of 6 Mo// This afternoon several public friends have
arrived from N York among whom are Evan Thomas & Asa More, the
others I have not yet learnt their names. if they had have
arrived in the morning perhaps we should have had a rather more
lively meeting.—
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

June 7, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 7 of 6 Mo// Much occupied at trade & but little time to
attend to any thing but that which immediately concerns me. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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June 8, Saturday: According to an article in the Cobbett’s Weekly Political Register of London, England,
Lieutenant John Thoreau was among the wounded of the “1st Batt. 40th Foot.” (This would not have been a
2d wound but a 2d report of the same wound. Again, there was no indication of the severity of his wound, and
his subsequent career would indicate that although this might have put him on the sidelines for awhile, it could
not have been all that bad.)
Rebecca Buffum was born, daughter of Friend Arnold Buffum.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 8 of 6 Mo// Again much occupied both in trade & in the
settlement of Daniel Holloways concerns —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
June 9, Sunday: Carl Maria von Weber’s four guitar songs (J.110-113) for Kotzebue’s stage play Der arme
Minnesinger were performed for the initial time, in München.
Componimento sagro musicale by Giovanni Paisiello was performed for the initial time, in Paris.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 9 of 6 Mo// Evan Thomas was at Meeting & preached in the
forenoon but in the Afternoon we were Silent. A Robinson was
also at meeting in the forenoon, the first time in many weeks,
she seems to be much better in her health —- “Man here today &
gone tomorrow” This eveng Benj Pitman departed this life of the
Pleureysy he was taken a week ago today After having been out
in the morning came home complaining — he has left a family of
small children & an Afflicted widow - I assisted in laying him
out & was much affected with serious considerations - Oh how
uncertain is time I feel it so as respects myself & the present
instance of a man in the prime of life & flower of his days being
thus suddenly removed from time is a loud Alarm to be on the
Watch for we know not in what day or hour we may be called to
render our accounts to him who lent us the Talents to improve.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

June 10, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 10 of 6 Mo// Evan Thomas is at Tiverton today - nothing
material to insert.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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June 11, Tuesday evening: Don Jose Joaquin de Ferrer last determined, from Havana, Cuba, the C/1811 F1
comet’s position, and would last see the comet in conjunction with the sun on June 15, by which time its
elongation would have decreased to 41 degrees.
SKY EVENT

Grand Duke Karl Friedrich of Baden died and was succeeded by his grandson, Karl Ludwig Friedrich.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 11 of 6 Mo// Again nothing material to insert except
that I have been much engaged in various ways. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
June 12, Wednesday: Spanish forces were able to retake Astorga in Leon.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 12 of 6 Mo// In setting alone in the Shop this Afternoon,
Mine heart is exceedingly touched & humbled under a sense of my
short comings to the standard of truth, & the consideration of
the uncertainty of time, the longer I live the more I am
confirmed that there is nothing that will stand us in stead in
the Last Day but the substantial truth, & faithfulness to its
pointings. — Oh that I may experience an increase therein &
finally arrive to the fullness - but alass, how is the mind prone
to instability & weakness, that when the least gale of
temptation is suffered to blow upon us, we suffer the mind to
go withersoever it goeth as a ship with no rudder. —
Several friends have arrived from N York today
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

June 13, Thursday: Clarinet Concerto no.1 J.114 by Carl Maria von Weber was performed for the initial time,
in München along with the premiere of Weber’s Adagio and Rondo for harmonichord and orchestra J.115.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 13 of 6 M 1811// We had an excellent Meeting - Soon after
I took my seat it seem’d as of Something better than common was
among us, first on looking round I saw my much loved cousin
Bathsheba Gould was present & began to conclude perhaps she was
a help to us, recollecting many precious seasons I have had in
her company - but soon after I saw on the first rising seat a
couple of friends that were strangers to me that attracted my
attention & a degree of Sweetness arose in my mind toward them,
one of them proved to be Susanna Smith of Burlington N Jersey.
She is a young woman of about 25 year of age, daughter of Isaac
Collins of N York - about the Middle of the meeting or a little
after she stood up & preached for the space of half an hour in
a very Authoritative manner evincing that she was well taught
in the School of Christ calling on the Aged Middle Aged & Youth
to fill up their rank in righteousness with acceptance to HIM
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who had called us all to Serve under his holy guidance, to see
one so young in years standing in meeting calling with such
Authority & impleading with such earnestness with the Youth
particularly to Surrender their necks to the Yoak & shoulders
to the Burden of Christ was a sight & sound which was moving to
many minds present.- I may acknowledge on my own part that my
spirit was quickened with desires to be increasingly dedicated
& renewedly concerned to be watchful & faithful —- I believe she
is an instrument designed for much usefulness & hope she may
receive no harm by flattery
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
June 14, Friday: Born in Litchfield, Connecticut, poor little Harriet Beecher started out as the daughter of a
New England Congregational preacher (the Reverend Lyman Beecher) and would live through five of her
brothers becoming preachers (Henry Ward Beecher was only the most famous one), and would then marry a
theologian (the Reverend Calvin Ellis Stowe), and would exist in “a kind of moral heaven, replete with moral
oxygen — fully charged with intellectual electricity.”
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 14 of 6 Mo// I have had such a lame back for several
days that I have gotten most low spirited fearing that some
complaint is seating on my kidneys. I have apply’d a
Strengthening plaster today & taken oil of juniper - & is a
little better this evening —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

June 15, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 15 of 6 Mo// Friends have come & are pretty well arranged
at the Boarding houses, & mine heart has been much affected with
the account of the decease of our friend & faithful brother
Thomas Watson of Bolton, here again we have a fresh instance of
the uncertainty of time. I loved him much & in tended to have
had as much of his company as we could this Yearly meeting, but
here again we see how little there is to be calculated upon in
this world, from the fatigue of the Afternoon I am now ready to
take rest. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
June 16, Sunday, in strong twilight: Alexander von Humboldt, in Paris, made the final observation of the C/
1811 F1 comet before its being masked in sky glow due to its conjunction with the sun, with an elongation of
40 degrees.
SKY EVENT

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 16 of 6 Mo// Our morning meeting was large, orderly &
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sober[?] J Green (as usual) opened the service with a short
testimony, which would do no hurt & might do some good — Then E
Thornton [Elisha, the educator?] in a short but sweet sweet
communication — Then R Mott was very lengthy pretty sound, & a
considerable degree of baptism attended — Susanna Horne
concluded in Solemn Supplication —
This Afternoon Our meeting was much larger than common & I think
was more quiet & solid than common. J Green again opened as in
the morning & after a long space of silence R Mott stood up &
appeard to be well engaged, indeed I never heard him with more
acceptance untill the two last sections of his testimony, when
he advanced something relative to a future state which he nor
no one else could prove & which he had better let alone, from
that section his authority ceased in my opinion & in the opinion
of may others — Aged Mehitable Jenkins concluded the meeting
with a devotional prayer, & I believe the weight & purity of her
offering was generally felt over the meeting, tho’ perhaps not
generally understood from the feebleness of her voice &
brokeness of delivery — Abijah Purinton & Wife & Easter Newhall
& Daniel Johnson have become our company
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
June 17, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 17 of 6 Mo// We have had good meetingd today, in the
forenoon we had acceptable testimony from Tho Scattergood Benjm
White Richd Mott & others. The subject of the the School fund
was reported to the committee appointed last year by which it
appears that it Amounts to about 8000 Doll! They recommended an
enlargement of the sum by subscriptions & a school opened under
the care of the Meeting for sufferings — This subject drew very
animated remarks from T Scattergood, but nothing was concluded
upon & it was referred to a future setting — In the Afternoon
the State of Society was enter’d upon much preaching was thereby
occasioned. R Mott, Thos Scattergood, Benjm White, Wm Williams,
Even Thomas, E. Thornton, D Buffum, all were engaged & Some
worthy remarks were made by Moses Brown. The subjects of
detraction Love & Unity & Spiritous Liquors, mostly affected the
Meeting & I think divine favor was near, & hope the excellent
advice & council bestowed may not be lost but remembered &
proffited by for a long time to come —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

June 18, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 18 of 6 Mo// This day has passed with but one setting
of the Yearly Meeting, the time of which was taken principely
in reading & disproving of the testimony of R T & Nantucket Moy
[Monthly] Meetings concerning our friend Mary Mitchell deceased
— an exercising time it was.—
We have had a pretty large share of company & got along to pretty
good satisfaction, for which I feel it in my heart at this point
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to give thanks. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
June 19, Wednesday: Death of Samuel P. Chase (born April 17, 1741), Supreme Court Justice since 1798,
revolutionary, attorney, Declaration of Independence signer. Justice Chase had been served with 6 articles of
impeachment for political bias by the House of Representatives in late 1804 and then a couple more articles
had been added. The Jeffersonian Republican-controlled Senate had begun its impeachment trial in early 1805,
and on March 1, 1805 he had been acquitted on all charges (he remains the sole Supreme Court justice to be
impeached — which is something we should all bear in mind as we stare in amazement at Justice Clarence
Thomas).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 19 of 6 Mo// I have had an exercising job to do this
morning but got along better than I expected & was measurably
relieved releived from a depressive exercise. Our meeting was
occupied principly on the subject of the School fund, this
forenoon. Nothing done but to recommend to the Several Quarterly
meetings to enlarge the general fund, & the care of it left as
in 1803 to the Meeting for Sufferings - R Mott Spake largely in
the subject of education — Dear Thos Scattergood spake sweetly
& powerfully to the dear Youth, reciting his experience of his
younger years, & observed that his first commencement of public
preaching was in these parts (Portsmouth) while travelling with
a beloved Aged friend in these parts, many others spake a little
which helped the meetings.
Afternoon Met by Adjournment (2 OClock) Epistles to all the
Yearly Meetings were presented & were the only buisness- towards
the close Mehitabel Jenkins came in to pay us a little visit
which was very sweet & salutary. She called upon us in the name
of the Lord & in a very tender frame of spirit to be faithful,
testifying to us (particularly the youth) that she had found the
good effects of it from long experience, very soon after she
took her seat Thos Scattergood kneeled in Supplication which was
very solemn & impressive on behalf of the Aged, but the Youth
was remembered also - after he arose, the dear old Woman
pronounced her blessing upon us & as she went out she says,
“farewell, farewell my dear friends farewell” to which Thos
Scattergood rply’d “farewell in return”, This witnessed, & I
believe affected many minds with deep impression, particularly
to see so aged so devoted & living friend come in & take leave
of us with such feeling concern for our wellfare, & more
particularly as she is just setting out on a journey to Nine
Partners & perhaps as far as Canada —- After she went out R Mott
W Williams expressed a few words & the meeting closed with a
very solemn covering. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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June 20, Thursday: Elisha Reynolds Potter, Junior was born in Little Rest (now Kingston) as a son of Elisha
Reynolds Potter, Senior (1764-1835), a member of the federal House of Representatives. He would attend the
Kingston Academy and would then graduate from Harvard College in 1830, would study law, and would in
1832 be admitted to the Rhode Island bar and would establish a law practice in South Kingstown Township.
He would rise to be the state’s adjutant general during 1835-1836, would become a member of the state’s
House of Representatives during 1838-1840, would be elected as a Law and Order Party candidate to the 28th
federal Congress (March 4, 1843-March 3, 1845) where he would serve as the chairman of its Committee on
Revisal and Unfinished Business, would be an unsuccessful candidate for reelection in 1844 to the 29th federal
Congress, would serve in the state senate during 1847-1852 and during 1861-1863, would be the state’s
Commissioner of Public Schools from 1849 until his resignation in 1854, and finally would become an
associate justice of the state’s Supreme Court from March 16, 1868 until his death in Kingston on April 10,
1882. His grave is in the Potter family burial ground in Washington County, Rhode Island.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5 day 20 of 6 Mo// This day I expect will finish our attention
to friends at this time. They have mostly gone off this morning
-some staid to Meeting - All or foreign friends were present,
in the public Meeting — In the last Preparative Benjm White spake
with much power calling us to faithfulness —
This eveng - My H & myself were in at J Earls, & R Mott preached,
& I am free to say that I believe he was in a better state of
Mind than I was —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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June 21, Friday: After a siege of six weeks, French forces began the final assault on Tarragona.
John Adams, who had served on the drafting committee of the Continental Congress for the preparation of a
Declaration of Independence along with Thomas Jefferson and others, was feeling resentful at the claims that
were being made that Jefferson had authored the document. “The Declaration of Independence I always
considered as a theatrical show,” he wrote at this point. “Jefferson ran away with all the stage effect ... and all
the glory of it.”25

“The United States of America had human slavery for
almost one hundred years before that custom was
recognized as a social disease and people began to fight
it. Imagine that. Wasn’t that a match for Auschwitz?
What a beacon of liberty we were to the rest of the world
when it was perfectly acceptable here to own other human
beings and treat them as we treated cattle. Who told you
we were a beacon of liberty from the very beginning?
Why would they lie like that? Thomas Jefferson owned
slaves, and not many people found that odd. It was as
though he had an infected growth on the end of his nose
the size of a walnut, and everybody thought that was
perfectly OK.”
– Kurt Vonnegut, FATES WORSE THAN DEATH, page 84

THOMAS JEFFERSON

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 21 of 6 Mo// There is a meeting at Portsmouth today which
R Mott, Phebe & Hannah G Field attends - Our friend Susanna Horn
& Thos Scattergood have commenced a little family visit about
town this morning, & were at tea with us this Afternoon Thomas’s
testimony was cautionary & encouraging he hoped we should be
25. Schultz, John A. and Douglass Adair, eds. THE SPUR OF FAME: DIALOGUES OF JOHN ADAMS AND BENJAMIN RUSH, 1805-1813.
San Marino CA: 1966, page 182
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able to with stand temptations & endure Baptisms, Susanna was
principly encouraging, & a very sweet & precious visit it was.
Susannah is truly a precious Woman — In the evening I went to
Thos Robinsons & after they had agreed on the familys they would
visit tomorrow, I took the list & inform’d them all of it over
night
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
June 22, Saturday: The United States and Portugal entered the opium trade when the American brig Sylph
docked at Macao with a cargo of opium from Turkey.
The Emperor Napoléon decreed that all members of his family currently reigning as kings were reduced to
princes of France.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 22 of 6 Mo// It has been a very warm day which relaxes
the body & mind. - Thos Scatteergood & S Horn are persuing their
visits.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

June 23, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 23rd of 6 Mo// In our forenoon Meeting Thos Scattergood
was feelingly concern’d in testimony then Susanna Horn, then
Thos in solemn supplication —- In the Afternoon Susanna was
sweetly engaged in testimony - A meeting was appointed at 6
OClock for black folks which was very generally attended by them
& a very solemn favord opportunity it was as I allmost ever
witnessed...D Buffum first opened the service with a short
address to the people of colour, then Thos was engaged in a
lively & impressive Gospel testimony, then Susanna like namely,
also in solemn Supplication, then Caleb Shrieve Said a few
Savory words - Then Thos dismissed the meeting in a few words
suiting the Occasion —
I must acknowledge that altho I have many times stood as door
keeper on similar occasions, yet never did I so fully
experience, that it was better to be a door keeper than to set
in higher places, for my spirit was much refreshed, & felt the
force of preaching remarkably, & was favor’d to hear allmost
every word, tho’ I did not take my seat untill the meeting was
more than half over.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
June 24, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 24 of 6 Mo// Our friends left town this morning,
intending to spend the day in visiting a few in Portsmouth &
appoint a meeting there tomorrow & be the next day & Tiverton &
from thence go to Bedford —
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
June 25, Tuesday: The Earth’s steady motion away from the comet culminated when their distances had
increased to a maximum of 2.4142 AU. Thereafter, the distance between our planet and C/1811 F1 would
decrease. Meanwhile, the comet’s angular distance from the sun would continue to decrease and would be
reaching a minimum of just under 10 degrees during the last days of July and first days of August. A parabolic
orbit computed for the comet during this month was predicting that C/1811 F1 would pass perihelion on
September 15th at a distance of 1.134 AU from the sun. On the basis of this calculation, Heinrich Wilhelm
Matthäus Olbers, in Bremen, predicted that in October this comet would be very bright.
SKY EVENT

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 25 of 6 Mo// I understand that our friends T Scattergood
& S Horne had an highly favor’d meeting this day at Portsmouth. —
Last evening about 9 OClock departed this life at the house of
her Brother Benjamin in Portsmouth Mary Freeborn, She was a
friend that promised usefulness in Society & her loss will be
felt therein. Her [funeral] will be tomorrow at 3 OClock at the
Meeting house.—
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
June 26, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 26 of 6 M 1811// This morn I put a letter in the Office
to my friend Jos Bringhurst. — The mind is under depression Oh
that I may experience help, but help must be on the condition
of more faithfulness. This even took a walk around the Point &
got in interesting conversation. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
June 27, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 27 of 6 Mo// My dear H & myself a going this morning to
attend our Moy [Monthly] Meeting at Portsmouth. I feel poor &
low, very poor & low indeed, yet it seems as if there is
something good underneath. — At our first meeting we had a pretty
good time. O Davis spoke pretty lively his Wife also was
concern’d to persuade & encourage us to love God & one another
[blank] Hall wife of Parker Hall was concern’d to utter
something which I thought came with good gospel Authority. She
was rec’d into membership about 4 months ago & spoke in meeting
once before she was received. —Before meeting we stoped at
cousin Z Chases, & after we dined at Richard Mitchells. I was
very glad to see him, having never been in his house since his
confinement.—
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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June 28, Friday: French forces concluded a week of assaults with the final capture of Tarragona. The French
engaged in atrocities, including the killing of 2,000 civilians. Tarragona was the last port in Catalonia to fall
to the French.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 28th of 6th Mo// I am very sorry indeed to hear that
cousin John Gould of Middletown has gotten in a very poor way
in his mind, & is like to if he has not already lost his reason,
his family will be a very distressed one as he has a son already
in the same condition. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

June 29, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 29 of 6 Mo// My H spent the Afternoon at my fathers -In
the evening I called a little while at D Williams’s —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

June 30, Sunday: Cantate sur la naissance de S.M. le Roi de Rome by Luigi Cherubini, Etienne-Nicolas
Méhul and Castel to words of Arnault was performed for the initial time, at the ceremonies for the new Salle
des Concerts de Conservatoire, Paris.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 30 of 6 Mo// At meeting this morng I had a dull & Dead
season tho D Buffum preached a little very good - In the
Afternoon It seem’d as if my mind was entirely shut out from
good Silence was kept —- Hear’d that Our beloved friend R Taylor
reached Isaac Manchesters the 16th of this Mo. All Well —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

SUMMER 1811
Summer: Fanny Burney noticed an inflammation and a lump in her right breast.
William Cullen Bryant was casually studying medicine, chemistry, and botany at his family homestead in
Cummington, Massachusetts in preparation for an attempt to enter Yale College at the beginning of the school
term in the fall.
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JULY
July: Cynthia Dunbar, professing Christian faith and a resolve to lead a moral life, joined the First Church of
the Reverend Ezra Ripley in Concord. (Six months later she would become pregnant by John Thoreau. Was
the Reverend disappointed at this 24-year-old, supposedly chaste, woman’s sexual activity?)
July: Mary Thoreau died in Concord at the age of 25. (However, this was not Henry Thoreau’s Aunt Maria
Thoreau, for she would not die until 1881 at the age of 84.)

Deaths
Name

Death Date

Burial Place

THOREAU, John <47>

Mar, 1801

Concord

THOREAU, Mary {<25>}

Jul, 1811

Concord

THOREAU, Sarah <38>

Aug, 1829

Concord

THOREAU, Miss Betsey

Nov, 1839

Concord

THOREAU, John <27>

Jan, 1842

Concord

THOREAU, Helen L. <36>

Jun, 1849

Concord

To raise some money, Harvard College held a lottery:

July 1, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 1st of 7 H// Much engaged in the forenoon in taking the
inventory of D Holloway — We took tea at Christp Almy’s in
company with a number of friends. it was a very pleasant visit.
I thought if I was favor’d with any right sense of feeling, there
was a very good degree of inosency to be felt under Christophers
roof —rec’d a few lines from L L CLarke -
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

July 2, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 2 of 7 Mo// pretty much engaged at trade, thro’ the day
— the mind in rather a dull state but not wholly devoid of
feeling
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

July 3, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 3rd of 7 Mo// Occupied as usual, but the weather has
been so oppresively warm that I could not labor very hard —Cousin
Mary Mitchell & father & Mother Rodman dined with us & spent the
day. —- Cousin Patty & Mary Ann Gardinerr also made us a short
visit in the Afternoon. — & Abby Dennis came to live with us
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
Our national birthday, Thursday the 4th of July: Nathaniel Hawthorne’s, or Hathorne’s, 7th birthday.
CELEBRATING OUR B-DAY
The initial national congress of Chile opened in Santiago.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 4th of 7 M 1811// We had a meeting as large as usual, &
some attenders who of late, has rarely been seen at our Meetings
-but such was the noise of Guns drums & Bells, that we had but
very little stillness, yet I thought on coming out the
meetinghouse door It was better for me to be there, than to be
away feeling a little degree of sweetness to arise near the
close, accompanied with an hope that there had been some proffit
derived from the Opportunity to others beside myself —
It is the day Celebrated as INDEPENDENCE which occasioned the
noise alluded to, how much better is stillness, then all this
muster & bustle, which can do no good —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
July 5, Friday: A revolutionary congress in Caracas declared Venezuela independent from Spain — the initial
South American colony to do so.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 5 of 7 Mo// The weather continues very warm & dry,
debilitating man & beast — I feel allmost good for nothing —
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unless we are favor’d with rain soon it seems at present as if
vegetables will entirely dry up —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

July 6, Saturday: Muzio Clementi got married with his 2d wife, Emma Gisborne, family unknown, at St.
Pancras’s Church, London.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 6 of 7 Mo// My heart is indeed much comforted this
forenoon with visit in the shop from Dear Richard Mitchell. This
is the first time he has been to town for about three MOths, he
appears much recruited from his late painful indisposition, for
which I rejjoice as he is a very useful father in Society, & one
that if he should be removed from us would be a hevy loss — This
Afternoon attended the funeral of Mary Goddard. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

July 7, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 7 of 7 Mo// We had Silent Meeting & to me dull seasons.
After Meeting in Afternoon, took a Walk out to D Buffums, —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

July 8, Monday: Josef von Spaun took Franz Schubert to see his first opera, Weigl’s Die Schweizerfamilie, at
Vienna’s Kärntnertortheater.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 8 of 7 Mo// Had this forenoon an opportunity of
conversing with J W son of O on subjects of importance, during
the interview my mind became quite enlarged & was favor’d to set
things forth in a manner Satisfactory to myself & I believe
acceptably to him —How do I feel interested for those that are
just budding in life, that they may form right Ideas of things
& come up with usefulness in Society & to their own peace,
advancing in grace as they do in years — in this interview I was
carried back to my own first convictions & advances in right
things, how then was my mind often tendered, & instructed many
ways, how fearful of doing wrong & while my pen is thus engaged
my mind is renewedly desirous that I may still further advance,
but Alass how poor & lean I very often am, from the effects of
disobedience & short comings I feel my want & need, & pray that
the life of religion may increase in me. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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July 9, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 9th of 7th Mo// My mind is affected with low feelings,
I feel poor weak & dependant in every sense — & peculiarly has
my mind been lead to feel in the prospect of parting with a young
friend from Society. It is now pretty fully known that E W L has
engaged in matrimonial connections with M E, no objections to
the young woman she is nearly as much a friend as himself, but
to think of parting with one on whom I had indulged the hope
would rise in Society has been very affecting to my mind. I pray
that they with myself may yet further advance in religion stand
as ensamples to the flock. —
Sister Eliza returnd this Afternoon from Nantucket, we were very
glad to see her - in the eveng she entertained us with reading
her well kept journal — My H & Mother R spent the day at Jon
Dennis’s
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
July 10, Wednesday: Johann Nepomuk Hummel’s pantomime Der Zauberring, oder Harlekin als Spinne to
words of Angiolini was performed for the initial time, at Vienna’s Theater-an-der-Wien.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 10th of 7 M 1811// The day has passed pretty much with
the usual rounds, in the eveng I called at D Williams on buisness
My mind Under a good degree of good feelings —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
July 11, Thursday: The Volage arrived at Portsmouth with George Gordon, Lord Byron aboard.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5 day 11 of 7 Mo// It was (tho small) a good meeting to me, being
favor’d to get on the spot where prayer was breathed forth for
help & strength, & when the meeting concluded I found my mind
in quite a sweet frame for which I desire to be thankful
I heard this forenoon that John Weavers Wife died night before
last in the evening & is to be inter’d this Afternoon - I should
have gone to Connanicut to attend the funeral but my buisness
was such that I thought best not to leave it especially as I felt
no special drift in my mind to go. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
July 12, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 12 of 7 Mo// My dear H watched last night with Mary
Vernon daughter of Saml. My bodily feelings this day are
unpleasant feeling a return of those sensations which I was
troubled with last Winter - I hardly know what to make of them,
or how they will terminate. - Took tea at E Hosiers with my H,
a large company there.-
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

July 13, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 13 of 7 Mo// I again had a return of those distressing
feelings last night — I am very apprehensive that my existence
may terminate in one of them, at some time or another. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
July 14, Sunday: The Volage arrived at Sheerness and George Gordon, Lord Byron set his foot upon English
soil for the first time in 2 years and 12 days. He stayed at Reddish’s Hotel on St. James Street.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 14 of 7 Mo// I feel better today on some accounts &
others not so well — In our forenoon Meeting we had a new
appearance in the Ministry. it was Lydia Almy wife of
Christopher. She spake low but those who set near her inform me
that her words were nearly these “Altho the enemy is on one hand
& the red sea on the other, yet the Lord is able to open the way
for the ransomed & redeemed to pass through”-. and I think I may
bear this little testimony to her first appearance, that altho
I could not hear what she said, yet my mind was solemnized, &
raised from a dull state to lively feelings, at only, the sight
of her standing & the sound of her voice. —Sarah Fish & Hannah
Dennis attend Connanicut Meeting today —
In the Afternoon D Buffum had a short communication.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
July 15, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2 day 15 of 7 Mo// The mind in a feeling state, many things to
reflect upon, & I do at this moment desire that all offensive
weeds may be kept down, those hurtful things which have so many
times retarded my progress & silenced better feeling be done
away. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

July 16, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 16 of 7 M 1811// My bodily health is poor, in consequence
of bad feelings in my head, I was this Afternoon bled, for the
first time in my life, & had about 20 oz of blood taken by Dr
Hazard. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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July 17, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 17 of 7 Mo// I had but a poor nights sleep, last, & have
felt quite uncomfortable about my head this forenoon, but I feel
thankful yes humbley thankful that I feel much more comfortable
this Afternoon & evening, & my spirit refreshed with the incomes
of life & love in a manner that has been very encouraging — We
visited neighbor Towle as little while this evening. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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July 18, Thursday: William Makepeace Thackeray was born in Calcutta, India, as the only son of Richmond
Thackeray, a Collector in the East Indian Company’s service. After the death of his father he would be sent
home and educated at Charterhouse School in Godalming, Surrey and then at Trinity College of Cambridge

University (he would abandon his studies without taking a degree, having lost some of his inheritance through
gambling).

TRINITY COLLEGE

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 18 of 7 Mo//
feel much better, but
trying the effect of
cause not removed, I

I again may thankfully acknowledge that I
my head is not yet entirely releaved, after
another dose or two of physic, & find the
think to try a second bleeding. I sleept
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well last night.—
Our meeting was well attended on the womens side of the house,
the mens was rather small. The first meeting silent but to me
favor’d in a good degree the mind feeling especially in the
forepart of the precious arisings of life, in the last
(Preparative) nothing particular engaged the meetings attention
but the Answers to the Quaries & the appointment of D R as Clerk
—-Brother J Rodman & Wife spent the Afternoon with us, & brought
little Thomas.—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
July 19, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 19th of 7 Mo// We heard Yesterday that Uncle Stanton had
arrived in N York of which we were very glad, yea thankful,
particularly as at this time as Aunt PAtty gas been for a long
time very much unwell, & we are in hopes that his coming may be
a revival to her strength —
This evening SArah & Dennis Earl set with us very agreeably.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

July 20, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 20 of 7th Mo// I have felt desires to renew my labor
after a meek & quiet spirit, & to presevere after it above all
other things. Oh how desirable is a meek & humble quiet spirit,
far to be valued above rubies & Gold —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

July 21, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 21 of 7 Mo// Silent meetings, & to me rather dull
seasons. Walked out to Uncle Saml Thurstons & took tea.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

July 22, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 22 of 7 Mo// Nothing material to insert, save that the
Mind has been dull, in consequence of the dull prospects before
me, both from within & without, as respects my buisness I know
not when I have rec’d my Money, & have every day spent a little.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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July 23, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 23rd of 7th Mo// The day has passed with the usual rounds
nothing remarkable - Sister Ruth set with us in the evening —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
July 24, Wednesday: Mary Thoreau, daughter of the late Jean Thoreau, died in Concord at the age of 25.

Thoreau Deaths
Name

Death Date

Age

Buried

John

March 1801

47

Concord

Mary

July 24, 1811

25

Concord

Sarah

August 1829

38

Concord

Miss Betsey

November 1839

60s?

Concord

John

January 1842

27

Concord

Helen L.

June 1849

36

Concord

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 24 of 7 Mo// I have felt comfortable both in body & mind,
for which I desire to be thankful, yea humbly thankful, & ascribe
unto the Lord all that I receive, as respects my body it seems
released from some symptoms that were alarming, but I know not
that they have entirely left me. - as respects the mind, I have
said it was comfortable, but Alass how destitute I am, & how I
long for a fresh descending of the heavenly Manna, yesterdays
is all consumed
How Oh Lord shall I present myself that thy holy bread may again
be afforded, be pleased oh holy father to renew in me a right
spirit, & incline me unto thy gentle Calls—
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
July 25, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 25th of 7 M 1811// Our Monthly Meeting this day was held
in town, the first meeting Silent. Mary Morton present, her
looks was enough to do us good — In the last our buisness went
on pretty well - & I may thankfully acknowledge that my spirit
was in good measure seasoned with life, & if in one instant I
had said less I should have had nothing in the least degree to
have felt unpleasant about, & as it is I dont feel much & rather
am inclined to believe no hurt was done — Several of the younger
class of females dined with us Also John Weeden
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

July 26, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 26th of 7 Mo// Before the lines were drawn between the
two days, I should have inserted that last eveing my H & Sister
Ruth went over to Thos Robinsons to visit them & Mary Maorton.
I went also about 8 OClock & a very sweet little visit we had.
Mary & Abigail were very interesting in conversation, Abigail
is very low in her health, but very pleasant & sweet in spirit —My dear H has set the Afternoon at Job Shermans with Sarah &
Eunice Earl - I also took te & set the evening. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

July 27, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 27 of 7 Mo// The mind in a striving state to keep in
christian love, unwatchfulness however has permeated in some
degree.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
July 28, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 28 of 7 Mo // Our Meetings were silent. In the Afternoon
it was a pretty good time to me - for which I desire to be
thankful. — We took tea at my fathers. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
In London, Friend Paul Cuffe was staying at the home of Friend William Allen on Plough Court (not the same
person as the William Allen of Concord, Massachusetts) and wrote in his journal:
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In the Evening my friend Allen Called his famely together and
We Ware Comforted and I believe I may say the presence of the
precious Comforter Was felt to be Near.
July 29, Monday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 29 of 7 Mo // This day Polly Lawton wife of Robert Lawton
departed this life She is the last of the Children of Uncle
Joseph Clarke —- Rec’d a few lines from Lewis Clarke which was
acceptable
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

July 30, Tuesday: After having been captured and tried by Spanish authorities, Father Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla, leader of the Mexican rebellion, was executed by a firing squad in the city of Chihuahua.
In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 30th of 7 Mo // Several of our friends have come down
from Greenwich to attend our Quarterly Meetings, which begins
tomorrow at Portsmouth for Select Members
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

July 31, Wednesday: In Mexico, the priest Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla was executed by the Spanish.
In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 31 of 7 Mo // I feel this morning the renewal of love &
life in my heart. I have many times repeated that I love to feel
it & Oh saith my soul may it continue with me, whether it is for
the want of a more holy life, & whether it is permitted for a
trial it certainly is that I am not only very often in a state
very destitute of life, but also very long at a time in a painful
state of Poverty & death as respects the precious life,
incapable (even if I search & turn the mind inward) to raise a
good thought or a devotional sigh —
This Afternoon, attended the funeral of Cousin Polly Lawton. while setting there my mind was brought into a good feeling
state.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
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AUGUST
August: The St. Helena Register resumed production after a 7-month shutdown. Saul Solomon had printed
what Governor Major-General Alexander Beatson had considered “objectionable remarks.” The gazette was
re-opened under the supervision of Parson Boys, who was to bring to the Governor’s prior attention any
editorial copy that one might consider “doubtful communication.” (A decade later Mr. Boys himself would
offer some remarks in the course of a sermon that would put him at odds with the governor.)
The small pox took its toll in Billerica, Massachusetts:
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Erected
in memory of
and to designate the place where
Asa Frost26
Asa Frost Jr.27
Levi Frost28
Eleazar Farmer29
Sarah Hodgman
Samuel T. Batcheller30
Were buried who died
of the smallpox Aug. 1811
Erected 1835
August 1, Thursday: Catherine Byron, George Gordon, Lord Byron’s mother, died.
According to a report in the Edinburgh Review based upon a news account in the Liverpool Mercury, a vessel
arrived on this day in the port of Liverpool with a cargo from Sierra Leone. It was the vessel Traveller the
owner and master (Captain Paul Cuffe), mate and crew of which, this publication was interested to point out,
were free blacks.

The article continued by remarking on what a strange and animating spectacle it must have been, to see this
free and enlightened African sail with his black crew into such a port on the coast of Africa — a port which
had been so lately the nidus of the slave trade.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 1 of 8 M 1811 // I expect presently to go to Portsmouth
to attend our Quarterly Meeting, & am favor’d at this moment to
feel desires to arise for a good time, Oh! that I may keep near
26. Asa Frost of Chelmsford MA had been born on March 13, 1767 to Ebenezer Frost and Esther Frost, and had married Rhoda
Trull of Billerica, daughter of Samuel Trull, at Billerica on July 25, 1790. Rhoda Trull Frost had been born on May 31, 1759 and
survived the smallpox epidemic and died on September 23, 1849.
27. Asa Frost, Jr. had been born on May 29, 1790 in Chelmsford MA, son of Asa Frost and Rhoda Trull Frost.
28. Levi Frost of Chelmsford MA had been born on September 25, 1772, son of Ebenezer Frost and Esther Frost.
29. Eleazer Farmer of Chelmsford MA, son of Simeon and Mary, had been baptized on February 1, 1767.
30. Samuel T. Batcheller was perhaps a son of Joseph Batcheller and Hannah Trull Batcheller, a sister of Rhoda Trull Frost.
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to what I now feel moving upon my spirit, & thereby experience
life to arise into dominion. —
It rained & we had a wet ride to Portsmouth before meeting we
stopped at Holder Almys, & saw several of our friends &
acquaintances from off the Island, which was pleasant &
agreeable
At Meeting James Greene as usual opened the Service, then our
dear & much lov’d friend Nathan Hunt from North Carolina,
delivered a powerful Gospel testimony, which according to my
sense was to exceed any thing I ever heard from him or hardly
any one else. The meeting seem’d cover’d with an Awful solemnity
while he was speaking & the hearts of many deeply affected with
the truths that he declared. It was to my mind an highly favor’d
season for which I desire to be thankful. In the meeting for discipline the buisness went on with a good
degree of love & condescention — We dined at Anna Anthonys, &
then Rode home, & tho it raind & we had an uncomforatble ride
both in & out of town & my dear H got some wet, yet she appears
not to have taken cold, for which also I desire to be thankful ——
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 2, Friday: The comet entered Leo and by mid-month would be situated almost due north of the sun.
SKY EVENT

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 2 of 8 Mo// The mind in a comfortable state, for which
I desire to be thankful. Oh how precious it is to feel the mind
sweetened by the circulation of divine love & life
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 3, Saturday: Elisha Graves Otis, who would invent a safe elevator, was born.
British forces landed on Java to attack the French-controlled government of the Dutch East Indies.
Gaspare Spontini got married with Maria Caterina Celeste Erard, daughter of the Erard manufacturers of
pianos and harps.
Carl Maria von Weber, in München, heard from Wiesbaden that the salary he proposed for the post of
Kapellmeister was too high, and decided not to pursue the position.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 3 of 8 Mo// Elizabeth Coggeshall arrived this Afternoon
from N York. - I have had to go down in my mind pretty low, &
feel a strong desire for greater advances in religion & have
also overhalled one of my pocket books & selected some papers
to burn, with some that I have saved my mind was Sensibly edified
on reading
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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August 4, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 4 of 8 Mo// With G B Robinson went to the beach & took
a sea bathing — when I rove away among the Rocks my mind is
allmost allways lead into reflection on their Author & am
thereby proffited. Who can view the unsearchable works of
creation & not acknowledge the hand of God in the All. —
Our forenoon meeting was large & silent, in the Afternoon E
Coggeshall was concerned in a lively testimony —
Father Rodman took tea with us After which we walked round the
head of town, & in return I stoped at D Williams’s
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

August 5, Monday: Charles Louis Ambroise Thomas was born in Metz, the son of music teachers.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 5 of 8 Mo// Take the day thro’ I must acknowledge some
precious favor’d feelings for which I desire to be thankful. Oh Lord help me, help me for without thee I cannot think a good
thought, or raise a sigh for help.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

August 6, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 6 of
endevor’d to
of sweetness
home & found

8 Mo// This eveng Walked around the Hill, &
turn the mind inward & was favor’d with a degree
—on return called a little while at J Earls then
father & Mother R there. —-

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

August 7, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 7 of 8 M 1811// I have felt the mind to be in a favor’d
state under which I have written to my friend Micajah Collins - —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 8, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 8th of 8 Mo// We have had an umcommonly favor’d meeting.Clarke Rodman for the first time appear’d in Public, in a fine
words - then E Coggeshall in a most engaging manner was concern’d
to encourage all to a faithful discharge of duty, especially
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such as had Small gifts to offer - Lydia Almy was also concern’d
in a few words. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
I Richard Jones of Gorham in Ontario County &
State of New York do hereby manumit that I manumit and discharge
from my service my negro woman named Jane and this writing
is to be a perpetual bar from my heirs or representatives hol
ding said Jane as a slave. Canandaigua 8th August 1811.
Richard Jones.
In the presence of
Henry Fellows Daniel D. Barnard } State of New York : On the
eighth day of August one thousand eight hundred and eleven
Daniel D. Bernard to me personally known appeared before
me and being by me duly sworn deposed that he saw Richard
Jones to him personally known execute the above certificate
wherefore let it be recorded. John C. Spencer master in chancery.
A true copy of the original Recorded 8th August 1811 at 2 O’
clock p.m.and examined.
James A.Mower {ss}

August 9, Friday: Carl Maria von Weber left München for Switzerland.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 9 of 8 Mo// The mind in a pretty quiet state, feeling a
good degree of sweetness, for which I desire to be thankful -
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Brother Isaac’s wife has been much unwell thro’ the day & Sister
R & E Set the eveng with us. David also called —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

August 10, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 10 of 8 Mo// This forenoon Uncle & Aunt Stanton arrived
from New York their daughter Niobe also came with them
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

August 11, Sunday: As Carl Maria von Weber traveled to Switzerland from München he needed to pass
through the Kingdom of Wurttemberg, from which he had been banished in 1810. Discovered at the border,
he was taken into custody.
The Paris music publishing firm of Cherubini, Méhul, Kreutzer, Rode, et Boieldieu sold the rights to all works
other than their own music to Jacques-Joseph-Désiré Frey.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 11 of 8 Mo// Mary Morton was engaged in a very solemn
testimony in our meeting this forenoon, in the Afternoon we were
silent - - Aunt Patty Stanton seems to be very unwell to day, &
has had the advice of Dr Easton this evening Brother Isaac’s Wife is also very poorly, so that we are in a
difficult situation. I desire & believe I am in a good measure
thankful that me & mine are at present in a good degree of health
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

August 12, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 12 of 8 Mo// Our sick folk are much better today than
yesterday & we hope will continue to mend tho’ as yet their cases
are bad.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

August 13, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 13 of 8 Mo// Our sick folks are much better this morning,
- This Afternoon read of the Decease of Betsy Taylor an old
friend & acquaintance of my Mothers. They were very initmate in
young days & lived neighbors most of their days in great love &
harmony, about 12 years ago she removed with her brother in law
to Brooke in Virginia where she has since lived. — Also this
eveng heard that my aged friend Joseph Bringhurst had latly
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deceased at Willmington Del I have corresponded with him very
agreeably since his brother Jame’s death, & since our last
Yearly Meeting I rote him a pretty full acct of what then transpd
& have rec’d no reply. - for about two weeks past he has been
much on my mind & I have thought of again addressing him, but
when ever I thought of it, it seem’d as if I felt a stop and
some thing would arise & say, “it will be more proper to write
to his nephew Joseph for perhaps he is very sick & the next
information respecting him will be that he has left time,” &
surely the premonition is now verified —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 14, Wednesday: Paraguay declared its independence from Spain.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 14 of 8 Mo// I may acknowledge that it has been a day
of favor & that I may be thankful —- This morng I wrote & put
the letter in the Office to Joseph Bringhurst Junr, requesting
some acct of his Uncle Joseph’s Death & last Illness. — Also
rote to L Clarke. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 15, Thursday: Instructions from the Wurttemberg capital Stuttgart were that Carl Maria von Weber
was to be deported by being placed on a boat for Constanz (guess what, this boat had been destination all
along).
At a diplomatic reception in Paris the Emperor Napoléon made a scathing verbal attack on the person of Tsar
Alyeksandr. (Watch out, Nappy knows where you live.)
In Paris, A Mass in G by Giovanni Paisiello was performed for the initial time (this was a different setting than
the one premiered two years earlier).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 15 of 8 M 1811// Clarke Rodman again spake pretty soon
after the gathering of meeting nearly as follows “I believe it
right in the early part of this meeting for me to express a wich
that th th present may be a season of favor, & in order thereto
self must be entirly divested of Self”— towards the close H
Dennis was concern’d in a short but lively & well adapted
communication on the necessity of a religious life & by being
religious at home we should be in a way when we come to meetings,
of receiving benefit & experience the verity of the declaration.
They that wait on the Lord shall renew their strength that shall
mount up with Wings as Eagles that shall run & not be weary they
shall walk & not faint.—I believe it was a favor’d season to
some present, but for my own part I had nothing to boast of tho’
I may acknowledge it was not the worst of seasons.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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August 16, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 16 of 8 Mo// Our friend H Dennis took Dinner with us & in the Afternoon she & my H set With Sister Joanna & we all
took tea together in a very loving, brotherly & sisterly manner,
my heart was not a little quickened with life, for which I desire
to be thankful —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

August 17, Saturday: After a siege of 4 months, and with all their food gone, the Spanish defenders of
Figueras in Catalonia surrendered to the French.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 17 of 8 Mo// This Afternoon Rec’d a letter dated 13 inst
from Jos Bringhurst giving me some particulars of the decease
of his late Uncle Joseph, of which I am very glad, but could
wish that he had been a little More particular as he did not
mention the exact time of his decease — It appears that his mind
was preserved during his Illness, calm, collected & resigned to
the solemn final change, even to the last moment of his life I feel that in him I have lost a valuable correspondent, but he
was far advanced in Years, having lived 79, & it could not be
expected that he could survive long to correspond with any one,
& why should I murmur or complain, I have seen many dear friends
and acquiantances pass into the grave, & those much younger in
life than either he or myself, & soon I must follow them even
if I live 79 Years. This I often, yea, oftener than the morning
think of & hope it may continue to be held in proffitable
rememberance.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 18, Sunday shortly after sunset: The comet (C/1811 F1) was a little less than 19 degrees from the sun
and Honoré Flaugergues in Viviers and Heinrich Wilhelm Matthäus Olbers in Bremen were independently
searching for it.
SKY EVENT

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 18 of 8 Mo// Our friend E Coggeshall was this forenoon
concern’d in a lively testimony. In the Afternoon we set in
silence I know not when I have been so tried with drowsiness as
in the forenoon. I strove against it but it seemed as if I should
have been overcome for a considerable time in the forepart of
the meeting Sister E took tea with us & towards night Uncle & Aunt Stanton
& my father & Mother set a while with us -
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 19, Monday: Carl Maria von Weber reached Schaffhausen in Switzerland to attend a music festival.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 19 of 8 Mo// It has been a very warm relaxing day, the
Body & mind consequently not very animated - My dear H seems to
be quite poorly in health, I hardly know what will be the
consequence of her present feelings —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 20, Tuesday: The great comet Flaugergues (C/1811 F1), moving through the constellations of Leo and
Leo Minor, began to emerge from being obscured by the brightness of the sun.
SKY EVENT

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 20th of 8 M 1811// My H seems much more Smart this eveng
of which I am truly glad & hope thankful Uncle & Aunt Stanton has this Afternoon gone on a tour of
pleasure towards Boston & think they may reach Salem
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

August 21, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 21 of 8 Mo// The weather very warm, & the mind & body
in a debilitated state, nothing of consequence to insert, except
that my H is not so well today as Yesterday —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 22, Thursday: Jacob Post Giraud, Jr., was born into a family that resided at 44 Laurel Street and 26
Walker Street in New-York and at Bergen in New Jersey. The Girauds, like the Thoreaus, were of French
ancestry; the family originally had settled at New Rochelle, New York. Later they had come to have their
family residence at No. 4 West 13th Street on Manhattan Island. Jacob Post Giraud, Sr. dealt in provisions at
138 Front Street (since he seems mainly to have furnished supplies to the shipping industry, he was of the same
business, known as “chandlering,” as Henry Thoreau’s grandfather Jean Thoreau of “Thoreau & Hayse” at the
Long Wharf of Boston).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 22 of 8 Mo// At meeting C Rodman spake a few words, &
Ann Smith deliver’d a sound good testimony, & I thought it was
on the whole a favor’d meeting tho’ as respected myself I could
not get into a very devotional from of Mind My H was so Smart as to set the Afternoon at her fathers - I
took tea with her —
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 23, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 23 of 8 Mo// The weather has been very close & muggy but
not quite as warm as yesterday - I hardly know what to say of
the state of my mind. I have nothing to boast of in any way —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 24, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 24 of 8 Mo// Nothing appearing to hinder & an opportunity
presenting to ride with P Lawton in his cart, I went to
Portsmouth this Afternoon to visit my dear Aged cousins Zacheus
& Elizabeth Chase whom I have loved from a child up to the
present day — I arrived there about sun down & spent the eveng
very agreeably. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 25, Sunday: Percy Bysshe Shelley and 16-year-old Harriet Westbrook, daughter of the keeper of a
coffee-house, eloped to Scotland. What a scandalous thing for a firstborn son of privilege to do! His wellpositioned father would never forgive him!
In Scotland, this scion would be making revolutionary speeches about religion and politics, and authoring a
political pamphlet “A Declaration of Rights, on the subject of the French Revolution,” that would be
considered to be too radical for distribution in Britain.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day // After breakfast, I walked up to Cousin John Chases &
from thence to Peter Lawtons, from thence across the fields to
the meeting house & finding it early Meeting time & myself very
thirsty went down to George Dennis’s & felt the better for a
cool draft of drink, then to meeting again where we sat in
silence, & I believe was a a favor’d season to some present, but
for my own part my head was so unpleasantly affected that I did
not find that satisfaction which I desired. - After meeting
return’d a cross the fields to cousin Chases, & dined & spent
the Afternoon - found my dear H well and the rest of Our family
as when I left them —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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August 26, Monday: British forces took Batavia (Djakarta) while the Dutch defenders retreated to Semarang.
A Catskill jury convicted Amos Eaton of forgery in connection with a foreclosed property and packed him off
to a life sentence at New York’s Newgate Prison, in Greenwich Village. The prisoner would continually
maintain his utter innocence and, during the following four years, would be teaching botany to the prison
agent’s son John Torrey (who would afterward become a botanist). This prisoner would also, from prison, be
publishing a manuscript on mineralogy.
BOTANIZING

Upon his release, Eaton would be spending a year at Yale College, studying botany, chemistry, and mineralogy
under Professor Benjamin Silliman, Sr. and Eli Ives.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2 day 26 of 8 Mo// The day has passed much as usual. In the
evening we called to see Elizabeth Coggeshall a little while
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 27, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 27 of 8 Mo// Again nothing materials — have been favor’d
to experience a striving to know & overcome of the natural Man
which strives hard in me against the Spiritual
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 28, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 28 of 8 M 1811// Uncle & Aunt Stanton have return’d this
eveng - have not been to Boston but took a tour around Providence
down to Greenwich & were highly gratified with the attention of
John & Wanton Casey. They were at Meeting in Greenwich last first
day they say John Casey preached & appear’d in supplication, by
which they were much edified——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 29, Thursday: The elopees Percy Bysshe Shelley and Harriet Westbrook were wed in Edinburgh.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 29 of 8 M 1811// I well remember how I felt a year ago
this Morning & I can but recur to it with poignant sensations,.
It was this day one year ago that our dear little son left us &
on return from Moy [Monthly] Meeting was inform’d of his
deceaase My mind has this morng been turn’d to reflect on & feel very
closely for an advancement in a religious growth, a little
mental prayer has been raised in my heart that I may not be as
an empty & Idle spectator in our meeting this day but to feel a
little help & encouragement to step forward in a right way to
assist in transacting the weighty concerns of the Church —With
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my dear H rode to Portsmouth, & before meeting stoped at Isaac
Almys & took a little refreshment
At Meeting my Mind was favor’d to get hold of that life which
makes a good meeting. Holder Almy & D Buffum were concern’d in
short but lively & pertinent testimonys — In the last meeting
thought my spirit was uncommonly favor’d to feel & act in several
matters before us, for which I feel humbly thankful After meeting dined with Benjm Freeborn, on our way home stoped
at Rich’d Mitchells - I am thankful to say that it has been a
day of favor & I feel a good degree of secret peace on looking
over the past - which is what I cannot allways say
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
August 29, Thursday: Jacob Bigelow, M.D. delivered before the Phi Beta Kappa society “A Poem
on Professional Life,” and afterward this was printed by J. Belcher in Boston.

“The following Poem considered as a general view of its
subject, is incomplete. This is owing in part to the
short time allotted for its preparation, and in part to
the limits prescribed by the occasion.”
“...Ripe for his task, and to his calling true,
“With books well read, and well digested too;
“He rents a room on first, or second floor,
“And hoists his gilded name above the door;
“Ready on this, and each succeeding day,
“To do a world of good, and take a world of pay....”

ON PROFESSIONAL LIFE
August 30, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 30 8 Mo// The mind has not been as lively as yesterday,
but not in the worst state; I desire to be thankful for every
good feeling of religious life & if I do but feel just nough to
confirm me that the Almighty is yet gracious & mercifull & on
looking over my past time to feel nothing that brings
conviction, it is indeed a great thing & cause of gratitude &
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praise to him who is ever gracious to those who love & fear him —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

August 31, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7 day 31 of 8 Mo// Nothing very particular to insert - the mind
in quite a good frame for which I desire to be thankful
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

SEPTEMBER
September: William Nicholson’s Journal of Natural Philosophy printed Friend Luke Howard’s cloud
categories as “The Natural History of Clouds.”
William Cullen Bryant was unable to enter Yale College as he had hoped, his hopes dashed due to the financial
situation of his family.
September 1, Sunday: Brister Freeman sold his land on Brister’s Hill in Concord, Massachusetts for $20 to
Rachel Harrington LeGross, a white orphan who, on January 14, 1804, had been permitted by her guardian
Jonathan Maynard, Esq. of Concord to marry a neighbor, Francis Le Grosse. The land deed listed Freeman as
a barber, although he performed various day jobs around town and Thoreau would rightly term him a “handy”
man.
WALDEN: Once more, on the left, where are seen the well and lilac
bushes by the wall, in the now open field, lived Nutting and Le
Grosse.
STEPHEN NUTTING

PEOPLE OF

WALDEN
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The LeGross couple had resided on nearby property they rented from Peter Wheeler in Walden Woods. Francis
had died at the age of 45 on September 11, 1809. There is no evidence that Brister Freeman would move out
after this sale. Rather, given the recent death of Fenda Freeman, it seems likely that he cohabited with the
widowed Rachel Harrington LeGross and that this land transaction was meant to insure her possession of the
property if she was predeceased by Brister Freeman. The couple obviously could not formalize their
relationship, as interracial marriage was impossible in Massachusetts. The race aspect of this bonding and the
fact that LeGross was Peter Wheeler’s former tenant may explain the harassment Freeman would experience
from Wheeler in the following year.
In WALDEN; OR, LIFE IN THE WOODS, Henry Thoreau would be able to write of Brister’s relationship with
Fenda, but not with Rachel.
WALDEN: Down the road, on the right hand, on Brister’s Hill, lived
Brister Freeman, “a handy Negro,” slave of Squire Cummings once,
–there where grow still the apple-trees which Brister planted and
tended; large old trees now, but their fruit still wild and
ciderish to my taste. Not long since I read his epitaph in the
old Lincoln burying-ground, a little on one side, near the
unmarked graves of some British grenadiers who fell in the retreat
from Concord, –where he is styled “Sippio Brister,”– Scipio
Africanus he had some title to be called, –“a man of color,” as
if he were discolored. It also told me, with startling emphasis,
when he died; which was but an indirect way of informing me that
he ever lived. With him dwelt Fenda, his hospitable wife, who told
fortunes, yet pleasantly, –large, round, and black, blacker than
any of the children of night, such a dusky orb as never rose on
Concord before or since.

PEOPLE OF

WALDEN

BRISTO FREEMAN
BRISTER FREEMAN
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 1 of 9 M 1811// Our meeting in forenoon was of its usual
size & to me a pretty good time & Mary Morton was concern’d in
a sweet & fervant supplication on behalf of the Aged & Youth
In the Afternoon felt the mind drawn to attend the funeral of
Patience Easton Sister to Dr Easton which was to be at the same
hour in which meeting begins so father & myself walked to the
beach where she lived & attended —- We were at my fathers today
& spent the hours that were not meeting hours. Uncle & Aunt
Stanton being there made our Stay the more agreeable —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

September 2, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 2 of 9th M 1811// Avery warm oppressive Air, which unfits
body & mind for usefulness — The directors of the African
benevolent society met at our house this evening
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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September 3, Tuesday: John Humphrey Noyes was born in Vermont.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 3 of 9 Mo// Cousin John Gould of Middletown departed
this life about One OClock this morning aged 74 Years. —
Joseph Rodman has this day come to town from Wickford & with him
has come an abundance of trouble, fear, anxiety & distress of
every kind for his poor father, Mother & Sisters, my heart feels
deeply with & for them. May they be supported by divine Support.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
September 4, Wednesday: Radical patriots in Chile staged a coup d’etat and took over the government.
Jonathan Wheeler, son of Ephraim Wheeler of Concord, who had been successively a merchant in Concord,
Boston, Baltimore, and England, died in New-York ten days after a return from Europe.
Another class of donations has been made to the town for the
relief of the silent poor, — those individuals who are needy,
but do not wish to throw themselves on the town for support.
They are as follows; from
Peter Wright31 $277.42
Abel Barrett32
$500.00
John Cuming
833.33
Jonathan Wheeler
500.0033
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 4 of 9 Mo// Uncle & Aunt Stanton dined & spent the Day
with us. Their company was very agreeable. My father & Mother
took tea with us, which is a great rarity as father very seldom
east in any house but his own. — Sister Mary dined with us &
Sister Ruth at tea so that in the line of company it has been a
high day with us. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
September 5, Thursday: Isaac Sprague was born in Hingham, Massachusetts. He would be apprenticed to his
uncle, a carriage painter, and eventually would become a self-taught landscape, botanical, and ornithological
illustrator. He would, for instance, create the illustrations for George B. Emerson’s 1846 REPORT ON THE
TREES AND SHRUBS GROWING NATURALLY IN THE FORESTS OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 5 of 9 Mo// Our meeting was to me a good one, being
favor’d with quiet ability to labor for life — C R expressed a

31. PETER WRIGHT was a weaver, son of Captain Edward Wright, and died January 15, 1718, aged 53. He bequeathed all his real
estate, after the death of his wife and Cousin Elizabeth Hartwell, to the poor of Concord, to be under the direction of the selectmen,
and of the minister, who is “to have a double vote to any of the selectmen.” What belonged to the town was sold, in 1731, for £500
currency.
32. ABEL BARRETT was brother to Humphrey Barrett just mentioned. He commenced the mercantile business in Concord, but
afterwards removed to Boston. He died in Liverpool, England, January 12, 1803.

33.

Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston: Russell, Odiorne, and Company;
Concord MA: John Stacy

(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry Thoreau would indicate a familiarity
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study. On July 16, 1859 he would correct a date mistake
buried in the body of the text.)
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few Words.
After Meeting I went to Middletown & dined at Elijah Anthony’s
& from thence to John Goulds house to attend his funeral, which
was large & the setting was silent. I took tea with cousin George
Gould & Wife & then came home Cousin George lives at the late
residence of my cousin Alice Gould deceased widow of Thomas, &
I hope I may find in visiting him & his family a renewal of the
same love which closely united me with those of my late dear
Cousins. The Ancients of our family are Swiftly passing to the
grave, the house appointed for all living, & that the younger
generation may not only equal them but far exceed them in Grace
& goodness is the sincere desire of my soul
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
September 6, Friday: James Melville Gilliss was born at Georgetown.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 6 of 9 Mo// This evening we called on our old neighbors
Sam Gibbs & Mary Billings with whom we lived together in one
house about 4 & an half years in pretty good friendship. They
looked old fashioned, & my mind was turn’d to reflect on the
days that we spent under their roof with much feeling — We had
some trials, but we had also as much pleasure & enjoyed
ourselves, with as much innocency as falls to the lot of common
people —There we commenced house keepers, there we were blessed
with as fine a little son as need be, & while living there we
were deprived of him. The rememberance of his sweet & innocent
engaging little ways, still affects me with Sensations which are
trying to human nature, altho it is more than a year ago since
he left us for a better parent, & is now no doubt a little Angel
in heven, & what if I say, singing praises to the most high
before his throne. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
September 7, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 7 of 9 M 1811// Nothing material to insert, the mind in
a pretty good frame for which I desire to be thankful —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
September 8, Sunday: Francis Bowen was born poor in Charlestown, Massachusetts.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 8 of 9 Mo// This morning rose early & got breakfast &
walked out to Saml Thurstons, from thence he & I rode to
Portsmouth, before meeting we stoped at Holder Almys, then to
meeting where we had a very favor’d season. Sarah Fish was
concern’d in a living supplication. My mind was favor’d with the
most life & sweetness that I have experienced in a meeting or
out of one, for a long time it did indeed seem as a renewal of
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the days of my espousals, the days when I was Young & tender,
for which my heart was bow’d in humble thankfulness to the Author
of every good thing, without whose holy help we are no more than
clay as to life of religion in the mind — After Meeting we dined
at Preserved Fishs, & from there, (being one of a committee with
Sam Thurston & Rich Mitchell to visit Parker Hall in consequence
of his request to be admitted under the care of friends-) I went
with them to his House, where life was again renew’d on my
spirit, to exceed what I felt in the meeting. Sam & Richd had
much to communicate in a very lively & pertinent manner. I said
but little, but I believe traveled with them in spirit., & was
humbled under a sense of my own unworthiness & short comings, &
from hence am induced to believe, the opportunity was a
proffitable one to me, & that I was not out of my place in being
with them. Parkers wife seems to be a sweet spirited & deeply
exercised Woman, & if they keep their plans I believe they will
be very useful in society. -We return’d from there to P Fishs &
took tea & from thence rode home well satisfied with our days
work.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
September 9, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 9 of 9 Mo// I have felt peculiarly low & cast down this
Afternoon, they are feelings which are good for me & which I
desire
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

September 10, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 10 of 9 Mo// Uncle & Aunt Stanton left us this forenoon
for N York. they have been here just a Month & their company has
been very grateful, dear father & Mother both seem very much
Affected at parting with them, apprehending that as they have
both grown old & infirm & dear Aunt in Poor health that it may
be the Last time them may meet in mutability, it was therefor
an affecting parting opportunity. — In consequence of father &
Mother’s feeling very lonesome my H sat the Afternoon & evening
with them ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

September 11, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 11th of 9 M 1811// I wrote a letter last evening to
Micajah Collins which went in the Mail at 4 OClock this Morning
& will probably reach him tomorrow
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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September 12, Wednesday: Samuel Brown and Adah Healy Brown’s son Theophilus Brown was born.
The great comet Flaugergues (C/1811 F1), while apparently in the constellation of Ursa Major, accomplished
its perihelion (this one’s trajectory was a very broad ellipse which at its closest point was actually still
somewhat outside the orbit of the earth) and began its trip outward.
SKY EVENT

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 12 of 9 Mo// At Meeting Mary Morton was concern’d in a
lively & very comfortable testimony to tried exercised states
which she apprehended to be present — C Rodman was also concern’d
to speak a few words. — The meeting a good one to me for which
I desire to be thankful & I think I may express that it seems
to be a season of peculiar favor with me, a season of feeling
wherein my mind is easily brought experience a little of the
incomes of love, that hardness to feel tenderness of spirit is
greatly removed. Oh that I may continue in this state it is what
I love to feel
Went this eveng to the Alms house with Brother D Rodman to see
Joseph where his conduct was such that he was confin’d the first
night of his Arrival.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
September 13, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 13 of 9 Mo// My dear father seems to be very unwell,
while Uncle & Aunt Stanton was here he was very smart but again
droop & from his situation it is not probable his stay with us
can not be a great while longer. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
September 14, Saturday: The Prussian government abolished serfdom in Pomerania by granting peasants
freedom of movement, of occupation, of marriage, and of ownership of land.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 14 of 9 Mo// Our friends Mary Barker Lydia Gardiner &
Robt Brayton of Nantucket have been on the Island several days
visiting in a religious way the families of friends. Yesterday
they came to town, & today made us a very acceptable visit They
seem’d to have quite as good an opinion of us as we deserved,
but I could but admire a part of Mary’s testimony, she expressed
the same thoughts in nearly the same words as they have much
occupied my mind of late, with respect to the passing away of
the Ancients & a new generation Succeeding them.Father Rodman set with us & Mary addressed him in a pertinent &
feeling Manner, he was not at home when they were at his house.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
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September 15, Sunday: A French army began a major offensive into Valencia.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 15 of 9 Mo// Mary Barker & Co were at meeting. Mary,
Lydia Gardiner, & Mary Morton were all engaged in testimony, but
M Barker took the lead. In the Afternoon they attended an
appointed Meeting at Portsmouth held at half past 3 OClock —In our Afternoon Meeting C R was concern’d to express a short
testimony — After Meeting I visited the Work & Alms house - Saw
J R to but little satisfaction. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

September 16, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 16 of 9 M 1811// I have had this eveng to feel the mind
brought into feeling & an exercise raised to have all my
movements brought into the Gentleness of truth, if this was the
case with all how easily might we escape many things which make
work for repentance —
Our good old friend Peter House called into the Shop this
Afternoon, his visit was very sweet. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

September 17, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 17 of 9 Mo// WE have this Afternoon witnessed an event
which is not common, Vizt and ECLIPSE of the Sun of more than
10 Digits. The weather was very clear which afforded a good
opportunity of viewing it which I did thro’ Smoaked glass, & a
quadrant. It looked gloomy, but not so much so as the one in the
6th M 1806 nor was there that nightly chill in the Air that there
was then —-Peter Hoxie dined with us, he also set with me a
considerable time this forenoon with me in the Shop & made many
excellent remarks in conversation which were both interesting &
edifying
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
September 18, Wednesday: At Salatiga, the Dutch forces on the island of Java surrendered to the British.
The British began to administer the Dutch East Indies.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 18 of 9 Mo// I often feel desirous of improving my mind,
every way, but the benefit derived from Grace is far the most
necessary, it leads to gentleness in all our movements, &
renders us agreeable & interesting one to another, Oh! how I
desire that my spirit may more & more be brought into refinement
I can truly say that I labor for it at seasons earnestly.
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

September 19, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 19 of 9 Mo// Our Meeting was rather small & not a very
lively season to me. — C R was concern’d in a few words. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
September 20, Friday: Captain Paul Cuffe’s Traveller made a quick trip to Sierra Leone before turning toward
America.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 20 of 9 Mo// Again Nothing material to insert, except
that, Our Old friends Dorcas Earl & Eunice Clarke took tea with
us also father & Mother Rodman with them —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

September 21, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 21 of 9 Mo// Again nothing material to insert, the mind
in a middling state not so dull or lively as at some times.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

September 22, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 22 of 9 Mo// In our forenoon meeting Mary Morton &
Elizabeth Coggeshall were much favor’d in public testimony. In
the Afternoon, we sat in Silence, but neither meeting was very
lively to me - tho’ I thought the mind was more staid than common
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
Sat the eveng pretty much at home with my H —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
September 23, Monday: A major French relief force lifted the siege of Ciudad Rodrigo.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 23 of 9 Mo// I have nothing very special to fill up this
little blank with [an inch and a quarter at the bottom of the
page] & may only say, that the Day has pass’d as usual, exept
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that I have worked a little harder than common in carring in my
Winter Wood
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
September 24, Tuesday: Christopher Dunkin was born at Walworth in London, son of the Honorable
Summerhays Dunkin with Martha Duncan, daughter of John Hemming (1760-1825) of Twickenham,
Middlesex. The father would die and the widow would remarry with Dr. Jonathan Barber, who would adopt
her children. Their bright lad Christopher would be educated at the Universities of London and Glasgow but
would neither ever graduate nor ever earn a degree — instead multiple universities would be bestowing
honorary degrees.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 24 of 9 M 1811// My H & Eunice Earl spent the Afternoon
& evening at Thos Robinsons. I set the evening with them very
agreeably. Abigail was much as she hath been for a considerable
time
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
September 25, Wednesday: French cavalry attacked out of Ciudad Rodrigo and defeated the British at El
Bodón.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 25 of 9 Mo// Our Moy [Monthly] Meeting was according to
course held in Newport. was Silent in the first meetind & in the
last we had some exercising cases before us. —
It is painful, but no more painful that just that our faults &
misses should be recorded as well as our good deeds & I feel as
if it will be right for me to mention here, that this day I did
a thing which very much divested my spirit of usefulness in
discipline & for Worship in the first meeting — It has been the
custom for the women to meet in the new meeting house, in stead
of all meeting in the old & when the first meeting concluded for
the women to seperate & go into the new. - The shutters34 were
now left down & an aged woman friend came to me in the Yard &
wished the shutter opened that they might meet as has been usual
since the new house was built, which I opposed in pretty strong
terms on the grounds, that It looked to much like a division
between the men & women & kept them too far a part in time of
worship, & further, that I did not see that the Solemnity of the
meeting was at all preserved by it, as both young men & women
would go out at the close of thee meeting quite as much as if
the meeting met as formerly. The aged friend spake modestly
about it & turned away & went into the meeting house & consulted
other friends & the shutters were raised according to her Wishes
In opposing the wishes of this friend my spirit was much wounded,
& occasioned heart felt sorrow for afterwards I clearly saw that
it was my duty to have submitted to her, & not have advanced my
opinion so strongly in opposition to one so much older & more
experienced than myself —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

34. The moveable barrier in the meetinghouse, to separate it into a men’s portion and a women’s portion.
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September 27, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 27 of 9 M 1811// The mind has been under depression on
various subjects. & nothing very special on my mind to insert
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
September 28, Saturday: A French attempt to take a Spanish fort at Sagunto was pushed back.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 28 of 9 Mo// This forenoon My H with E Earl & Sister
Ruth spent the day at Uncle Saml Thurstons - & in the Eveng
brother David & myself walked to Portsmouth & lodged at Cousin
Z Chases -after breakfast the next morning we visited Peter
Lawton & from thence walked across the fields to meeting where
we sat in silence. - We dined at P Lawtons & After dinner I went
down to Cousin Z C & took tea being joined by Lewis towards night
we walked homeward & being caught in the rain we stoped at John
Weaver Junr & Staid all night, in the Morng we came home found
our families Well & persued the usual rounds thro’ the Day.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
September 30, Monday: Thomas Percy died in Dromore, in County Down in Ireland.

FALL 1811
Fall: Elkanah Watson’s display of his pair of merino sheep on the green of his village in 1807 had by this point
evolved into the Berkshire County Fair, a major production, featuring a procession of “three or four thousand
animals,” a band, displays of local industries, and artisans. Watson was taking careful steps to attract women
by offering premiums on domestic products and by holding an annual ball. Agricultural societies would
eagerly adopt Watson’s model for agricultural fairs but would often face funding difficulties.
Fall: At Harvard College’s divinity school, Dr. Henry Ware, Sr., Hollis Professor, began a course of exercises
with the resident Students in Divinity:
Messrs. John Emery Abbot (A.B. Bowdoin College 1810)
Joseph Allen (A.B. 1811)
John Dudley Andrews (A.B. 1810)
Lemuel Capen (A.B. 1810)
Jonathan Peale Dabney (A.B. 1811)
David Damon (A.B. 1811)
Charles Eliot (A.B. 1809)
George Bethune English (A.B. 1807)
Edward Everett (A.B. 1811)
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Samuel Gilman (A.B. 1811)
Joseph Haven (A.B. 1810)
Francis Jackson (A.B. 1810)
Cyrus Pierce (A.B. 1810)
Thomas Prentiss (A.B. 1811)
Hiram Weston (A.B. 1811)

Between this fall and the following fall, additional graduates would be commencing their studies under the
direction of Dr. Henry Ware, Sr. and of Mr. Andrews Norton, who in 1813 would be appointed Dexter Lecturer
in Biblical Literature. They would also attend Reverend John T. Kirkland in a few exercises in Dogmatic
Theology, Professor Willard in Hebrew, and Professor Frisbie (after his appointment in 1817) in Ethics. As
there is no record of the time when they entered on theological studies, their names have been arranged in the
order of the College Catalogue, except for the final four who were graduates of other colleges:
Messrs. Thomas Tracy (A.B. 1806)
Henry Ware (A.B. 1812)
Charles Folsom (A.B. 1813)
Rufus Hurlbut (A.B. 1813)
Thomas Savage (A.B. 1813)
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John Allyn (A.B. 1814)
Andrew Bigelow (A.B. 1814)
Francis William Pitt Greenwood (A.B. 1814)
Alvan Lamson (A.B. 1814)
Peter Osgood (A.B. 1814)
James Walker (A.B. 1814)
Charles Briggs (A.B. 1815)
Lyman Buckminster (A.B. 1815)
Stevens Everett (A.B. 1815)
Convers Francis (A.B. 1815)
Elisha Fuller (A.B. 1815)
Richard Manning Hodges (A.B. 1815)
George Goldthwait Ingersoll (A.B. 1815)
Levi Washburn Leonard (A.B. 1815)
Joseph Orne (A.B. 1815)
George Otis (A.B. 1815)
John Gorham Palfrey (A.B. 1815)
Jared Sparks (A.B. 1815)
Charles Brooks (A.B. 1816)
Willard Bourn Oliver Peabody (A.B. 1816)
William Ware (A.B. 1816)
Azariah Wilson (A.B. 1816)
William Winthrop Allen (A.B. 1817)
George Bancroft (A.B. 1817)
Ira Henry Thomas Blanchard (A.B. 1817)
Samuel Brimblecom (A.B. 1817)
Samuel Atkins Eliot (A.B. 1817)
Benjamin Fessenden (A.B. 1817)
Francis Jenks (A.B. 1817)
Joseph Augustus Edwin Long (A.B. 1817)
Samuel Joseph May (A.B. 1817)
Robert Folger Wallcutt (A.B. 1817)
Francis Willard Winthrop (A.B. 1817 but not from Harvard)
J. Barker (A.B. but not from Harvard)
-- Bryant (A.B. but not from Harvard)
John Pierpont (A.B. Yale College)
(In these early years of the Harvard Divinity School, there were no formal class graduations as students would
be in the habit of studying there for varying periods until they obtained an appropriate offer to enter a pulpit.)

OCTOBER
October: A sister of John Edleston informed George Gordon, Lord Byron that her brother had died.
The Shelleys arrived at York, where Thomas Jefferson Hogg promptly attempted to seduce Harriet.
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Early October: The great comet Flaugergues (C/1811 F1) was moving into the north circumpolar skies of the
constellation Boötes, providing an all-night display of twin tails of a length of fifteen or sixteen degrees. The
grape harvest in France this year was just excellent, the weather during the growing season having been ideal.
Wine made from grapes of this 1811 vintage would come to be famous as “comet wine,” and would be enjoyed
by its consumers with a grateful nod toward the heavens. The vintage would become so famous that,
retrospectively, a claim would be made that indeed during that year there had been an abundance of human
twins also born, and it would be recalled that in this year in addition “a shoemaker’s wife in Whitechapel
produced four at a birth.” (People will try to put two and two together.)
SKY EVENT

October 1, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 1 of 10 M 1811// The Mind not much religiously engaged
but occupied in prepareing my stove in the Shop for Winter In
the evening mostly at home. Sister Ruth set with us
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

October 2, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 2nd of 10 Mo// With Brother Isaac this has been an
anxious day, about 2 OClock last night his Wife was taken Sick
& between 9 & 10 this morning was put to bed of a fine Daughter Set the evening at home. Sister E & M also Abbe Anthony was with
us
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
October 3, Thursday: William Ingraham Kip was born in New-York, of Breton ancestry, a son of Leonard Kip
(1774-1846), president of a bank, and Maria Elizabeth Ingraham Kip (1784-1877), a daughter of Captain
Duncan Ingraham (1752-1807).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 3rd of 10 Mo// David Buffum was concerned in a short but
lively testimony from these scripture Words “What shall I do
unto my vineyard that hath not been done in it” — Then E
Coggeshall was concerned in a living prayer, on behalf of the
Aged Middle Aged & Youth, the Silent & afflicted burden bearers,
& very fervantly for the prosperity of this Monthly Meeting It was a favor’d season to me, tho’ the mind was severly buffeted
yet a place of quiet was experienced after a Season —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
October 4, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 4 of 10 Mo// Nothing material to insert, have followed
the usual rounds of each day of my life without much variation. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

October 5, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 5 of 10 Mo// Again the usual rounds & nothing that seems
woth inserting —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

October 6, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 6 of 10 M 1811// Silent & small meetings - I labor’d
under a hevy cold this morning & thought as it was very rainy
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that I would not go to meetings, but on looking more closely to
it found that I could not feel easy to omit it so went & was
favor’d with a good meeting. —
This eveng went with my Dear H to brother Isaac’s & saw for the
first time my Little neice Martha Stanton Gould. She is a fine
plump little girl & hope she may live to be a blessing to her
parents
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

October 7, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 7 of 10 M 1811// This forenoon my H scalded both her
feet & has been in much pain with them all Day —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

October 8, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3 day 8 of 10 Mo// My H seems better today of her Scald, we first
applyd sweet Oil & Salt & over that Lead Water & towards night
apply an ointment made of Balm of Gilead but she did not sleep
very well last night having much pain. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

October 9, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 9 of 10 Mo// My H is materially better to day, for which
I desire to be thankful. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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October 10, Thursday: The Beaver, sent by John Jacob Astor under the command of Captain Sowle, sailed
from New-York for “Astoria” in the Pacific Northwest.
Newspapers were reporting the initiation of a US government aggression against the natives of Ohio:

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 10 of 10 Mo// Father Rodman was concerned in our meeting
to express nearly these words “Next to divine Revelations is the
sacred scriptures, which contain these expressions” “I will wash
mine hands in innocency, so will I encompass thine Alter,”
I believe if this was more generally our engagement that we
should not come to meetings & go away again so little benefited.
Lewis L Clarke set a part of the evening with us —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
October 11, Friday: The 1st steam-powered ferry, the Juliana, was put into operation between New-York and
Hoboken, New Jersey.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 11 of 10 Mo// The day has passed as usual. Sister Ruth
& Mary set the evening with us —
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
October 12, Saturday: Paraguay declared itself independent of Buenos Aires.
The Reverend Paul Litchfield of Carlisle, a widower, remarried with Sarah Capron of Braintree, a widow.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 12 of 10 Mo// Nothing material, as respects myself Sister
E set a while with us this eveng - My H seems to be fast
recovering from her Scalded feet —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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October 13, Sunday: John McIsaac of Corphine in Kintyre, Scotland made an oath that he had seen, in the
afternoon, upon a black rock on the seacoast, a being the upper part of whose body appeared human and the
lower part of whose body appeared fishlike, “covered with scales.” He gave a most particular description of
its body, noting that its arms were proportionally rather short in comparison with its body and that its eyes were
very hollow. After about five minutes this creature “tumbled clumsily into the sea.” In an entirely separate
deposition relating to an entirely different observation, Katherine Loynachan swore that on that same
afternoon, as she was herding cattle near the seashore, she had seen a creature sliding off one of the rocks and
dropping into the water, which had had long dark hair, white skin upon its upper part, and dark brown skin
upon its lower, fishlike part. “[T]he declarant saw the face of it distinctly which had all the appearance of the
face of a child and as white, and at this time the animal was constantly rubbing or washing its breast with one
hand, the fingers being close together....”

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 13 of 10 Mo// Silent meetings, & pretty large. After
meeting took tea at Saml Thurstons Brother D R went with me It seems to be a season of affliction in town, many persons
particularly of the younger Class are down with fevers & some
have died, in the Main street the following are down within my
knowledge. George Lawton, Jacob Richardson Junr Benjm Watson,
George & Abby Engs, last night James Williams was taken with
symptoms which threaten a fever & those whose turn it well be
next is unknown to Mortals. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

October 14, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
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2nd day 14 of 10 Mo// James Williams is better & not so
unfavorably seized as was first understood. George Engs some
better, Abby us worse & little hopes entertained of her
recovery, the others I have not heard from
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
October 15, Tuesday: The great comet Flaugergues (C/1811 F1), transiting from the constellation Boötes into
the constellation Hercules, was exhibiting a gas tail of a length of 24 degrees and a curved dust trail that was
almost seven degrees in width. Sir William Herschel thought he was able to make out some colors, ruddy for
the very prominent apparent nucleus and somewhat bluish-green for the surrounding coma.
SKY EVENT

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 15 of 10 Mo// George & Abby Engs much as yesteerday,
if any alteration it is for the Worse with Abby —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
October 16, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 16 of 10 M 1811// I hardly know what to say of myself.
I feel low tried & discouraged, both from within and without,
but hope I shall be favor’d to place my confidence in the Power
of Israels God which is able to save from all evil, but Alass,
how weak is flesh. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

October 17, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 17 of 10 Mo// [the left hand edge is not visible] C R
spake a little to us at meeting - the day has passed as usual —
I expect to pass the ?ensuing night at Watching with George Engs
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

October 18, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 18 of 10 Mo// According to expectation I watched with
George Engs he had a very favorable night, but Abby is still
very ?sick & her recovery doubtful.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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October 19, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 19 of 10 Mo// Nothing material to insert except that the
sick fols are much the same as Yesterday —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
October 20, Sunday: After murdering his brother and nephew, Holkar of Indore died.
At this point, although it was still more than an astronomical unit away, the great comet Flaugergues (C/1811
F1) was at its closest to Earth. Since the head of this gigantic comet measured at up to 28 arc-minutes in width,
which is roughly comparable to the apparent size of the disks of the sun and of the moon, and since it was
actually somewhat farther away from us than the sun, it is clear that its tenuous coma (nucleus with
surrounding visible gasses) actually exceeded the size of the photosphere of Sol. As the comet would recede,
its tail would grow and grow.
SKY EVENT

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 20 of 10 Mo// In the forenoon D Buffum delivered a Short
but impressive testimony and in the Afternoon C R was concern’d
to utter nearly these words “Purity of heart occasions clearness
of sight, but the Pollution of our nature beget doubtings which
lead to infidelity,” this is a[?] most deplorable situation for
a human being to be in —
We dined at my father’s & from the inclemency of the weather my
H omitted Afternoon meeting
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
October 21, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 21 of 10 Mo// Nothing particular from the usual rounds
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
October 22, Tuesday: Franciscus Liszt was born at Raiding (Doborján) near Sopron, Hungary south of
Vienna, the only child of Adam Liszt, a sheep inspector and steward in the service of Prince Nicholas
Esterházy, and Maria Anna Lager, daughter of a baker.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 22 of 10 Mo// Pretty much the same as yesterday, except
having spent the day in overhalling the old papers of D Holloway
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

October 23, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 23 of 10 Mo// This morng rec’d a letter frin Danl
Cooledge which is not of a pleasant savor. I have answer’d it
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according to the best of my judgement.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

October 24, Thursday: Carl Maria von Weber returned to München from Switzerland.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 24 of 10 Mo// My mind this morng was feelingly introduced
into feeling sympathy with my friends in distress -for several
days Abby Engs has been so low as not to admit any hopes of her
recovery & yesterday they thought her gone, but this morning has
revived, come to her senses & there is a little prospect of her
recovery. —
Our meeting was silent & the forepart of it very good to me The
last (Preparative) was somewhat exercising
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

October 25, Friday: A Spanish attempt to attack the French army at Sagunto dissolved into chaos. The
Spaniards fled in panic.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 25 of 10 Mo// Abby Engs has been extremely low all day
& this evening about 10 OClock paid the debt to nature In the
18 Year of her age
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

October 26, Saturday: The Spanish garrison at Sagunto surrendered to the French.
L’equivoco stravagante, a dramma giocoso by Gioachino Rossini to words of Gasparri, was performed for the
initial time, in the Teatro del Corso, Bologna. The work was warmly received but after the third performance
the city fathers would close the show due to the “impure” nature of the story.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 26th of 10 M 1811// I have just been over to look on the
Corpse of dear Abby Engs which is very pleasant, & from her
innocent deportment thro’ life there is no doubt in my mind, but
her spirit is in peace, & a desire is now revived that her
removal may be an incitement to us all to be on the Watch for
we know not in what day or hour the like summons may be sent to
our dwelling
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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October 27, Sunday: Isaac Merritt Singer was born (he would invent a practical home sewing machine).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 27 of 10 Mo// In our forenoon Meeting C Rodman appear’d
in reverent supplication. In the Afternoon our meeting was very
small in consequence of the funeral of Abby Engs, many friends
& others left it to attend that. I thought it best to attend
meeting, after which went to a funeral of Constant Wood a young
man on the POint who was buried in our ground — Set the eveng
wiat home with my dear H ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
October 28, Monday: Charles James Fox was born in Hancock, New Hampshire, a son of the tanner and hotel
keeper Jedediah Fox and Mary Wheeler Fox (it has been supposed that this child was a namesake of the famed
contemporary Whig orator Charles James Fox, who until his recent death had been the British Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs).

THOMAS FOX OF CONCORD
CHARLES JAMES FOX
An allied (Great Britain-Portugal-Spain) force defeated the French at Arroyomolinos de Montáchez in
Extremadura.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 28 of 10 Mo// Nothings material to insert. - The day has
passed as usual ——
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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October 29, Tuesday: The initial Ohio River steamboat left Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania to steam with the current
(red line below) to New Orleans, Louisiana.

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 29 of 10 Mo// Again nothing has occurd that appears worth
inserting & indeed there are many days of this kind, yet it seems
best to keep up a diary. perhaps it might be thought by some
that it is time lost, but it does not take me five minutes in a
day on an average & if I misspent no more time than that,
I believe nothing would lay very hevily to my charge. It was the
advice of Wm Penn to his children to “keep a Journal if it is
was but a line a day” & if there is no other use in it, it keeps
one in the use of the Pen & may tend to help us in the Art of
Composition if proper attention is paid to it — This I know of
a truth, that it is much more easy for me to express my Ideas
in writing than it was formerly
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I am sensible that I am yet very deficient & shall probably
remain so, as long as I live, but it is comfortable to believe
that I have made some improvement, Whereby I may render myself
more useful to myself & mankind - but Alass this brings me to a
sense of my short comings, & a subject of which I have not wrote
much about of late i.e. the religious improvement, wherein
I feel much leaness & Poverty for the want of more faithfulness,
I am not sensible that my case is worse than Months ago, being
sometimes favor’d with (at least) some emanations of Love & life
—
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
October 30, WednesdayJane Austen’s SENSE AND SENSIBILITY: A NOVEL (“By a Lady” — i.e., published
anonymously; she went to great lengths to conceal the fact from her acquaintances; initial version had been
written in 1796).

Publication of a Piano Trio op.35 and the Piano Variations op.40a by Johann Nepomuk Hummel was
announced in the Wiener Zeitung.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 30 of 10 M 1811// Again nothing of moment to insert, the
day has passed with the usual rounds —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
October 31, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 31 of 10 Mo// The day has been severly stormy yet David
Rodman & myself took Chaise & rode to Portsmouth to attend our
Monthly Meeting, which considering the hevy rain & very high
Wind was pretty well attended. Holder Almy preached in the first
& in the last we got along with our buisness with a good degree
of satisfaction - The Public Appearance of Holder Almy was
approved & refer’d to the Quarterly Meeting for their perusal
[?, left margin not visible] After Meeting we dined with Holder
& then rode home. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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Near the end of his visit to England, Captain Paul Cuffe saw himself described in the Liverpool Mercury as
preferable “to the proudest statesman that ever dealt out destruction amongst mankind.” That newspaper’s
“Memoir of Captain Paul Cuffee” [sic] offered a description his early life and many notable achievements,
including his 1780 challenge to the Massachusetts legislature against taxation without representation for
blacks. (The captain would later receive an English land grant on which he would be able to settle a few worthy
immigrants of his choosing. His plans would be delayed by the War of 1812, but in 1815-1816 he would make
a successful voyage to Sierra Leone with 38 colonists. On January 16, 1817 he would write that in Sierra
Leone, “These few Europeans hath pritty much Control of the Colony Yet the people of Coular Are intitled to
every privlege of a free born Subjects.... Yet It cannot be said that Thay Are Equal for the prejudice of tradition
is preciptable but I believe much Lieth At thare Doors.”)

Memoir of Captain Paul Cuffee, Liverpool MERCURY
On the first of the present month of August 1811, a
vessel arrived at Liverpool, with a cargo from Sierra
Leone, the owner, master, mate, and whole crew of which
are free Negroes. The master, who is also owner, is the
son of an American Slave, and is said to be very well
skilled both in trade and navigation, as well as to be
of a very pious and moral character. It must have been
a strange and animating spectacle to see this free and
enlightened African entering, as an independent trader,
with his black crew, into that port which was so lately
the nidus of the Slave Trade. — Edinb. Review, August,
1811.
We are happy in having an opportunity of confirming the
above account, and at the same time of laying before our
readers an authentic memoir of Capt. Paul Cuffee, the
master and owner of the vessel above referred to, who
sailed from this port on the 20th ult. with a licence
from the British Government, to prosecute his intended
voyage to Sierra Leone.
The father of Paul Cuffee, was a native of Africa,
whence he was brought as a Slave into Massachusetts. He was there purchased by a person named Slocum, and
remained in slavery a considerable portion of his life.- He was named Cuffee, but as it is usual in those parts
took the name of Slocum, as expressing to whom he
belonged. Like many of his countrymen he possessed a
mind superior to his condition, and although he was
diligent in the business of his Master and faithful to
his interest, yet by great industry and economy he was
enabled to purchase his personal liberty.
At this time the remains of several Indian tribes, who
originally possessed the right of soil, resided in
Massachusetts; Cuffee became acquainted with a woman
descended from one of those tribes, named Ruth Moses,
and married her. -- He continued in habits of industry
and frugality, and soon afterwards purchased a farm of
100 acres in Westport in Massachusetts.
Cuffee and Ruth has a family of ten children. — The
three eldest sons, David, Jonathan, and John are farmers
in the neighborhood of Westport, filling respectable
situations
in
society,
and
endowed
with
good
intellectual capacities. -- They are all married, and
have families to whom they are giving good educations.
Of six daughters four are respectably married, while two
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remain single.
Paul was born on the Island of Cutterhunkker, one of the
Elizabeth Islands near New Bedford, in the year 1759;
when he was about 14 years of age his father died
leaving a considerable property in land, but which being
at that time unproductive afforded but little provision
for his numerous family, and thus the care of supporting
his mother and sisters devolved upon his brothers and
himself.
At this time Paul conceived that commerce furnished to
industry more ample rewards than agriculture, and he was
conscious that he possessed qualities which under
proper culture would enable him to pursue commercial
employments with prospects of success; he therefore
entered at the age of 16 as a common hand on board of a
vessel destined to the bay of Mexico, on a Whaling
voyage. His second voyage was to the West Indies; but
on his third he was captured by a British ship during
the American war about the year 1776: after three months
detention as a prisoner at New York, he was permitted
to return home to Westport, where owing to the
unfortunate continuance of hostilities he spent about 2
years in his agricultural pursuits. During this
interval Paul and his brother John Cuffee were called
on by the Collector of the district, in which they
resided, for the payment of a personal tax. It appeared
to them, that, by the laws of the constitution of
Massachusetts, taxation and the whole rights of
citizenship were untied. — If the laws demanded of them
the payment of personal taxes, the same laws must
necessarily and constitutionally invest them with the
rights of representing, and being represented, in the
state Legislature. But they had never been considered
as entitled to the privilege of voting at Elections, nor
of being elected to places of trust and honor. -- Under
these circumstances, they refused payment of the
demands. -- The Collector resorted to the force of the
laws, and after many delays and vexations, Paul and his
brother deemed it most prudent to silence the suit by
payment of the demands. But they resolved, if it were
possible, to obtain the rights which they believed to
be connected with taxation.

NOVEMBER
November: The Shelleys moved to Keswick and were befriended by Southey.
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November: This was the period in which Beau Brummel was estimating that a swell might dress himself for
around £1,000 per year — “with the strictest economy.” A not insignificant portion of this expense, of course,
had been directed toward fancy tight-fitting woven stockings, and thus an entire industry had grown up to
provide such stockings to such gentlemen as Brummel. However, at this point high fashion suddenly turned
entirely in the direction of the sort of loose-fitting trowsers that made it unnecessary for the noble man any
longer to purchase supplies of these fancy woven tight stockings. The “stockinger” cottagers of England,
whose labor and whose skill and attention to detail had been marshalled, were suddenly in deep, deep trouble.
One out of five frames were idled and the families who continued the constant detail labor, who needed at last
12 shillings of income per week merely to feed themselves, were able to produce an income of but about 7
shillings.
November: In Nottinghamshire, about 400 frames were broken and about 1,900 British soldiers were
dispatched to quell the Luddite disturbance. A number of Luddites were arrested and one was killed.
Another expression of a Luddistic kind, also contemporary with
the Luddites, was Romanticism, beginning with William Blake and
William Wordsworth and George Gordon, Lord Byron particularly,
who like the machine-breakers were repulsed by the Satanic mills
and the getting-and-spending of the past. (The identity was so
immediate for Byron at least that at one point he was even moved
to write, “Down with all kings but King Ludd!”) This
Romanticism, and particularly its attachment to an unspoiled
machine-free nature, was echoed across the Atlantic by Nathaniel
Hawthorne, Edgar Allan Poe, and Herman Melville, among literary
lions, and notably by Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau and
their great heir, John Muir. Muir, one feels, would have been a
Luddite given half the chance, and there is in his tirades
against the developers of the West — “These Temple destroyers,
devotees of ravaging commercialism, seem to have a perfect
contempt for Nature, and instead of lifting their eyes to the
God of the mountains, lift them to the Almighty Dollar” — the
taste of the acrid anger found in the Luddite letters. ...What
purpose does this machine serve? What problem has become so
great that it needs this solution? Is this invention nothing
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but, as Thoreau put it, an improved means to an unimproved end?
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November: The fact that the peace treaty which would conclude the War of 1812 would not resolve the issue
of impressment which had allegedly initiated it is enough to demonstrate conclusively that the war was in fact
not about impressment. One can clue on the strange fact that this war was unpopular in New England, and on
the strange reason that was being given for this unpopularity: the war was intended, they were charging, to
expand the region of slaveholding. If one sticks pins in the map at the points at which the most severe fighting
occurred, one receives a better impression of what the war actually was about. Five of the seven major land
battles of this war, such as William Henry Harrison’s attack upon the Shawnee alliance of Indiana which led
to the Battle of Tippecanoe in this month, were primarily struggles with groups of red Americans.

England wanted to keep a native American buffer state between its Canadian colonies of the north and the new
unrecognized American “nation” to the south, and the USA wanted to destroy this native buffer and occupy
its territories. The treaty of peace would stipulate that Great Britain was going to give up the effort to form
alliances with the red American tribes.
November 1, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 1 of 11 M 1811// Brother D Rodman & wife took tea with
us Also our old neighbor Molly Billings
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 2, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 2 of 11 Mo// Again the usual reounds, & nothing very
particular else [?] has occur’d. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 3, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 3 of 11 Mo// At Meeting this forenoon Lydia Almy Appeared
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in a few Words, then David Buffum, then Clarke Rodman. So we had
more preaching than we have had for a considerable time - In the
Afternoon we sat in Silence - aftermeeting made a visit to the
Work & Alms houses — Sat the evening at O Williams’s with my H
& Sister R —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 4, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 4 of 11 Mo// Rec’d a letter from David Smith of Bolton
Mt enclosing Elegiac lines on the death of our much lov’d friend
& brother Thos Watson of that place, with whom I was well
acquainted & loved dearly. The lines were composed by a young
man not in membership with us, & are in my judgement well done.
at reading them my mind was much affected with serious
reflections —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
November 5, Tuesday: El Salvador’s first battle for its independence from Spain.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 5 of 11 Mo// The day has passed as usual. I have for the
week past intended to attend our Quarterly Meeting, but so many
things seem’d to crowd on my Mind yesterday that I am induced
to believe under present circumstances, it is more my duty to
Stay at home than go. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 6, Wednesday: El Salvador’s first battle for its independence from Spain.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 6 of 11 Mo// Nothing material to insert, that I recollect
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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November 7, Thursday: At Tippecanoe (Keth-tip-pe-can-nunk) Creek near Prophetstown, Indiana, a town in
which Indian people of all tribes were attempting to live a traditional lifestyle, the Shawnee headman
Tecumseh, brother of the prophet Tenskwatawa, led in a defensive battle against a group of white settlers under
William Henry Harrison, giving to Harrison a reputation and a presidential slogan. Defeated, Tecumseh would
flee into Canada.

(Meanwhile, during this month, shortly after the Hudson’s Bay Company had ceded a large tract around the
Red River in Canada to Thomas Douglas, 5th Earl of Selkirk for the establishment of a colony, John
Wedderburn Halkett was appointed a member of that Company’s London Committee.)
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 7 of 11 Mo// The Meeting small & silent tho’ a
respectable number considering how many are absent at the Qurly
Meeting
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
November 8, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 8 of 11 Mo// Jos Almy has return’d from 27 Mtg & says
they got along well - The first meeting was largely favor’d with
preaching, & in the last Our recommendations of Holder Almy as
Minuter was united with —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 9, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 9th of 11th M 1811// This morning rec’d a letter from
Dan Cooledge which was not very pleasant & think not to answer
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it as the spirit he evinces seems not to be of the best sort I wish him well, & hope the time may come when he may feel & see
differently from what he now does.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 10, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 10th of 11 Mo// C Rodman said a few words at meeting in
the forenoon. In the Afternoon we were Silent, except in meeting
hours I have been pretty much at home all Day
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 11, Monday: Two works by Carl Maria von Weber were performed for the initial time, at his
farewell concert in München: The overture Der Beherrscher der Geister J.122 and the concert aria Misera me!
J.121.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 11 of 11 Mo// Rec’d a letter from Danl Clapp Junr of
Pomfret CT which contained a wish to know something concerning
a young woman whom he feels an inclination to propose the subject
of matrimony - which I answered’d this Afternoon & put it in the
Mail - My H spent the day at My fathers at Quilting. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 12, Tuesday: US Secretary of State James Monroe and British Minister A.J. Foster reached
agreement in regard to the Chesapeake affair of 1807. Two of the four seized sailors would be returned, the
other two having died. Reparation was paid to survivors of those killed in the action.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 12 of 11 Mo// I watched with E W Lawton last night who
is quite sick of a fever. I was pretty current in the forenoon
but this Afternoon I have been allmost Stupid for the want of
Sleep —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 13, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 12 [sic] of 11 Mo// E W Lawton is still a very sick man
how it will turn out I know not yet I fear the worst tho’ the
Doctor & Some of his friends think he is doing well
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 14, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 14th of 11 Mo// Our Meeting today was somewhat remarkable
Our friend Obadiah Williams after a year or two’s suspention has
again this day uncovered his head & preached in our assembly C Rodman then said a little & then D Buffum so that it seems to
look a little as if the Cloud is about to be raised a little the
tabernacle & Israel be permitted again to Journey forward —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 15, Friday: Der Zweikampf mit der Geliebten, an opera by Louis Spohr to words of Schink, was
performed for the initial time, in Hamburg to great success.
A military coup again installed a new government in Chile.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 15 of 11 Mo// Edw W Lawton is considerd worse this
morning I have written to his father this morning requesting him
to come immediately Abraham Barker made me a visit at my Shop
this Afternoon, while he was Setting with me my mind was
introduced into a recollection of his late Dear Aunt Susanna who
hath departed this life, & led to feelings which were very
precious, & lasted with me all the evening
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 16, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 16 of 11 Mo// Edw W Lawton has more favorable symptoms
to day but he is very weak & low. — The day has passed as usual ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 17, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 17 of 11th M 1811// Our Morning meeting was silent. In
the Afternoon C Rodman was concern’d in a testimony. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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November 18, Monday: Samuel Taylor Coleridge would be lecturing on Shakespeare and Milton at Scot’s
Corporation Hall, London Philosophical Society, until January 27, 1812.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 18th of 11th Mo// E W Lawton is consider’d more
dangerous, as his fever seems to have a putrid aspect. — The day
has passed as usual.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
November 19, Tuesday: Emory Wiley was born to Keturah Green Wiley and Benjamin Brown Wiley.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 19th of 11 Mo// The day has passed as usual to buisness,
but my mind has been under depression particularly this evening
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
November 20, Wednesday: By hiring Samuel Topliff, Jr. to run the reading room on the 2d floor of the
Exchange Coffee House in downtown Boston near the docks, and by using a donated rowboat to meet
incoming ships and learn their news, the systematic gathering of news was introduced to America.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 20th of 11 Mo// E W Lawton has been consider’d rather
more favorable yesterday & today. — Much as usual as respects
myself —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
November 21, Thursday: At Wannsee, German Romantic author Heinrich von Kleist killed his terminally ill
female companion and them committed suicide.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 21 of 11 Mo// C Rodman spake a few words to us at Meeting
— My mind was so situated that I was but a poor judge of what
he said or the State of the Meeting. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 22, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 22 of 11 Mo// On fourth day morng My dear Wife came down
to my fathers to Spend the day, which with yesterday proved very
rainy & we did not go home untill this morning —
This Afternoon attended the funeral of Rebecca Casey an ancient
Woman & a relation to me by both father & Mother
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 23, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 23 of 11 Mo// E W Lawton has been consider’d a little
more comfortable to day, but his case is yet very doubtful. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 24, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 24 of 11 Mo// Our meetings silent but seasons of serious
reflection to me I have been to O Williams where E W Lawton is,
& is very low, Dr Easton has pretty much relinquished hope of
his recovery —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
November 25, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 25 of 11 Mo// E W Lawton much as yesterday. — This day
my Dear Aunts Martha Mary & Hannah Gould Moved into the House
which My father has purchased for their accommodation in
Malborough Street. I am thankful on this acct that they have got
it & are comfortably settled. —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

Two works by Carl Maria von Weber were performed for the initial time, in München: The Clarinet Concerto
no.2 J.118 and the concert aria Qual altro attendi J.126.
This was Evacuation Day, the 28th Anniversary of the departure of the British from New-York at the successful
completion of the American revolution. The fortifications of Manhattan Island finally standing ready to defend
the exposed population center against the armament of any previous conflict, the southwest battery35 fired the
first of the many, many broadsides that it would fire over the centuries “at nothing more dangerous than a
harmless hulk moored in the river for practice.”
November 26, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 26 of 11 Mo// E W Lawton is very low Dr EAston continues
to speak very discoraging — his fever is very high this evening
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

35. In 1815 this southwest battery would be renamed Castle Clinton.
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November 27, Wednesday: The Federated Provinces of New Granada (Colombia) was created.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 26 [sic] of 11 Mo// [note error? or two entries for the
26th because he is watching with Edward?] The Doctors speak more
favorable of Edward this morning, say, more favorable symptoms
appear
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
November 28, Thursday: Piano Concerto no.5 “Emperor” by Ludwig van Beethoven was performed,
probably for the initial time, in the Leipzig Gewandhaus.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 27 [sic] of 11 Mo// Our Moy [Monthly] Meeting was this
day held in town The first meeting was much favor’d Anne Greene
Ministered to us in a very lively manner: C Rodman then spake a
little to my satisfaction then D Buffum appear’d in as lively a
testimony as I think I ever heard from him — Our last meeting
was much in the quiet & I thought favor’d beyond what is common
- My mind I may thankfully acd [acknowledge?] was quickened &
refreshed - Since meeting I have rec’d a very acceptable letter
from my much loved friend & brother Micajah Collins dated 14th
inst at Gooses Creek Virginia
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
November 29, Friday: Wendell Phillips was born in Boston as a descendent of that municipality’s 1st mayor.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 29 of 11 M 1811// The day has passed as usual, the mind
susceptible of tender impressions - E W Lawton is consider’d
some better —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

November 30, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 30 of 11 Mo// Again nothing material but the usual rounds
to insert. — E W Lawton Much as Yesterday —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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WINTER 1811/1812
DECEMBER
December: In Nottinghamshire, about 400 more frames were broken and more than 500 additional British
soldiers were sent to augment the about 1,900 soldiers who had already been dispatched to the district to quell
this Luddite disturbance. More Luddites were arrested. Meanwhile, however, the protest was spreading, as we
know of a Luddite meeting which took place in this month in Lancashire/Cheshire.
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December: The first steamboat to navigate the Mississippi, the New Orleans, had traveled from Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania to New Orleans, Louisiana at the mouth of the river on the Gulf of Mexico. But that had been
the easy part. On its way downstream the mayor of Cincinnati, Ohio had met the boat and had declared that it
might be able to get this 371-ton vessel down the river with the current — “but as to coming up, the very idea
is an absurd one.” That mayor would be just about right, as, to get this steamboat back up against the currents
of the river system with the powerplant then available (green line below), they would need to leave the vessel
almost empty and pilot it very carefully.

December 1, Sunday: Carl Maria von Weber, dissatisfied with his situation in München, left on a concert tour
with the clarinetist Heinrich Baermann.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 1 of 12 M 1811// Our Meetings were silent, & to me
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seasons of some wresting for life & thought I obtain’d some
victory —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

December 2, Monday: José Miguel Carrera declared himself dictator of Chile.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 2nd of 12 M // Having for some time felt my mind drawn
to address a letter to James Denson Ladd of Spring Mills
Virginia, I yealded to the impulse this forenoon - Also wrote
to Philip Dunham — Brother Isaac & Wife with their little
daughter Martha Stanton took tea with also my Mother
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
December 3, Tuesday: Sarah Bryant cut the cloth for a new coat for her son Cullen Bryant (the name William
was not used at home).
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 3 of 12 M // My H has been for Several days much unwell
with a cold, but is well enough today to spent the Afternoon at
her fathers.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
December 4, Wednesday: Carl Maria von Weber and Heinrich Baermann reached Prague.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 4th of 12 M // A Pleasant Walk this evening with Brother
D R when in my mind was bbought into sweet feelings. I felt
rejooiced that my Spirit was thus quickened —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

December 5, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 5 of 12 M // Silent meeting, thoughts on outward subjects
uncommonly intruded on my mind, yet I thought a little favor was
experienced. — E W Lawton not as well today & yesterday, his
situation remains doubtful —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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December 6, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 6 of 12 M // Being caught in the Rain at father Rs last
eveng we staid there last night — The day has passed as usual
except that I have been this Afternoon engaged in religious
conversation with Ebenezer Coleman who is Presbyterian & Strong
Predestinarian, he has lived in Connecticut & appears exceeding
ignorant of friends & their Principles, but I hope the
conversation which passed between us, will do no hurt but tend
rather for his information. I was thankful in feeling a good
degree of life to attend my spirit in the conversation
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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December 7, Saturday: Sarah Bryant completed the new coat for her son Cullen Bryant.
The nation read in the gazettes that in the Indiana back woods, the forces of the Shawnee headman Tecumseh,
brother of the prophet Tenskwatawa, had been decisively defeated by a group of white settlers under the
command of William Henry Harrison.

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
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7th day 7 of 12 M // The day has passed as usual E W Lawton
remains quite low the termination of his disease, doubtful
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
December 8, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 8 of 12 M // C R spake in our assembly this forenoon.
Silence in the Afternoon & after meeting Brother D R & myself
walked down to Jon[athon] Dennis’s, took tea & spent the evening
Sister Ruth the while with my H —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
About a year and a half earlier, the church structure in Carlisle had burned to the ground. On this day a new
structure was dedicated, with a greater number of pews. The state tax for this year was remitted in order to
assist the occupants of the town in their hardship.
ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY [OF CARLISLE]. The first house for public
religious worship was commenced about 1760, and completed in
1781, when 24 pews on the lower floor were sold for $950.50; and
in 1793, nineteen in the gallery for £58. This house was struck
by lightning in May, 1810, and entirely consumed. The present
house was dedicated the second Sabbath in December, 1811, and
contained 44 pews on the lower floor and 16 in the gallery, which
were sold for $2746.50. The builders were Joseph Wyman and John
Sawyer; and the whole expense of the house, including the
preparation of the spot, was $4866.81. A bell was procured in
1812 at an expense of $350. In consequence of the unfortunate
loss of the old house the state tax for 1811 was remitted.
The church was organized February 28th, 1781, and then consisted
of 10 male and 24 female members. Nathaniel Taylor, John Green,
Phinehas Blood, and their wives, Joseph Monroe, Ebenezer Chase,
Agnes Foster, Mercy Monroe, Ruth Monroe, Abigail Parlin, and
Rebecca Heald had been members of the church of Concord. The
other male members were Joshua Monroe, Jonathan Spaulding,
Thomas Spaulding, Job Spaulding, John Robbins, and David
Dickinson.
On the 17th of May, 1781, the church voted unanimously to invite
Mr. Paul Litchfield to become their first pastor. In this vote
the town concurred the 25th of the same month by a vote of 43
to 3. It was agreed to give him £150 as a settlement; and £80
in silver money and 20 cords of wood annually, as a salary, so
long as he should supply the pulpit. He was ordained November
the 7th, 1781, on the same day as Mr. Stearns in Lincoln. The
council on the occasion was composed of pastors and delegates
from the churches in Billerica, Bedford, Concord, Acton,
Westford, Ashby, 2d [Church] in Scituate, Abington, 2d [Church]
in Medway, Franklin, North [Church] in Newburyport and 2d
[Church] in Salem; and were invited by Jonathan Spaulding,
Thomas Spaulding, and John Green, a committee of the church. In
the public religious exercises, the Rev. Samuel Spring, of
Newburyport, made the introductory prayer; the Rev. Samuel
Niles, of Abington, preached the sermon from 1 Cor. iv. 2; the
Rev. Nathaniel Emmons, of Franklin, made “the prayer during the
imposition of hands”; the Rev. David Sanford of Medway, gave the
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charge, the Rev. Samuel Spring the right hand of fellowship, and
the Rev. Samuel Whitman of Ashby made the concluding prayer.
The first communion was held December 31st, 1781, when it was
voted to require a written or verbal relation by candidates,
before the church and congregation, of the religious exercises
of their minds before admission into the church. This
embarrassing regulation was so modified two years afterwards,
as to permit them to do it before a committee of the church. The
doctrines contained in the confession of faith, and preached by
Mr. Litchfield were strictly Calvinistic, coinciding in many
points with that system of theology known by the name
Hopkinsianism.
No records are preserved to show the number of admissions into
the church during Mr. Litchfield’s long and peaceful ministry.
In 1798, an interesting revival of religion prevailed, in which
considerable additions were made to the church. The number of
communicants in 1829, were 3 males and 24 females.36

36.

Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston: Russell, Odiorne, and Company;
Concord MA: John Stacy
(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry Thoreau would indicate a familiarity
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study. On July 16, 1859 he would correct a date mistake
buried in the body of the text.)
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December 9, Monday: The Englishman Thomas Manning, a private explorer, became the first European in a
century to enter Lhasa.
Sarah Bryant entered in her diary that her son Cullen Bryant “went to Worthington to tarry awhile.” He began
to read law there and at Bridgewater under the guidance or barrister Samuel Howe. He would nevertheless
strike up a correspondence with a former Williams College roommate, John Avery, in New Haven, about his
prospects of still being able to enter Yale College.
More reports came in about the fighting on the frontier:

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 9 of 12 M // I have thought seriously on Several
important sunjects — Neighbor Mumford & daughter with father &
Mother R spent the Afternoon with us
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
December 10, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
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3rd day 10 of 12 M // Nothing Material of my own to insert -Mary
Barker Wife of Matthew a valued friend Died this Afternoon
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

December 11, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 11 of 12 M 1811// Again this day has passed with the
usual rounds. We have rec’d a letter from Hannah Collins which
was very acceptable - my mind has also been favor’d with the
ariseings of life for which I desire to be thankful —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

December 12, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
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5th day 12 of 12 M // The Corpse of our valued friend Mary Barker
wife of Matthew were carried to meeting this day & After meeting
was inter’d in the upper burying ground, Our friend Jos Douglass
of Durham & his companion Edw’d Cobb of Portland were at Meeting.
Jos was concern’d in a loving testimony & spake clearly of his
apprehension that the present deceased was at rest & had Joined
the Society of Saints & Angels & just men made perfect.-Edw Cobb,
Jeremiah Austin Jr Jonathon Dennis & David Buffum Jr took tea
with us & spent part of the evening very agreeably on our part
- Edw was our Lodger at the Yearly Meeting time in 1810, at which
time we formed a very agreeable acquaintance with him. —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

December 13, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 13 of 12 M // Jeremiah Austin Jr has been at the Shop
twice today & seems very sweet in spirit, spake with much feeling
of Poor Isaac & desired if I wrote him again to insert his
affectionate love, he oft remembers him & cannot give him up Rote this eveng to Matther Purinton of Salem
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

December 14, Saturday: Carl Maria von Weber and Heinrich Baermann performed the premiere of Weber’s
Seven Variations on a Theme from Silvanna J.128 at the home of Count Firmian in Prague.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 14 of 12 M // The day has passed with the usual rounds,
nothing material to insert. — Sisters E & M set the evening with
us
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
December 15, Sunday: That night Seraphine, an opera by Jan Vaclav Tomásek to words of Dambek, was
performed for the initial time, in the Prague Estates Theater. It was well received.
In Kentucky, while drunk, Lilburn Lewis became enraged over the breaking of a pitcher, bound his 17-yearold slave George, and in front of the assembled household’s other slaves, dismembered him piece by piece with
an axe. The details of the incident are variously recounted, but perhaps have most poetically been recounted
by Robert Penn Warren in 1953 in the long poem “Brother to Dragons: A Tale in Verse and Voices.”37
SLAVERY
THE MARKET FOR HUMAN BODY PARTS

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
37. The case has especial historical relevance not because of the extreme brutality of the incident, but because the perpetrator was
a relative of President Thomas Jefferson, and hopefully therefore Jefferson’s reaction or lack of reaction might allow us to
extrapolate as to Jefferson’s state of mind in regard to race.
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1st day 15 of 12 M // I watched with E W Lawton last night & in
the night wrote to D Smith. Being not very smart this morng I
went to bed & lay till past noon - Went to meeting in the
Afternoon & felt Dull Set the evening at home & went to bed early
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
December 16, Monday: As the great comet Flaugergues (C/1811 F1) had been receding, its tail had been
lengthening, from 24 degrees to 70 degrees.
SKY EVENT

Centered in northwestern Arkansas, there were two enormous (~7.2-8.1 Richter) earthquake shocks, the 1st at
2:15AM and the 2d at 8:15AM. They said the Mississippi River flowed backwards (which would be to indicate
that a seismic “seiche” propagated upriver). It would be alleged that this had been forecast months before by
Tecumseh.

John James Audubon, in Kentucky, hearing the roar of the New Madrid, Missouri earthquake38 and noticing
the effects of the enormous earthquake (still inadequately understood) in strange brightenings and darkenings
of the sky, presumed that a tornado might be approaching and sought shelter from it.39 Just as the steamboat
New Orleans came out into the smooth waters of the Mississippi, heading downriver after the rapids known
as the Falls of the Ohio, without warning the quake struck and the normally very smooth waters of the
Mississippi River became agitated into the same sort of turbulent maelstrom from which this steamboat had

38. Am I sure that this is not a reference to the earthquake that would occur on February 7, 1812 at 4:45AM?
39. Notice that it had not yet been clearly established, that comets were extra-atmospheric, astronomical in nature. Some natural
philosophers were still holding to a theory that actually a comet was a type of long-lasting atmospheric disturbance, and therefore
quite close to the surface of the earth and able to exert a direct influence upon us.
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just emerged. Church bells were heard to ding in Boston as the first of four major temblors ripped along the

New Madrid faultline which runs from Arkansas to Illinois. In this initial temblor, presently estimated at 8.1
on the Richter scale, treetrunks snapped — but because of low white population density, only a few dozen
people were reported as having been killed. Soil liquefaction along the Mississippi River was, according to our
Federal Emergency Management Agency, similar to that experienced during the great Kobe quake of January
1995, and as a result the great river ran backward for three days. Were a temblor of Kobe’s 7.0 magnitude to
strike along the New Madrid faultline at 9:30AM on some day under our current conditions –and it is estimated
that there is a significant probability that some such temblor will occur– the Arkansas State Office of
Emergency Services estimates that 14,000 people will die and there will be 240,000 homeless. Since there are
presently five major oil and natural gas pipelines running across this faultline, conveying heating fuel to the
Eastern seaboard states, if this inevitable disaster should strike during a winter a significant portion of our
nation will be subjected to a chilling brush with reality.40
40. According to our National Research Council, writing as of 1994, it is simply not yet known “whether the relocation of materials
on the surface of the earth is dominated by the slower but continuous fluxes operating all of the time or by the spectacular large
fluxes that operate during short-lived cataclysmic events.”
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There would be follow-on major earthquakes on January 23, 1812 and on February 7, 1812. After this series
of major quakes, there would be a new lake in Tennessee, Reelfoot Lake, that had not existed in 1810.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 16th of 12 M // My H not being Smart I set most of the
evening at home & entertained her & myself in reading Sillimans
Journal
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
December 17, Tuesday: John Antes died at his home in Bristol, England at the age of 71.
Amphion, an opéra by Etienne-Nicholas Méhul to words of de Jouy, was performed for the initial time, in the
Paris Opéra. This would later be called Les Amazones, ou La fondation de Thèbes. The response was
disappointing, largely due to the libretto.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 17 of 12 M // Again nothing material, but the usual
rounds. set most of the eveng at home emply’d as the last. I
think Sillimans journal is a fine thing, & contains may [many]
seasonable pertinent & instructing observations, tho’ he is
doubtless in some errors
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

December 18, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 18 of 12 M // My H not very smart Sister Mary spent most
of the day & evening with us. - read as last eveing, Sillimans
observations on the universities of Oxford & Cambridge
particularly pleased me —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

December 19, Thursday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 19 of 12 M // Our Meeting was pretty well attended &
Silent, in the last which was Preparative meeting, the names of
David Williams, Stephen Gould & David Rodman were Proposed as
Overseers of the Poor which was approbated by a few voices &
forwarded to the Moy [Monthly] Meeting
In the first meeting I thought I was favor’d to feel the life
to arise & dispell some clouds which hung over me, for which I
desire to be thankful
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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December 20, Friday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 20 of 12 M 1811// My6 H spent the Afternoon & evening
at Brother D Rs. I called in the evening at D Williams —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

December 21, Saturday: A constitution of the first republic of Venezuela was adopted in Caracas.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 21 of 12 M // A Report that could not be traced to its
origin has been circulated in town for several day that Rowse
Taylor was Killed by the Indians at Ohio. This Afternoons Mail
brought a letter directed to Rich’d Mitchell In the direction
of which I recognized his well known hand - the Post Mark was
the 3d of this Mt, the contents of the letteer we may hear more
about tomorrow
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

December 22, Sunday: After a successful concert on the previous evening, in spite of a blizzard, Carl Maria
von Weber and Heinrich Baermann left Prague heading toward Dresden.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 22 of 12 M // Hearing that Richd Mitchell was in town
went with my usual impatience & curiosity in persuit of him to
get intelligence from Rowse. found the letters at D Williams &
heard part of them read which convey’d the glad tidings that he
was settled on a farm of 160 Acres in the state of Ohio, town
of Smithfield. —
Our forenoon meeting was pretty well attended & D Buffum & H
Dennis labor’d to arrest our attention to the One thing Needful
-In the Afternoon we were Silent - My H not being able to attend
meeting in the Afternoon went to My fathers to dine - In the
eveng we borrow’d Rowse’s letter & I read it to my father &
Mother who were peculiarly pleased with his account of the
journey & final settlement. I hardly ever saw father more
interested —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

December 23, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 23 of 12 M // The day has passed pretty much as usual
in the evening went round among some of our wealthy members to
collect a little Money for the poor
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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December 24, Tuesday: Governor Major-General Alexander Beatson also had tried to control drunkenness on
St. Helena, through rationing, with results similar to those of his predecessors. On Christmas Eve about 250
soldiers had the very bad idea to stage a mutiny.41
DRUNKENNESS

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
3rd day 24 of 12 M // This has been a violent stormy day I did
not go home to dinner, & took a little with Aunt Anna Carpenter’s
Brother D R came to the Shop in the Afternoon finding nothing
to do in his own - I set the eveng at home & read indubly [?]
to my H in Silliman’s journal & finished it
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

December 25, Wednesday: Governor Major-General Alexander Beatson restored order on St. Helena, after
about 250 soldiers had staged an ill-advised Christmas Eve mutiny in protest of liquor rationing.
DRUNKENNESS

French troops defeated the Spanish defenders of Valencia and laid siege to the city.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 25 of 12 M // By accounts today the Storm of Yesterday
was more violent than we who were mostly confined within doors
were aware - The Wind was so high as to blow down several trees
in Broad Street & Washington Square, the large & Ancient honey
locust that stood in John Earls yard, a Chimney on the Point,
frose to death an horse belonging to Sandford in Middletown,
drove on Shore a brigg from Ireland with 70 Passengers, Men Women
& children were obliged to wade from the wreck & came from the
Neck thro’ the Streets this Afternoon to a house provided by the
town for their accomodation on the long wharf, they were
pitiable Objects indeed —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
December 26, Thursday: Governor Major-General Alexander Beatson had restored order on St. Helena, after
about 250 soldiers had staged a Christmas Eve holiday-spirits mutiny in protest of liquor rationing. On or by
this day 6 of their members, identified as ringleaders, had been hanged.
DRUNKENNESS

In a theater of Richmond, Virginia, a fire killed 5 black Americans, and 68 white Americas of whom many
were from prominent local families.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
5th day 26th of 12 M 1811// I walked towards Portsmouth to attend
our Moy [Monthly] Meeting. Rich’d Mitchell kindly gave me a ride
of about 3 Miles on my way to Meeting his Sleigh, in going over
41. The Governor, however, placed a high value on his own beer — when a soldier stole six bottles from one of the Plantation House
cellars, he sentenced him to be hanged (said soldier would be pardoned by the Council).
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one bank we over Set but neither of us was hurt. Our Meeting was
small. The Womens side of the house counted but seven & them
very young Women, I suppose neither of them over 30 years of
life: -Ours was large in Number, perhaps 40 of 50 - Peter Lawton
was Clerk & for the first time I was assistant & succeeded beyond
my expectations -After meeting I rode with R Mitchell to his
house & dined & after dinner a part of the way home with D Buffum
in his sleigh which eased me of my journey exceedingly for if I
had not have been assisted in this way it is not probable I
should been able to have got home the same day. & tho’ as it was
my limbs were much fatigued, yet I was glad I went, for had I
had not the Books & papers of neither meeting would have been
there -Jonathon Dennis the two D Buffums, little Wm Chase &
myself were all that were there from Newport. The Snow Banks
were formidable indeed some I walked over that I doubt not were
15 feet high.
A sorrowful affair was related to me in Portsmouth It appears
that about 7 an hour before sun set in the Storm the day before
yesterday Joseph Cundel went out of his Mill & has not yet been
seen or heard from Yet. they have been searching the Mill dam
today & cannot find him whether he was suffocated in the snow
drown’d in the Mill dam & got into the Sea is Yet undetermined,
but there is no prospect of ever finding him alive.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
December 27, Friday: Heinrich Baermann and Carl Maria von Weber arrived in Leipzig having passed up
Dresden. The Saxon court was absent.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
6th day 27 of 12 M // Our Sisters Joanna Ruth & Mary set the
evening with us [too faded] the day the usual rounds —
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

December 28, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day 28 of 12 M // The day being Stormy I have been the whole
day at the Shop - Set the eveng at home —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

December 29, Sunday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
1st day 29 of 12 M // Our Meetings were rather small owing to
the badness of the travelling. In the forenoon C R preached, in
the Afternoon Silent [faded] night visited the Work & Alms house
- Set the eveng at home
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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December 30, Monday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
2nd day 30 of 12 M // This day complete the 30th year of my Age
& should I live till tomorrow, shall be progressing in my 30th
& consideration of it has this eveng been deep & impressive on
my Mind. Oh how swiftly glides the Moments of our precious time,
& how little improvement in those things that are of the utmost
importance. Oh! that it may not all steal away & the Work left
incompleat
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
December 31, Tuesday night: A portion of the tail of the great comet Flaugergues (C/1811 F1) was
observable.
SKY EVENT

This, the “Great Comet of 1811,” would be given a mention by Tolstòy in WAR AND PEACE:
The radiant star which, after traveling in its orbit
with inconceivable velocity through infinite space,
seemed suddenly –like an arrow piercing the earth– to
remain fast in one chosen spot in the black firmament,
vigorously tossing up its tail.
Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
31 of 12 M 1811// Here ends the year & what more shall I say of
it than that it has come & gone. I feel my mind humbled at the
poor improvement of I have made, but am thankful in believing
that tho’ I may have taken Some retrograde Steps yet my mind is
still visited with the renewals of love & life.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE: In addition to the property of others,
such as extensive quotations and reproductions of
images, this “read-only” computer file contains a great
deal of special work product of Austin Meredith,
copyright 2015. Access to these interim materials will
eventually be offered for a fee in order to recoup some
of the costs of preparation. My hypercontext button
invention which, instead of creating a hypertext leap
through hyperspace —resulting in navigation problems—
allows for an utter alteration of the context within
which one is experiencing a specific content already
being viewed, is claimed as proprietary to Austin
Meredith — and therefore freely available for use by
all. Limited permission to copy such files, or any
material from such files, must be obtained in advance
in writing from the “Stack of the Artist of Kouroo”
Project, 833 Berkeley St., Durham NC 27705. Please
contact the project at <Kouroo@kouroo.info>.
“It’s all now you see. Yesterday won’t be over until
tomorrow and tomorrow began ten thousand years ago.”
– Remark by character “Garin Stevens”
in William Faulkner’s INTRUDER IN THE DUST

Prepared: June 17, 2015
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ARRGH AUTOMATED RESEARCH REPORT
GENERATION HOTLINE

This stuff presumably looks to you as if it were generated by a
human. Such is not the case. Instead, someone has requested that
we pull it out of the hat of a pirate who has grown out of the
shoulder of our pet parrot “Laura” (as above). What these
chronological lists are: they are research reports compiled by
ARRGH algorithms out of a database of modules which we term the
Kouroo Contexture (this is data mining). To respond to such a
request for information we merely push a button.

Commonly, the first output of the algorithm has obvious
deficiencies and we need to go back into the modules stored in
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the contexture and do a minor amount of tweaking, and then we
need to punch that button again and recompile the chronology —
but there is nothing here that remotely resembles the ordinary
“writerly” process you know and love. As the contents of this
originating contexture improve, and as the programming improves,
and as funding becomes available (to date no funding whatever
has been needed in the creation of this facility, the entire
operation being run out of pocket change) we expect a diminished
need to do such tweaking and recompiling, and we fully expect
to achieve a simulation of a generous and untiring robotic
research librarian. Onward and upward in this brave new world.
First come first serve. There is no charge.
Place requests with <Kouroo@kouroo.info>. Arrgh.

General Events of 1811
SPRING

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

SUMMER

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

FALL

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

WINTER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Following the death of Jesus Christ there was a period
of readjustment that lasted for approximately one
million years.
–Kurt Vonnegut, THE SIRENS OF TITAN

GO ON TO EVENTS OF 1812

